


What i 8 the Origin and what do you conceive

to be the Divine Purpose of Race and Racial Differ-

ences?

The object of these questions being ,as stated

in the Questi onnai re ,
" to set before our own people

the Christian view of race and racial feeling, and

the solution of the race problem" ,1 should content

myself with starting in these answers with the Bibli-

cal view as to the origin of race and racial differ-

ences. In Chapter XI of Genesis in the Old Testament

we are told that at the beginning of its creation

the whole earth was^ne language and of one speech. I

understand that to mean that but one race of people

existed at the beginning of the creation. The Science

of Comparative Philology supports that statement of

fact. The account Genesis goes on to say that it

came to pass, as the single race that then existed

journeyed from the east .they dwelt in the land of

Shi na.r; that they started building a city and a

tower; and that the Lord "confounded their language

and scattered $hem abroad from thence upon the face

of all the earthy to prevent their being "one

people", and having "all one language." In Chapter XII

of Genesis we have it that God asked Abram to get

out of his country and from his kindred, and from his

father’s house unto a land which God would show him

with the object of making him the father of " a

great nation." These historical facts put very pithi-

ly in the Bible^show that the family first and the

tribe afterwards gave origin to race ; and /raci al

differences have been due to differences of climate,

! anguage , rel i gi on , tradi ti on s , and other ci rcums tances

hat compose a people’s environmen t . V/hile 'these main

facts of the story in the Bible find support from

the discoveries of science and the researches of

history, the view propounded in Chapter XI of Genesis

A



the city and the tower , confounded their language and

scattered them abroad, to restrain their ambition and

Prevent them from becoming all-powerful against the

Almighty represents the crude primitive view as to
7

the origin of race. The later conception of God is

Love promoting Unity.not Jealousy and Fear. The Bible

must be studied as a book dealing wi th^evoluti on of

Man and the human- race - their growth from crude

ideas to the highest conceptions of humanity as

revealed by the life and teachings! of Christ. To the

primitive view expressed in Genesis God appeared to

deal v;ith men on the principle subsequently enunciat-

ed by the Romans for the government of their Empire -

the principle, viz. ,of "divide and rule". That principle

has been corrupted to mean that the safety of a ruler

lies in breeding differences among the ruled that

they may not prove powerful against the ruling autho-

rity by reason of union among themselves .But the

true meaning of "divide and rule" as the Divine law

of life is given to us in Genesis itself and also in

some other books of the Cld Testament when the

writers of those books merely state facts as distin-

guished from their understanding of the implications

of those tacts. For instance, the first true glimpse

of the Divine law of "divide and rule" is afforded in

Chapter IV, Genesi s , in the second verse of which we

are told that the two sons of Adam and Eve were not

alike , because "Abel was ay^eeper of sheep but Cain

was a tiller of the ground.” "Orders and degrees",

says Milton in the Paradise Los t, "<j£ar not with liber-

ty but well consist". A wise ruler promotes the cause

of good government and contributes to Unity among

his people by dividing the government into grada-

tions and ranks such as we now know by the name of

depar tmen t s
,
d.i vi si on of labour

, delegated authority,

or decentralization. Nature is our best teacher on

this point as to the Divine purpose of race and

racial differences.lt is out of variety and diversity
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that Nature exhibits her harmony and beauty. The Poet

Browning brings that out in these lines:

-

,!Rather learn and love

'tach face t- flash of the revolving year: -

Red, green ,and blue, that whirl into white,

The variance, the eventual unity,

Which makes the miracle. "

Or take these lines from Wordsworth's Prelude: -

The immeasurable height

Of woods decaying , never to be decayed,

The stationary blasts of waterfalls,

And in the narrow rent at every turn

Winds thwarting winds , bewildered and forlorn,

The torrents shooting from the clear blue sky,

The rocks that muttered close upon our ears,

Black drizzling crags that spake by the wayside

As if a voice were in them,aafl sick sight^

And giddfy prospect of the raving stream,

The unfettered cloud and region of the Heavens,

Tumult and peace, the darkness and the light - ^

Were all like workings of one mind, the features

Of the same face .blossoms upon one tree*''

Characters of the great Apocalypse,-

The types and symbols of Eternity,

Of f i rs t , and last, and midst, and without end.

In short .unity must come and can only come out of

diversity. What doubt is to faith, as an incentive,

diversity is to unity. All the different races have

each its pecularity of contribution to the happiness

and progress of the world. All depend another.

In St. Paul's phrase, all are intended to be members of

one another. Ho race is nor can be self-sufficient

without stunting itself.Sven as between and among

the people of one race^ sameness of all without diver-

sity in points of view .capacity and personality is

apt to lead to imbecility and retard the cause of £r

trutn. "Assemblies that are met" - wrote Burke -"and
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that can have no opinion e.t all of their own. The

first proposal of any measure must be their master. "

The same lav/ appliee to races. Each has its own missit

allotted to i t by Providence to promote the unity of

the world - the brotherhood of the whole human race

under the fatherhood of God.

It has been remarked by some writers that two

essential problems enter into the problem of Life,

viz. ,(1) the food problem, and (2J the race problem.

The former is indi spendable

of a race and the latter for its self-realization.

Let me briefly consider the tnue aspect of e

each of these problems, on which depends primarily

the very existence and continuance of a race.

In its primitive conditions a people belonging

whether in point of food other necessities of

life. But as they advance in civilization , the wants

increase with their standard of life^so that every

country comes to be more or less dependent on othess.

in i t8 accepted sense means the exchange of goods

between one country and another^ represents the

spiritual value of what St. Paul has termed Chari ty %

meaning the bro therliness of love. This interdepen-

dence of races or nations for food gives rise to

the terms familiar to Political Economy - such as

pro due ti on , di s tribu ti on , exchange , value , currency , etc.

,

These terms mean that St. Paul’s pi thy saying that

*'rKi man live th to himself^and **no man dieth

to himself” applies to races and nations as well.

Mr. Harry E.Ward in his book on JiGew Social Order"

has well pointed out that during the last war ”it

became glarily apparent that no nation was suffici-
i ts

ent unto itself for/economic life.” In 1 9 1 5 ,Mr.Ll oyd

George, who was then the British Prime Mini s ter
, said

in a public speech that the commandment ”Love thy

neighbour as thyself” is not only good religion but



good business. 11 The idea of Free-Trade first came

into the thoughts of the late Mr. Glads tone when he

was at the Board of Trade. He saw there a letter from

a Chinese Official at Canton to the Head Swell at

Pekin
,
sugges ting that^io ships should be allowed at

^Jiinese ports without heavy dues but that ships bring

»ing food for the people that was quite another

affair." (Page 193- Sir Algernon West’s Diari es) . That

puts the Divine purpose of /races in a nutshell^so

far as the^in terdependence in

respect of^food^is concerned.

Writing as a Hindu, I may here supplement what

I have Staid by an appeal to the voice of the Hindu

religion in its highest aspects. The Hindu Scriptures

declare that "food is the form of Brahma" i.e.the

Universal Soul. That is to say,it is a symbol of the
A

Divine - because it is "the life of the whole world."

It is a current proverb in Indiaj "Meat amd Matrimony

are Uni fiers.

"

Turning now to the question of the 3elf - real i za

-tion of a race as an indi spensabl e condition of

Life^we must first settle what self-realization means

in the case of a race. In the case of an individual,

we know that there are two selves - the animal self

and the spiritual sel f . Self-reali zati on in the case

of an individual means growing from the lower animal

to the higher spiritual plane of life, man rising

(to use the familiar lines of Tennyson) "on the

stepping stones of his dead self." This he can do

only by trying to realize in his own person the Ideal
9

of the Absolute . the life of the Universal Soul. What

is true of Self-realization in the case of an indivi-

dual man is also true in the case of his race. Every

race has its own peculiar genius, by means of whichTie 1

rip A
ordained to express and realize i t self /fulfil its

/mi ssi on
,

make its contribution to the good of
A A h
humanity as a whole^ and thereb^help the cause of the

the unity of the world and civili zati on. What St.



Paul has explained in Chapter XII of I Corinthians

holds good of races as well as individual persons*

“The re are diversities of gifts hut the same spirit,

and there are differences of administrations hut the

same Lord. And there are diversities of pperations

hut it is the same God which worketh all in all

All these worketh that one and the self-same spirit,

dividing to every man severally as he will-” There

is no differnce between the J ew and the Greek^for

the same Lord' over all is rich unto all that call

upon him.” That this law appliee to races also has

been so tersely expressed in an article which appear-

ed in the Intern ati onal Journal, of Tthics (May, 1921)

that I shall take the liberty of citing it here:-

After stating that national genius is expressed only

”by aiming at the absolute ideal”, that self-conscious

-ness both in a nation and an individual is a hind-

rance to self-expression and ”sel f- real i za ti on ”
,
the

writer observes
,
”when a nation has produced great

original work, it has not been by trying to be char-

acter! sti cal ly national but by seeking to find the

absolute truth.lt is by keeping steadily in view

the ideal and in obedience to the universal claims

of truth and love that nationality will reach its

highest expression.”

To each race then its peculiar genius is given

in order that all races may serve one another and

out of diversities of gifts constituting the brighter

side of racial differences help and promote mutual

good. As beautifully sung by the Scotch Divine (Dr.
7

George Matheson) in his hymn: ”0ne in Christ

M Thine is the mystic light that India c raves*

.... Thine is theHBwiisin-des troying beany

Thine is the Buddha’s rest from tossing waves #

Thine is the Tilmpire of vast China’s dream*

Gather us in.

Thine is the Roman’s strength without his
pride;
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Thine is the Greek’s glad world without its

graves;

The Truth that centres and the Gaace that

save

3

€

Within Thy Mansion we have all and more.

Gather us in.
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II.What is your definition of race? Are the

different races fundamentally unlike or are their

variations superficial and removable? Is so, to what

extent, and through what processes or forces?

I do not feel equal to the task of defining

the term race . That is a task for experts.

I should venture to think that the different

races are fundamen tally alike if by fundamentally

we mean at the core. The proverbial sayings that

human nature is the same everywhere ,anfcL

that^^one touch of nature makes the whole worlcf^cin^

record centuries of world- wide experi ence. Years ago

an English Divine - Rev. Mr. Fielding - wrote and

published a book on "The Soul of a People*’ .which then

attracted much attention. The author there described

the character of the people of BurmaJi and displayed

an insight into it which was the result of his per-

sonal. contact wi th and life for a number of years

amongst them in their own country. The purport of the

book was that it is one Soul, one human heart with 10b

the Divine as its indwelling Spirit^ which animates

all the different races of mankind; that such racial

differences as divide peoples and lead to mutual

hatred are,however strongly marked .more or less super

-flcial and can be removed by mutual sympathy between

race and race. Since then, I beli eve
,

** the soul of a

people** has become not only a classic phrase but a

familiar expression in literature representing the

truth embodied in the English proverb/ above cited.

Similar proverbs h ave been from ancient times currertt

in India.lt should be easjs to prove^tha t racial

differences are superficial and that fundamen tally -

meaning ,at the bo ttom^deep down in the recesses of

the humfljn heart*** all race© are alike —

i

11 nf, t Y,ntiTn

» The celebrated Darwin to whom we the

doctrine of Evolu ti on^ has told us that certain

Fuegians^ who were brought to England in his time, were

found by him on close examination to be at the bottom.
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not unlike Englishmen or any other civilized race.

The Africans who loved the great Li vings tone , and

served him fai th fully , ready to die for him; the

Samoans whom Louis Steven&on gathered abou t him and

became his ardent followers on account of his loving

service to them so much so that they built a road in

his honour and called it "The Road of the Loving

Heart * 1 because "the loving

heart" - these are not staay illustrations from

actual life. The Old Testamen ade us familiar with

the expression that "the Ethiopian cannot change his

skin." The skin no doubt is tough and it may not be

easy to eradicate the habits and quali ties ,men tal

and moral^due to the environment of climate
, religi on

,

and traditions which it connotes and breeds. Rut
an

after all the skin is/external covering of the human

body and if you creep inside it, you can discover God

in the germ in every man ,woman , and child of every

human race. The Biblical saying that an Ethiopian

cannot change his skin has been taken to mean that

racial nature is ineradi cabl e. I f that is so,why'has

the Bible used the word "skin" instead of employing

the word "nature" to convey that idea? The studious

use of the word "skin" is signf'fi can t. And , as General-

Gordon used to say, we must creep inside the skin of

a man to find his human point of view. The same God

dwells in all - our differences are after all but

skin -deep.

While that is so, to each race is given its own

genius. The ancient Greek was different from the anci-

ent Romans; the Jews had their own racial characteris-

tics. Just as every individual has his own personality

differenting him from other individuals , so every race

has its own pecul i ari ti es , enabl ing it to develop it-

self on their lines and thereby contribute to the

civilization of mankind as a whole. Those peculiariti-

es may prove a blessing if the development on their

basis is directed by the knowledge and consciousness
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that all the races are the children of one God

hound together hy the chain of the brotherhood of

Love. They prove a curse where the race becomes hide-
bound and is led by conceit of itself and treats

other racse as inferior doomed by nature to serfdom.

I think that such of the racial variations as

are skin-deep , due to the environment, tradi ti on s , and

religion of a race and as retard its progress can

be removed without detriment to or loss of those

racial variations which constitute the peculiar ga

genius of the race fitting it to con trib^ef^Te
civilization of mankind as a whole. The racial varia-
tions which have proved a hindrance to that civili-

zation have persisted either because some races

have lived a self-contained life of i sol ati

^separated from the rest of the civilized world,
1

fef
4'4'

when they have been brought in£contact with it, the

^

more civilized and powerful rac e has treated the

backward race as a race of hel^uTjjand exploited it

for its own agg ran di semen t. The idea has prevailed
that some races have been created by God as superior
beings, destined to lord it over other races doomed
to inferiority and remain in the lower scale of civi-

lization . Thi s idea dates from the ancient times and
Has „uch »i su„ a„6tondl„g
Of the laws of biology end the doctrine of Evolution
made familiar to us in the nineteenth century by
Darwin and Spencer. At the Annual Meeting of the Uni-
versities Mission to Central Africa held in London
in May, 1921 .Bishop Gore presiding .Archdeacon H.W.Wood ,

-ward, who had served the Mission since 18?8 , recoun ted

his experiences which illustrate the way in which
this race problen, is tra.ted races ln the
name of Chri s tiani.ty . Archdeacon Woodward said:-

%e are told that the best way to civilize the

African is to make him work. That depends upon what is e
meant by civilizati on.V/ork does not necessarily
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christianize and does not necessarily lead a man

to Chri stiani ty • Once a man told me that thla best

way to help the Africans was to teachJ to love strong

drink and then they would work well in order to get

money to buy it. He was a man with a title. I have

often talked with settlers on the subject of work

and they speak as though it were the remedy for all

evils of body and soul." (See The Guardi an ; a London

Weekly: 20th ,May , 1 921 : Page 372)

.

^^(A'rchde aeon, further stated;

-

•'I was in that country ten years before any

other Europeans (except the members of the Mission)

came to i 1. 1 know that the general moral character

of the tribe was higher than it is at the present

time. Conduct, whi ch would have been then condemned

by the whole tribe^is nov/ treated as a matter of ^no

consequence.^ will not say that this is entirely

due to the presence of Europeans . 1 1 is due also

very much to the presence of foreign labourers like

the Chinese and the Japanese.lt has made our work

harder than it wrould have been. It has been made hard-

er still by the aloofness from religion on the part

of many of our European brothers. In pre-war days

the people looked upon most Europeans as non-Chris-

tians, if not absolute heathen.lt was thought a most

remarkable thing last year when an Assistant Politi-

cal Officer went into a Church to say his prayers. The^

J'ldoS went through all the country. "

As another illustration of the mischievous and

false view which a superior race takes of the races

it considers inferior I would cite what Lord Ctanmore

told the British Parliament in 1907* He said that a

very large proportion of white settlers in Pi j i held

the view that the natives there ought to be deprived

of the ownership of 1 and because the natives would

then be obliged to sell their labour. The late Hon.

James Mason, a. large planter and a member of the Legis
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-lative Council in Fiji.met His Lordship one day
end grumbled at the state of thing* generally and
th, stcue of planting. Lord Stanmore said to him:he
had just been moving about the Colony and witnessed
»°-e pxosperity than had been two years ago, — in

every native village new and better houses and ex-
tended civilization, the people looking well-fed. and
happy .more P i gE and more poul try .Mr. Mason ' s reply
was: "Yes,Sir, of course they are better off;and they
are much better offjbut we do not want them to be
better off; we want them to be ill-off; when they are

ill -off, they will come and work for us but when they

are well -of f, they will not." Lord Stanmore .having

recounted that experience
,
told Parliament: -

"I took these words down at the time, and I

have often thought of them since. They are an index
of the antipathy which is displayed on the part of
many settlers to native occupation of land. “(See
the Official Reports of Parliamentary Debates:

House of Commons: IVth Series: Vol . 178; Cols. 476*.

478 .

mis exploit tation of the backward races by

those higher in civilization are really at the root
of the mischiefs due to the race-probl ems . Provi dence
has intended that the different races should be inter
-dependent and history shows that races have risen
in the scale of civilization by coming into contact
with one another;but that contact should be one of

sympathy, of love as the golden rule of life for all
racee.and not of one exploitation for greed and

selfish interests .Hi story also proves - and the Bible
is the most terse and trenchant history on the

subject - that a superior race which exploits an

inferior race for its own interests and aggrandise-
ment digs its own grave by contracting the vices of
the latter - giving to the world (as the Italian
Statesman Cavour said) - + ,saidj a great lesson and teaching

1

& great lesson and teach!
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the most powerful nations that their crimes and

their errors recoil sooner or later on those who

commit them.

It follows then:-

1.

Providence has intended that the different

races should he interdependent.lt is a law of natuie

that a race whi ch lives isolated from the rest of

the world lives a life of stagnation and decay.

2. Conquest and commerce are the two main

agencies employed by Providence to bring the differ-

ent races into contact with one another and learn

from and help one ano ther fcemL,

3-Races superior in point of civilization

should help the inferior races .when theycome in con-

tact with the letter by gjl th*c means|of conquest or

commerce^by diffusing the blessings of education,

sound religi on , sani tati on and the like. It should

not be the help of exploi tati on. The inferior race

should be encouraged to stand on its own legs instead

of being treated as inferi or , doomed to servitude and

unfit to rise in the scale of civilizati on. Chri st 1 s

teaching: "Be ye perfect as your Bather in Heaven in

is perfect"; "Be ye Merciful as Your Father in Heaven

is Merciful" is the soundest principle for wholesome

practice in the regulation of intercourse between

superior and inferior races.lt i s by following

Christ’s golden rule of life that racial differences

can be gradually removed and the two Divine agencies

of worl d-uni ty - conquest and commerce - be used,

not abused, in fulfilment of the Divine purpose of

racial di ffer ences . There is no other sovereign

remedy for the eradication of those differsnces.lt

is a long and perhaps painful process ,but as ST.

Paul truly said In Romans VIII:-

"We know that the whole creation gronneth and

travaileth in pain together until now. We are saved

by hope. . .Likewi se the Spirit also helpeth our in-

firmities. .. And we know all things work together for



good to them that love God, to them who are^/called

according to his purpose Nay, in all these

things we are more than conquerors through Him that

loved us. "

To what extent racial dif ferences can be

removed is a question which it is difficult to answer.

Ours is to work , di rec ted by the golden rule of

Christ - the results are in His hands , whose instru-

ments we are. So far as the world has moved forward, it

has moved by the light of that rule.

"Nothing 11 - wrote Kant - "can possibly be con-

ceived in the world or out of it, which can be consid-

ered good without qualification except a good-will.

Intelligence ,wi t, judgment
,
and other talents of the

mind,however they may be named, or courage , resoluti an
,

perseverance , as qualities of temperamen t , are undoubt-

edly good and desirable in many respeots;but these

gifts of nature may become extremely bad and mis-

chievous,.if the Will which is to make use of them

and whi ch
,
therefore

,
cons ti tutes what is called Chara-

cter is not good.

"

On that Mr. Pringle Patti son in his Giffard

Lectures on The Idea of God remarks; - "The most per-

fect realization of unity in variety is as naught,if

there is nowhere anything to which we can attach this

predicate ofValue.

"

This principle of good-will is in theory

prai sed. There is no conquering nation which has iMid

denied in profession at least that its duty is to

govern the conquered for the good of the latter. But

the practice has more or less departed from the pro-

fession and measures designed in reality to serve the

selfish interests of the conqueror have been support-

ed on the ground that they are for the good of the

conquered . That has been more or less the character cf

modem dipl omacy . The ancient conquerors , not having

the benefit of expanded ideas of religion anc^ brother

-hood of the human race which we moderns have , made
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their professions consistent with their practice.

Modem conquerors have no excuse for the camou -

fl age which marks the dealings of most, if not all

j' 3 . The scholars and learned men of the different

racee should form a brotherhood and become the bond

of union among them. Emerson has well defined a

scholar as a man of all climes and ages. The Univer-

sities as seats of learning should take up this

question and become among the centres for propagating

the ideas of brotherhood.*^'
&'71'

, 4. The Press has come to be a most powerful

agency for spreading ideas and forming opinions in

these times.lt is td> this age what the Prophets were

pld/.Wnile the Press has done much good to the w

and racial animosities have been often made by the

Press. The worst of it is that with the growth of

industrialism and commerce , the Press has also been

becoming more and more a comme rcial ven ture
,
f ost er

-ing racial prejudices and pandering to racial

vanity.The prophet of the age is becoming its pedlar.

In these times of democracy , men and women hang on the

newspapers and have no time to think or reason for

themselves.lt is a great deal in the hands of the

Press to diffuse sound ideas on the question of race

and racial differences.
*

(, Above al 1 . the churches should fulfil their

proper function by insisting that races shall deal

with one another on the cardinal principle of

religion embodied in Christ’s teaching: "Love thy

neighbour as thyself" "All things whatsoever ye would

that men should do to you.do ye even so to them." It

has been recorded of Alfred the Great that he gather-

ed the laws of England together and ordered many to

-be written which the fore-fathers of Englishmen had

held; he promulgated such of those laws as he approv^d^
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rejected those he disapproved and had other ordinan-

ces enacted with the counsel of his 7/ i tan ; an£~7Te in-

troduced the laws so enacted by quoting these rare

and everlasting words of Jesus: “Whatsoever Ye would

that men should do to you, do Ye even so to them."

And quoting that he added:

-

"By this one commandment a man shall know

whether he does right, and then he will require no

other law book.

"
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III. What is the teaching of Hinduism and Mahomedanism

with regard to race? Please compare these religions and

Christianty in their relation to the race problem.

Hinduism : To understand the teaching of Hinduism

with regard to race, it is necessary to bear in mind that

Hinduism is not one creed but a conglomeration of creeds,

ranging from the highest form of Monotheism to the lowest

form of Animism. Just as Christ preached both to Jew and

Gentile ,:Be Ye perfect as your Father in Heaven is

perfect*'
,
thereby declaring to men of all races .whatso-

ever, in spite of their racial di fferences , i t is given to

be perfect, and grow in point of character and personality

so also the Hindu Scriptures known as the Upanishadas

maintain that growth in perfection is open to all and

within the reach of all because the Universe and every

elemen t , animate or inanimate in it, has the seed of per-

fection. Just as Christ sought to help that growth by

leading his followers step by step, so also Hinduism

maintains that men must be le^d gradually to the attain-

ment of perfect! on. But there the comparison ends and

the contrast begins. Chri st chose his followers from

amongst the most ignorant and sinful of people. He worked

from the bottom to the top. He held before them the ideal

of the Absolute and by its help raised them to "perfec-

tion". There he proved the true psychologist of human

nature. "Elevate the lower, the higher are necessarily ele-

vated, being provoked to emulation (to use St. Paul’s

words). But elevate the higher, it does not follow that

the lower are also elevated. Hence Christ devoted his
Q tUTA'Cfl'

4

|>ai\a4rtg^o f "the lostservice to the of "the los
w
t sheep." Christ has

also proved that the masses and the most backward classes

can be gradually raised more effectively by a straight

and simple appeal to what is called "the tremendous

dialect! tos" and '^audacious logic" of the heart than by

an appeal to the logic of reasoning or the subtleties of

Metaphysics^Thiir was Christ’s wa£ of v/inning men to the

path of perfecti on. He made that path open to all without
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distinction of race. Hinduism, on the other hand, by its

doctrine of caste ,has practically inculcated the princi-

ple that a man’s destiny in life is determined by his

birth;he cannot rise into a higher caste. An appeal to

the Absolute.it holds, is for the highly cultured classes

only - the lower classes, the average man must be left to

conform to lower forms of worship and life. In its opera-

tion, this way of Hinduism has had the effect of separa-

ting caste from caste and retarding the brotherhood of

races. Hinduism, for centuries , has banned travel to foreign

lands for fear that its followers may get corrupted

thereby. At the same time it has allowed foreigners to

come and settle in India and live as a separate race. It

has never put a ban on immigration from foreign lands

and of foreign racesi-v/j >

This paradoxical attitude of Hinduism - its fear cff

the mixture of castes and races, its toleration of other

races and fai ths^ represen ts both its week and strong

points. Toleration is good but when allied to unreason-

able fear of corruption from caste and race mixture it

leads to stagnati on .We see the result - Hinduism has

become a mixture of multitudinous creeds and castes and

disunion. This evil side of Hinduism has not been without

a protest and a revolt against it from within its own

fold. That protest and revolt came from Buddha first and

after him from the saints at the school called Bhaktd

(Devotion) ,whose Bible is the Bhagwad-Glta and who

flourished in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

after Chri st. According to popular and orthodox Hinduism,

the world has passed through certain Ages such as the

Golden and the Iron Age; the present Age is called the

Age of Kali (the Destroyer) . The popular belief about that

Age is that it is destined to end in the mixture of caste/

and races,when anarchy will prevail and each man and each

woman will break away from the bonds of authority and re-

ligi on ;
and the world will become a chaos first and

afterwards^The present Age f
then .stands in the eye of

popular Hinduism as the Age of Sin and Unrighteousnes s
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"bringing in its train all the evils of what is called

•ankara mean ing^the corruption and ruin of mankind

through mixture of the different races.

Against this belief the Saints I have above mention-

ed have fought hard and striven to dislodge it. They

praised the present Age as the Age of Hope andhave

Salvation for human kind , especially the weakest and

lowest of human race. They have , therefore , represen ted it

A
as the Golden Age of the World and described its virtues

in glowing terms . According to them, in the past ages the

masses were kept down by the higher classes and the true

knowledge of God was made inaccessible to them. Rights of

humanity were thereby witheld from the masses. But in the

present Age God has manifested Himself to all , i irrespect-

ive of caste and race; even the meanest menial can now

win God by simple devotion and a righteous life without

the aid of formal rites and ceremonial religion which

made religion and life a matter of outward observances

in the past and the privilege of the higher castes only.

That in essence is the teaching of the Bhagwad-Ci_ ta -

that God is no respecter of persons or races; that

distinctions of Colour (meaning race) have been ordained

by Him not by the test of bi rth .but by the test of each

man's qualities and ac ti on s . Following that teaching,

another Scripture of the Hindus - the Bhagwat Purana

declares that the Golden Age of the World was not in the

Past but that the present Kali Age is the Golden Age

because it brings together all the different races and

casts© .high and low, into the bonds of brotherhood. This

idea is the theme of numerous hymns composed by^ all the

known Maratha Saint Tukaram.who is a most popular saint

among the masses in Western India and who lived in the

sixteenth century, A.H In that hymn he sang.-

^God’s Liberty has come into the market-places of the

world. Let all freely partake of it. Come unto it, Ye pssp

people of all castes ; accep t the free gift and share it to
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your heart's content and he "blessed. There is no distinc-

tion here of caste "between man and man .high or low.

In short , I may adopt the language of St. Paul and say

that according to the saints in India, in the present

Age we are no longer under the dominion of the Law

(called the Shas tras by Hinduism) hut we are under grace,

called upon to "serve in newness of spirit and not in

the oldness of the letter". This is the common-meeting gx

ground for Hinduism and Christianity with reference to

the race problem.

Coming now to the question of the race-problem aE

viewed by Mahomedani sm
#
the Prophet Mahomed made no dis-

tinction between race and race - he opened his creed to

all.

Nov/, to compare Hindui sm ,Mahomedani sm
,
and Christia-

nity in their relation to the race-problem , the defect

of Hinduism (in its popular sense) is that it regards

raci^^i fferences as natural and countenances the idea of

fatali sm. Hindui sm is a religion of toleration,- its

doctrine is "Live and let live". These words sum up its

popular creed. When I was a boy and was sent to a school

kept by a Christian Mi s si onary
,
the Missionary who taught

us the Bible ^every day for an hour, used to denounce

Hinduism in violent terms. My mate rnal -grand- father , who

brought me up and sent me to the school for education,

was an orthodox Brahmin. I naturally resented the Mission-

ary's abuse of Hinduism. One day, unable to stand the

abuse any longer, I complained to my grand-father. Instead

of resenting the conduct of the Missi onary ,my grand-

father counselled me to pay no heed to the Missionary’s
iJf

view of Hinduism. "But
,
grand-papa" , 1 said, "is the Missio-

nary right in saying that Hinduism is a false religion,

and that Christianity is the only true religion?" My

grand- father replied as follows:

-

"God is One but men are many. To each man God has

given his own peculiar religion to follow. Man *3 religion

is determined for him according to the race he is born

in. It happened in this way. Cnee upon a time a Christian,
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a liahomedan
,
and a Hindu approached God. The Christian

asked: "How am I to worship Thee,C Lordl " God made a

Cross of two fingers of His hand and so Christians

worship the Cross. The Mahomedan next asked the same

question. God held up the palm of his hand and showed him

thp five fingers of His hand. Therefore Mahomedans wor-

ship God in the form of those five fingers.Last of ail

the Hindu ennuired likewise. To him (Ind showed himself

"If that is so" - I asked my grand- father - "all the

three religions are true.Why then does the Christian

father quieted me with the following answer;

-

"Sach man ought to "be proud of his own religion. Co

the Christian is proud of his. My boy, he proud of your own

1

religion and be tolerant of the rest. Lis ten quietly to

the Missionary but go on your own way not minding what

he say s ollowing the religion prescribed by God to us,

Hindus.

"

I cite this for the purpose of illustrating my

point that Hinduism is a religion of toleration sometimes

carried to excess.lt has no aggressiveness about it. It

has enrolled even the Apostle of Atheism - Kapila - as

one of its objects of worship. Thus Hinduism survives

by yielding even where it ought not to yield and perpe-

tuates among other evils the evil of caste and race

di f ferences.

The defect of Mahomedani sm is that it errs on the

other side,- it is intolerant.lt treats all races not

brought within its fold as "infidels". That proves a

hindrance to the right solution of the race problem and

racial differences.

Christianity as taught by Christ is wisely tolerant.

He lived and taught by

Working miracles

Hot on the waves and winds but in the wills

Of men, upon the hearts of multitudes,
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Healing , restoring .blessing.

But the question is whether Chri Btiani ty .meaning by

it the Christianity of the Churches^has been "healing,

res toring ,bl easing" by walking in the foot-steps of the

Master as it should. The doctrine of "the White Man’s

Burden the Open Boor ".and other phrases of modern

polity in "Europe have intensified the problem of racial

differences with the result that, as remarked by the

Archbishop of York in his address at the Church Congress

held at Sheffield (England] in October , 1922 , "Religion

attracts but the Church repels." The Church repels feum

because it has not kept faith with the Master as it

should and has left the field of the race-problem to

poli ticians , statesmen .and economists who have no vision

beyond "my country and race. right or wrong".
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IV. What do you conceive to "be the right solu-

tion of race-problems? In what senses are races a

equal or to be considered equal? What is your view of

racial inter-marriage?

In my answer to Question No. 2 I have stated what,

in my opinion, are the processes or forces to be employ-

ed for the removal of the superficial variations of the

different races. To that I would here add that the right

solution of race-problems primarily depends on Educa-

ti on %

Dr. Lester F. Ward, a great American authority upon

the New Science of Soci ol ogy ,ha6 said in his book on

“Applied Soci ol ogy*'
,
that the only solution of racial

problems lies in Educati on . "Wars " , so stated the London

Times Literary Supplemen

t

. in its issue of the l6th July

1921 #
"are made in class-rooms before they ever come up

for discussion in the Council-room of the States." The

last war, which has made a havoc of the world and laid

bare the evils of modern ci vilizati on ,was due (it is

generally admitted) to the fact that the wells of youth

had been poisoned by false notions of patriotism
9
and

nati onali ty taught and encouraged in the home and the

school. If we are to solve the race-problem ,we must first

solve the educational problem. The future citizens of a

country must be caught young for that purpose. The educa-

tion of a people does not mean education in schools

and colleges only. It means the home also. Both in the

home and the class-room an atmosphere

of wholesome patriotism and sound nationality should be

created. You th should be taught and brought up on and in

the idea that patriotism and nati on ali ty are and ought

to be paths leading to love of the human race - the

1brotherhood of the races.lt is a wise saying of Bacons:

"If I might control the literature of the household I

would guarantee the well-being of the Church and the

State." How can peace and amity be secured among the

different races when in the class-rooms and homes youth

are fed, so to say, on knowledge fostering false notions
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of love of one’s own country and race hatred or jealousy

or contempt of other races?

It is just three years since I had a painful experi-

ence in this matter. An Indian friend of mine, who occu-

pies a high position as a member of the Indian Civil

Service - a gentleman who has been to "England and moved

in English society and is widely cultured - was staying

in a Hotel with his accomplished wife - also an Indian -

and their son,a boy^*tf ten years of age. In the same

Hotel resided a European lady with her son, about six

years old. I used to go every morning to the Hotel to see

my Indian friend and his wife. For some days I found

their son and the European boy playing together on

friendly terms. The Indian boy spoke English as well as

any English boy and both took kindly to each other. One

morning .however , when I went up to the Ho tel, I heard the

Europen boy say to the Indian boy: "I am not going to

play with you. Don’t come near me.Mamma has asked me not

to play with you, not to speak to you, because you are a

black man." This is how race conceit and hatred are

fostered in the home.

Home life, they say, is gradually declining in Europe

and America and is being replaced by club-life. I do not

know how far that is true. But a good home or family life
sound

is the fountain of/national life. The right solution of ±i

the race-problem must begin with sound education in the

atmosphere of the home and the class- room. The infinite

worth of man,whatever his race, of even the r downmost

man, should animate that atmosphere.

The present is an industrial and economical age; and

its industrial and economical arrangements have proceeded

on lines which intensify the evil of class and racial

di fferences. The right solution of the race-problem will

come if the Age realizes the value of the conclusions

arrived at in 19)20 by the Conference^ held at Lambgth and

composed of 253 Bishops of the Anglican Church.In the

Report issued by the Conference they say that experience

has shown that the doctrine that the best possible
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condition of society as a whole is that in which differ-
ent indivi dual s , sec ti ons , in teres ts , or classes pursue
their own self-interest is absolutely false;and that
nothing less than a fundamental change in the spirit and
working of our economical life is necessary . And they
remark: --This change can only be effected by accepting
as the basis of industrial relations the principle of
co-operation in service for the common good in place of

unrestricted competition for private profit... As God is
our Father .and as the 3ternal Son of God took our whole
human nature upon Him, every son and daughter of God is
of infinite and equal value. There are wide differences in
capacity but such differences do not warrant any loss of
lioerty or failure to give to the children of God the

opportunity of a full human life."

In this alone lies the right solution of the race-
probl em.

Now, as to the question "in what sense are races
equal or are considered to be equal”.

Races, like individuals who compose a race, may not be
'

equal - in fact are not - in point of intellectual .moral

,

or physical endowments but they are all equal in the

sense that every race. like every man. is equally entitled
to Mi 1 1 f e

, ( 2J liberty
, ( 3 J the pursuit of happiness. The €̂

are the natural rights of every race as of every human
being. That every human being i s of worth goes without
aayfing.Uo li^d As to 1 ibert, . every

'

race has a right to live its own life and mould its own
destiny, and to resist enslavement by another race. If we

^

understand liberty in the only sense in whlch lt make8 *
man worthy - that is to say, the liberty to be a free.man

“

of God, living a life of service - a life of self-renoun-
cing love - all races are equally fitted for it.

l '

I think St. Paul has helped us to discern in what
sense all races are equal or are considered to be equal.
"Are all Apostles? Are all Prophets? Are all Teachers?
Are all Workers of Miracles? Have all the gifts of heal-
ing? Do all speak with tongues? Do all interpret? But
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IfcfrialjWr^'arri-a^gT

,
,

racial
x/ \ do np t agree with those who disapprove of/inter-

marriages and condemn them wholesale as leading to

racial degeneracy .Why should an inter-marriage prove a

failure if it is really a love marriage? Inter-marriages

have proved unhappy (within my knowledge) because they

have not been love marriages; Have not marriages between

persons of the same race proved failures? I would not
/t

encourage a racial in ter-marri age. At the same time I

would Aoi actively discourage and condemn it. The
n

prejudice against inter-marriage is rooted in racial

prejudices and hatred. Remove the causes of the latter -

the problem of racial inter-marriage will solve itself.
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V. (a) What is the relation of Colour to/race-problem?

(b) What is the relation of Race to Nationality?

As to ( a

)

:

*

Though colour has not been the sole determining

citufe# of racial differences and even the different races

of the same colour have prejudices against one another,

leading to grave mi sunderstandings , some times ending in

wars, yet colour is a more potent cause of those differ-

ences than anything else. It is in fact day by day prov-

ing the greatest hindrance to the solution of the race-

problem. Judging from the present, the world- struggle of

the future threatens to be between the White races and

the so called Coloured races.

As to ( b)

;

-

Race at one time played a very important part in the

formation of nati onali ti e s. As pointed out by Mr.A.F.

Pollard in his book on**The Evolution of Parliament”,

"there are various means by which unity has been stamped

upon the peoples of the world. In primitive times and

backward communities it has been simply a matter of race.”

But conquest , commerce^ and other agencies of modern civi-

lization whi ch have brought the different races of the
?

world into more or less contact and communion wi th one

another^ have tended to minimize the place of race upon

nati onal i ty. Nati onali ty - a term difficult to define

precisely - has grown out of several elusive elements^

but in the main it has come to be the product of/politi-
Sf *

cal consci ou snecs. In the words of Renan ,nati onali ty

grows among a people composed of different races noA out

of identity of speech or race but from the fact of having

accomplished in the past great things in common wi th the

desire to achieve* like things in future. Nati onali ty
,
in

short, represen ts the idea of community of State or poli-

tical sovereign ty ; a race represents community of blood

and descent.



VI. What is the cause of racial prejudice?

The proverb runs: "Blood is thicker than water.**

That is the root of all prej udi ce , raci al included. To

keep one’s blood pure is an instinct implanted by Nature

in man to conserve all that is good in him. In that res-

pect and so far racial prejudice is a virtue because it

conserves society .But we d© not often see rightly what

is good and what is bad and our habit becomes a second

nature
(
so that in the case of race ,di f ferences of ixss

colour , cue toms , manners , and religion intensify racial

prej udice. Some years ago an American lady, a Professor

in one of the Women’s colleges the re ,vi si ted India. I met

her and we had a long interview. In the course of our

conversation she narrated to me an incident,which I

shall describe here as a pointed illustration of how

racial "prejudices possess^ us^as it were^instinc tively •

The American lady met a fellow-passenger on board the

steamer carrying her to India. The English lady was

coming out to India to join her brother, a military

Officer .stationed at Poona in the Bombay Presi deney ,and

to kee p home for him. The English lady told the American

Professor that she felt so keenly interested in the

people of India that on arrival at Poona and during her

residence there anil elsewhere in India, she was going

to move among Indians and try to be friendly , useful , and

serviceable to them. "But ", remarked the American lady, "to

be useful and serviceable you shall have to overcome your

racial prej udi ce. Ycu will find Indians different from

you in point of col our ,habi ts
,
cus toms ,

and manners^ and

that may change your mind. Are you prepared to overcome y

your racial prejudice?" The English lady repli ed: - "Cer-

tainly,! am prepared and I have no prejudice. I mean to

rise above all prejudice." A few days after this conver-

sation, the steamer arrived at the port of Aden. There both

ladi|" with other passengers were watching the sight of

black Negroes yelling , diving, into the sea^and coming
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up to amuse and get money out of passengers as theirA 9

reward for all their quaint feats in the sea. The English

lady .shocked at the sight of the half naked and black

Negro boys snd men, said to the American lady: "How

queer!" The latter asked "Why do you say queer? It is

queer because it is a new sight to you. You may more

properly call it a strange sight but to say it is queer

means it is absurd , unnatural , or foolish,but is it so

really? Is not your racial prejudice accountable for your

view of the sight? Is not your view queer, not the sight."

The English lady said to that :"It did not strike me

that v/ay." The American lady advised: "It ought to strike

you that way or else your racial prejudice will thwart

your resolution to be useful , friendly , and sympathetic to

the people of India." Racial prejudice^ is thus the res-

ult of differences of col our
,
customs and habits. The only

way to get over it is to educate ourselves, so to say,

in what Wordsworth finely calls "the sanctity of nature

given to Man" 4ft Mv

,

rr
That kind

Of prepossession without which the soul

Receives no knowledge that can bring forth good,

No genuine insight ever comes to her."



VII. To What extent do the Indians admit or deny feel-

ings either of racial superiority or racial inferiority

between themselves and other races?

YWV\

The bulk of India’s people consists of Hindus and

Mahomedans. Hindus have from ancient times regarded all

other races as Mlgnchas { a term carrying wie same

meaning as the word barbarian which the ancient Greeks

used of foreigners with a view to exclude them from

Greek moral! ty) .But the Hindus, notwi thstanding that

racial prejudi ce ,have been di stingui shed tor their

spirit ot tol erati on , so that their ieelings of racial

superiority have not been of a hostile or even contemptu-

ous- character. The Mahomedans of India share the Mahome-

dan feeling of racial superiority - all those who are

not Mahomedans are “inf i dels ".While that is so,it is to

the credit of Indians that their feelings ofl racial

superiority have never been intense and aggressive as

those of the European races. But modem politics, I am

afraid, are tending to breed in Indians that intensity

and aggressiveness of racial superiority.

VIII. Are you yourself aware of having any feelings of

race consciousness or racial prejudices?

I am aware of having feelings of race consci ou sness

but I am not,.I beli eve , aware of having any feelings of

racial prejudices.

I ought to make myself as clear as possible as to

this answer.

race c on sciousness I understand the feeling of

legitimate pride one has in one’s race by reason of its

achievements and contribution to the service of mankind

without being blind to its blerai shes. Raci al prejudice

I take to mean the conceit one has of one’ s own race
For

accompanied by contempt/or hatred of or indifference to

tne interests of other races. Race consciousness

is lovifi>g ther races as love^^one’ s own
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because all are parts of one whole. Racial prejudice

is loving one's own race at the expense of other

races.When Pasteur, on seeing his country .Prance

,

conquered and humiliated by Germany in l870
;
felt for

his race and, resolving to raise its prestige in the

eyes of the whole world and so to remove that stigma

of humil i ati on , devoted himsel f .hear t and soul, to the

cause of medical science and relief for the benefit of

krfiiAt fas
the whole human race, and at last/proved one of the

/-fUs
world's benefactors, thereby increaaing^honour of his m
race.it was race Consciousness which prompted him to

his glorious task.Bi smarck was an instance of racial

prejudice - the man of blood and iron who .proud of his

Fatherland .worked to make Germany great at the expense

of other races.

The prophets of Israel had race consciousness.no

race prejudice.

Above all, the finest illustration of race conscious-

ness was given when Jesus uttered: "0 Jerusal em .Jeru-

salem.which killest the prophets.and stonest them that

are sent unto theej^ow often would 1 have gathered

thy children together, as a hen doth gather her brood

under her wings, and Ye would not! 11

* . *v * * •'V* * * *v»**'N^*V

IX. In what respects is the caste problem 1 in India like

and unlike the inter-racial problem?

’ *
r

Caste in India would seem to have originated in the

idea of distinction by col our. That appears from the fact

that in of the ancient Hindu Scriptures in which it

is mentioned it is designated by the Sanskrit word

Varna .meaning "col our" . But the idea of colour has in

process of time disappeared altogether from the

cation of caste .which has come to tre determined solely

by the^corrmuni ty in which a person is bom. So in respect

of that signification
,
the caste problem and the inter-ra-

cial problem are alike. Birth is the determining factor

of both. In point of prejudice against inter-dining and



inter-marriage .both problems are alike but v/i th this di-

fference that^ in the case of
A in ter- raci al problem the

prejudice is not necessarily sanctioned by law but only
*0C'C<xJL~

by the PUWti-c ©pinion of the race concern ed .whereas the

prejudice sanctioned by caste had legal sanction from the

state. A man who marries outside his caste - and for that

purpose
,
race is included in the term caste - losses- some

of his civil rights and his status .and the children by
lOZMA'

such marriage deemed by law illegitimate. That was h

the original Hindu law but British enactments have

softened its rigours to some extent^ so that a Hindu can

now marry outside his caste or race without any forfei-

ture of civil rights. Thus both the caste problem and the

in ter^raci al problem have become alike in that the

prejudice against inter-dining and inter-marriage can be

enforced only by social but not legal penalties.

While the two problems so far present common featur-

es
,
the caste problem is day by day becoming more easy

of solution than the inter-racial problem. In the first

place, caste has survived after so many centuries of its

bi rthj because it has gone on adapting itself quietly

and without revolution or the bloodshed of civil wars

to the changing conditions of time and circumstance.lt

has gone on conquering by yielding.The Hindu is nothing

if not an adfcpt in compromise - that is his strength in

some resrects; hi © weakness in manv. Inter-dining and

inter-marriages are not with the same

attitude of hostility and excommuni cati on and social

persecution that they aroused ,say,even twenty years ago.

The conditions of modern ci vili zati on
,
the play of world

forces
#
and the acuteness of the racial problem both in

India and outside where Indians have emigrated and

settled
tJ
have awakened Hindus to the weakness of their jb

position created by caste di s tincti on s. Bo caste is

losing gradually its old force ,whereas the in ter- racial

problem seems to be gathering strength. In the second
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place . al though caste was an institution devised in its

inception for the economical arrangements of society on

the principle of division of labour, it has since several

centuries ceased to have that economical character.lt is
•»

now merely a matter of religious and social arrangement,

whereas the inter-racial problem is day by day becoming

more and more, a political and economical problem - a

struggle betv/een the different races for political power

for economical ends,- for food and wealth and over-lord-

ship of the earth.
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WILLIAM E . DODD . 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA . NEW YORK CITY

February 1, 1939

Rev. Robert Elliott Speer, D.D.
Lakeville
Connecticut

Dear Dr. Speers

During the past two or three years, Nazi propaganda in
this country has increased to an alarming extent. An
effective educational program is necessary to counter-
act this infiltration of ideas so alien to the principles
of our democracy. This fact prompted the formation of

the Amerioan Council Against Nazi Propaganda, of which
I recently accepted the chairmanship.

The Council will include leaders in the various fields
of activity in this country. The work of the Council,
as indicated in the accompanying outline, will be of a

purely educational nature, and will not duplicate the
work of any other organization.

I cordially invite you to become a member of this Counoil.
Among those who have already joined are the Reverend Edgar
DeWitt Jones, Dr. Walter Damrosch, Thomas Mann, Professor

Franz Boas, the Reverend John Haynes Holmes, Judge Dorothy
Kenyon, Professor Wm. H. Kilpatrick, John Gunther, Lewis

Mumford, Carl Van Doren, Carleton Beals, Professor Paul H.

Douglas, Arnold Gingrich, Henry Goddard Leach, Dr. William
Allen Neilson, Walter Wanger, Dr. Mary E. Woolley, and
Representative John Coffee.

I realize what demands are made upon you. But I am sure

you feel, as I do, that the carrying out of the proposed
program, for which funds have already been partially pro-
vided, is of utmost importance. Your advice and coopera-
tion will be of great value.

Please let me know at your earliest convenience whether
we may include you on the Council.

vmrrfi

wedira
William E. Dodd
Chairman



Purpose and Proposed Program of the

American Council Against Nazi Propaganda

It is common knowledge that the Nazis spend vast sums each,

year in every sphere of propaganda, in order to spread anti

democratic doctrines among the American people. The funda-

mental purpose of the American Council Against Nazi Propa-

ganda is to clarify and interpret Nazi propaganda in this

country, and to offset the influence of these alien doc-

trines by stressing the tenets of our democracy.

To this end the American Council Against Nazi Propaganda

has been formed to undertake the following program:

-

1. The establishment of a reliable cable service from

abroad and a press service in this country. (to Ger-

man-American and American papers). This will assure

accurate reporting to the American public of the

activities of the Nazis here and abroad, and will

offset the effects of the Nazi "Trans-ocean" service.

E. A series of educational radio broadcasts, dramatiz-

ing Nazi activities in such a way as to clarify the

incompatibility of Nazism with the principles of

American democracy. Leading artists of the stage,

screen and radio have offered their cooperation for

these broadcasts. There will also be periodic radio

talks by leading authorities on the subject of Nazi

propaganda.

3. Publication of a monthly Anti-Nazi Digest, in maga-

zine form for popular distribution, which will be

a compilation of * informative articles and editori-

als from leading journals throughout the world.

4. The distribution of educational material, encourag-

ing "Good Neighbor" and pro-democratic policies,

in South and Central America, and wherever else

Nazi propaganda appears.

5. The editing and circulating of additional publica-

tions revealing specific Nazi activities in the

United States.



PROVISIONAL

COUNCIL AGAINST ANTI-SEMITISM
LINCOLN BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY TELEPHONE: VANDERBILT 6-5684

December 19, 1938.

Dr. Robert E. Spear

Federal Council of Churches in America

122 East 22nd Street

New York City

Dear Dr. Spear:

Members of the Provisional Council Against Anti-Semitism met, for its first

meeting in New York City on Thursday, December 8th, as dinner guests of

Mr. George Cordon Battle. Present were:

Dr. Henry A. Atkinson

Senator W. Warren Barbour

Miss Katherine D. Blake
George Gordon Battle
Frank E . Gannet t

Senator Theodore F. Green

Rev. John Haynes Holmes
Dr. Eduard C. Lindeman
Jeremiah T. Mahoney

Dr. Christian F. Reisner

Monsignor John A. Pforan

Lieutenant-Governor Charles Poletti

J. David Stern
Dr. Rexford Gpy Tugwell

Walter White
William L. White
Dr. Ray lyman Wilbur
Michael Williams
Dr. Stephen S. Wise

Mr. Battle presided.

Senator Barbour proposed broadening the scope of the Council to permit it to

combat racial and religious prejudice directed against all groups in America.

After a full discussion the suggestion of Lieutenant-Governor Poletti of New

York, that the name of the organization be changed to Council Against Intoler-

ance in America, was unanimously adopted.

The statement of purpose which would define the objectives and aims of the

Council and provide a platform on which the Council’s program could be based,

was agreed upon by all present. The statement follows:

Rooted in the soil of freedom, this nation was founded by men

and women who fled persecution and oppression to form a common-

wealth based on religious liberty and human equality. These

principles - embodied in our constitution, and cherished by

succeeding generations - are the most precious heritage of

the American people.

Today they are menaced by wide-spread organized attempts to

introduce racial and religious prejudice in the United States.

Now directed against our fellow-citizens who are Jews, such

prejudice is an entering wedge for further intolerance and

bigotry against other groups. It strikes at the foundations

of democracy. It cannot be ignored. It must be exposed; it

must be combatted; it must be destroyed.
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Dr* Robert E. Speer December 19, 1938*

To that end the Council Against Intolerance in America, has

come into being* Ron-sectarian and non-political in character,

the Council includes representatives of all faiths and is drawn

from all sections of the United States. It recognizes the need
for factual analysis of, and vigorous resistence to all those
forces within and without our country, which foment intolerance

here. It reaffirms the American tradition of religious equality

and human brotherhood. It summons the American people to safe-

guard that tradition, and thereby preserve and strengthen our
common liberties.

As a result of a full discussion concerning the various activities to be pur-

sued by the Council, proposals were adopted to establish:

A Research Bureau to provide relevant data on and factual
analysis of organizations fomenting racial and religious

hatred in the United States;

An Information Service for the purpose of providing authori-
tative refutation of propaganda designed to foster prejudice
and intolerance;

An Educational Department to prepare and distribute through
the press, the radio and moving pictures, material designed
to promote a positive concept of religious equality and
racial harmony in this count ly.

A Washington Bureau which will keep the Council informed of

organizat ions fostering intolerance with national headquarters
there, and which will correlate and stimulate activities at the
capital designed to promote racial and religious harmony.

Mr. William L. White, the Executive Secretary, introduced a budget for the re-
quired funds with which to make this program possible. This was adopted.

Mr. George Gordon Battle, Senator-elect Barbour and Mr. William Allen White were
elected co-chairmen of the Council, and were authorized to select a treasurer
and an administrative committee.

The business of the meeting was concluded at 10:30 P.M.

For the benefit of each member of the Council, a full list of all those serving
on it is appended.

WLW:MB William L. 'White
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Room 815

Telephone, Watkins 8191

RECEIVED

JUN 19 1924

Mr. Speer

FOREIGN MISSIONS LIBRARY

156 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

June 18, 1924

My dear Mr. Speer •

In response to your request for certain
figures in the Census returns for India I give the fallowing:

Total Population of India (1921) 318,942,480
" " " (1911) 315.156, 596

Increase 3,786,084
Percentage of Increase 1*2

Total Anglo-Indian Population (1921). 113,090
" " " " (1911). 100.451

Increase 12, 639
Percentage of Increase 12.6

Yours very truly.
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Dr. Robert E. Speer, Pres.

,

Federal Council of Churches,
105 East 22nd Street,
New York City.

Dear Dr. Speer:

So far as we know the bibliography
issued by the Federal Council of Churches is the best
book available. Dr. Haynes can furnish you this. Dr.

Weatherford in Nashville is endeavoring to assemble
there a library of the original documents on various
phases of this question. He already has considerable
material and you would probably find it worth while to

correspond with him.

Three novels have been written
recently which reflect with some accuracy the worst
aspects of our race relations in the south. T, Their
Birth Right", "White and Black" and "Nigger?

Probably the least studied phase
of race relations in America is the economic. Some
work has been done by certain graduate students- notably
Dr. T. J. W oofter of our staff. He did the work for
his graduate degree at Columbia in this field. I am
asking him to write you fully regarding any studies or

sources which may be known to him.

We have in our files the records of

the Negro conferences which were conducted immediately
after the Armistice in 1918. The findings of these con-
ferences represent the thinking of a representative group
of Negroes on various questions that were agitating their
minds at that time and which to a large degree are still
oresent.
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We also have rather voluminous minutes
of the early meetings of our Commission. In addition to
these we have confidential reports made in "blank form "by

the men whom we first sent into the counties v/hen we were
trying to get our work started. The reports are in blank
form and cover a great many things. Dr. Haynes spent some
time going over them and found that there was most valuable
material scattered here and there thru them. He had hoped
to spend more time on them. It would require a good deal
of painstaking study to get the worthwhile matter out of them.
It is voluminous and you might not find in it just what you
want but if you desire we would be glad to lend any or all
of it to you.

Yours very truly.

Will W. Alexander.

WWA.E



June, 1922 BOOK REVIEW SERVICE

Research Department
Commission on the Church and Social Service

Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America
105 East 22nd Street, New York, N. Y.

This Book Review Service is purely an educational project in which a number of

interested persons cooperate. Responsibility for opinions expressed is borne solely
by the persons who sign the reviews.

THE TREND OF THE RACES, by George E. Haynes. Now York, Council of Women for Home
Missions and Missionary Education Movement, 1922. Cloth 75 cents; paper 50 cents.

The authorship of this useful volume is enough to secure a wide reading for
it, if that were not already secured by the fact of its adoption as a mission study
book by the foremost agencies of missionary education in America. Dr, Haynes is

well ©quipped academically and by temperament and spirit to undertake this, his

first considerable literary task since becoming Secretary of the Commission on the
Church and Race Relations of the Federal Council of Churches.

The book presents the race situation. in America as second to non© among those
outstanding social problems from which there is no escape, and says in substance,
’’There are two ways of meeting it; we must take our choice," Th© first is the way
of the past -- suspicion, hatred, tyranny, violence. The second is the Christian
method, based on mutual respect, sympathy, understanding, and practical helpfulness.

Dr. Haynes is not a mere advocate contending for his race. To be sure he

strongly asserts the moral requirement and the practical necessity of abandoning all

notions of Caucasian superiority and of corresponding inferiority of the Negro race.

Yet he writes in fine restraint as one content to state the results of scientific
research. His chief concern is correctly to interpret his people and to serve both
races by an evaluation of Negro achievement and a portrayal of Negro life that will
make easier and more fruitful the friendly interracial contacts that he seeks to

promote. His book reflects a justifiable pride in the record of his race in achieve-
ment, in good citizenship, and in patriotic service.

In the portrayal of Negro progress since emancipation, the average reader
will find much to surprise him in the scientific, literary, and artistic achievements
of Negroes. Moreover, their progress is not confined to occasional and exceptional
demonstrations. "In manufacturing and mechanical pursuits in the twenty years

between 1890 and 1910, Negroes increased about 165.3 per cent. In trade and trans-
portation during the same period, they increased about 12.95 per cent." It is esti-

mated that in 1920 they operated more than 55,000 business enterprises. There are

250 Negro newspapers, some of which have a very large circulation. If the Negro’s

achievements are limited when viewed in the light of his numbers, it is apparent
that the reason is to be found in the staggering burden of social and economic dis-
advantage that he still carries.

The aspirations of the Negro as seen in the several political and social
groupings that ar9 now clearly distinguishable, are set forth by the author with the
fidelity and objectiveness of one who is too broad in vision and in interest and too
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scientific in his approach to be absorbed by any one school. Yet while constructive

in his thought and optimistic in his outlook, he does not minimize the ominous char-

acter of the words he quotes from a Negro porter: ”We have been through the war and

given everything, even our lives, and now we’re going to stop bein’ beat up.”

A careful survey is given of the agencies, and an inventory of the most

fruitful forms of contact, that are to be counted on for a Christian solution of the

American race problem. Prominent among them are the churches and the many contacts

growing out of their activities. The Negro is declared to have two institutions pe-

culiarly his own - his secret society and his church. The development of the Negro

church was an inevitable response to white exclusiveness. The varied educational

proposals which the author builds up about tho church life of his people indicates

what may be expected from the new Commission on the Church and Race Relations in the

way of practical effort. F. 1. J.

NEGRO FOLK RHYMES, WISE AND OTHERWISE, WITH A STUDY, by Thomas W. Talley. New York,

Macmillan Company. $2.50

These are real folk rhymes gathered and reduced to writing with as little ed-

itorial alteration as possible by a painstaking collector. This is the first compil-

ation of Negro secular rhymes. Heretofore we have thought of the Negro compositions

as limited to religious songs in the "spirituals”.

Professor Talley has performed a service for the Negro people, as well as a

service to social students, in presenting this evidence of the Negro’s persistent

"art impulse under most oppressive conditions”. The author’s analysis of the col-

lection is no less interesting than the rhymes themselves. Ho points out that the

rhythmic technique of the Negro is not by measurement of poetic feet but by imaginary

musical measures usually in 2/2 or 2/4 time, "with a given number of words to a beat”.

These rhymes contain expressions of the groat pathos 'of Negro suffering, the

turn of humor in the "good-natured drollery and sparkling nonsense”, and here and

there the penetrating vision of love and wisdom.

The author points out two other unique features of these ballads: first,

rhymes are often given before the first bars of a musical composition as an aid in

getting the musical ideas over; or a rhyming song and instrumental musical chord are

alternated, the one making clear the other; secondly, some of the rhymes use words or

phrases to be repeated as parts of stanzas as a means of giving a stage setting or,

so to speak, curtain direction, for the incident described or related.

Probably the most striking fact is that most of the experiences through

which these people passed are recorded in their rhymes. Their rhymes and songs grew

out of their experience. There are dance rhymes, play rhymes, love and courtship

rhymes, nursery rhymes, hunting, harvest and drinking songs, rhymes expressing their

attitude toward white people, Biblical and religious rhymes, rhymes describing their

work experience including field calls of fellowship from laborers on one plantation

to the laborers on another. Indeed, all the range of folk ballads is here illus-

trated, and some not found among other peoples. For instance, while this is not a

full demonstration of the Negro’s attitude during slavery, the rhyme, "I’d rather be

a nigger than a poo* white man,” shows the current of thought among the masses when

the trying bitter condition of the slave might have made him wish to be white to

escape his oppression.

We may not agree with the author’s explanation about the African origin of

the animal subjects of the nature rhymes, but it is a striking fact that with few
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exceptions the nature group of rhymes deals mainly with stories about animals - the

rabbit, the fox, the deer, the bear, the quail, the owl, the frog, the jaybird, the

rat, etc. - and about few other nature subjects. Here are typical samples:

1 . "De jaybird jump from lim' to lim' 2.

An' he tell Br’er Rabbit to do lak him.

Br'er Rabbit say to de cunnin' elf:

'You jes' want me to fall an 1 kill myself.'"

"Dat squir'l, he's a cunnin'

thing

|

He tote a bushy tail.

He jes' lug off Uncle Sambo's

co 'n

And heart it on a rail."

The following is a description of slave experience:

"'Way down yon'er in de cotton fiel',

Ev'ry week one peck o' meal.

Way down yon'er ole Mosser swar';

Holler at you, an' pitch, an' r'arj

Wid cat o'nine tails

Wid pen o' nine nails

Tee whing, teebing

An' ev 'rything. '

"

Here is a sample of expression of self-reliance:

"I'se jes' as innerpennunt as a pig on ice,

Gwiner git up ag'in if I slips down twice.

If I can't git up, I can jes* lie down,

I don't want no niggers to be h'pin me 'roun. '"

0

Here is part of what seems to be a spontaneous outburst of simple, lyrical love

impulse

:

"She hug me, an' she kiss me,

She wrung my han' an' cried.

She said I wus de sweetes' thing

Dat ever lived or died.

"I tole her dat I love' her,

Dat my love wus bed-cord sbrongj

Den I axed w'en she'd have me,

An' she jes' say, 'Go 'long."'

This is indeed a valuable collection of Negro folk rhymes which gives us

deeper insight into the soul of the American Negro. We need now a collection and

setting to score of many of the secular melodies that have accompanied many of

these rhymes to enlarge our information in this most valuable and interesting field

of American life and race relations. G.E.H.

UNWRITTEN HISTORY by Levi J. Coppin. Philadelphia, Pa., A.M.E. Book Concern, $2.00

This is an autobiography of a Negro, born of free parents, in the slave

territory of the Eastern Shore of Maryland. He has given a graphic pen picture as

an eyewitness of the inside life of Negroes, both slave and free families, in a

small town and farming community during the last fifteen years of the slave regime

including the Civil War period. To this he has added an illuminating account of

the transition of the past fifty years as he has seen from "within the veil" of the

Negro world; for he has been a teacher, preacher, pastor and Bishop of the African

Methodist Church during that time. He has lived and worked among his people, North

and South, during half a century.

We have had accounts of travelers, slave-holders, abolitionists and other
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white people who described these conditions, but except for a few glimpses given by

Frederick Douglass and Booker T. Washington in their autobiographies we have no per-

sonal account of the inner side of Negro life. Bishop Coppin has supplied this gap

in an admirable way. H© depicts the home life of free Negroes of the period giving

intimate account of their houses, the relation of parents and children, their train-

ing, their relation to the slaves and to white people of the town. He describes the

churches, teaching of children and slaves in secrecy from the slave owners. He de-

lineates the outstanding Negro personalities,, slave and free, who won the respect of

all including white slave masters.

He describes the coming of the news of emancipation and the actions of vari-

ous types of people; the coming of the first teacher; the eagerness of the people,

young and old, to learn to read, write, and "cipher"; and the arrival of a represen-

tative of the African Methodist Episcopal Church, a Negro denomination, when the

local church severed its relation with the white church and became a part of an in-

dependent Negro organization.

The first distinguished visitors to the Negro community of the town brought

many encouraging ideas to the newly emancipated people, who "had been shut up all

our lives in our narrow little Neck, and all else was measured by it. With us the

richest man, (in the world) was the riohest man in Sassafras Neck”.

Through many other incidents and experiences of the Reconstruction period

and since, the narrator gives new light on a "unique chapter in the world* s history

that is unwritten". G.E.H.

IN THE VANGUARD OF A RACE, by Mrs. L. H. Hammond. New York, Published jointly by

Council of Women for Home Missions, and the Missionary Education Movement. Postpaid,

cloth 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

A southern white woman with a national viewpoint has prepared for young peo-

ple these character studies of typical Negroes selected out of a large number who

have achieved. All of the characters except those of Booker T. Washington the educa-

tor, and Joseph Cotter, Jr., a poet, are still living.

"The Story of Service" of the educator, is familiar."' The point brought out

here is that he is the greatest star in a constellation. "The Doctor of Medicine"

is a story of a young Negro mill hand whose boyish dream of a larger service came

true. "Saving an Idea" is a record of a Negro woman who dreamed of a school started

and supported by Negro people .themselves when she found herself kept out of a posi-

tion through petty politics in public schools controlled by white people. An educa

ted "City Pastor" has built a remarkable institutional church for his people in the

North. His biography is no less interesting than the story of "A Believer in Happi-

ness", who carried the early training she received as an adopted member of a cultiva-

ted white family wherever she went in later life among her own people. The account

of the pioneer Negro farm demonstration agent and his wide service among Negro far-

mers over the South is set along-side a story of a Negro, "A Woman Banker", who

gathered the small sums of a fraternal organization to build a big business.

An inspiring tale is told of a Negro boy, "A Composer by Divine Right", who

contracted pneumonia because he stood outside of a white home on a freezing winter

night to hear a great artist sing; later he drew crowds to hear his own voice, and

many of his arrangements of Negro spirituals and his art songs have been used by

leading artists. A Negro woman missionary from a little Georgia town has become "A

Light in a Dark Place" in Angola, West Africa. An emancipated Negro preacher begin-

ning in the early eighties to assist his rural neighbors to lay "Sure Foundations" in
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thrift and prosperous farm homes, gives an indication of the many types of local com-

munity leaders unheralded and unsung. The final brief biography of a young Negro

poet who sang, as did his father before him, and whose voice was stilled ere he

crossed the threshold of manhood, is an example of many others who are saying to the

world today:

"Lord, I do not hate,

I am hated

I scourge no one,

I am scourged,

I covet no lands.

My lands are coveted.

I mock no peoples,

My peoples are mocked.
- And, brother, what shall you say?'*

The author has an illuminating introduction recounting the ascent of the

Anglo-Saxon from his free hooter pirate ancestors to the production of Christian

leaders and world statesmen. The sketch shows the struggle which has gone on through

the centuries between the impulses of cruelty and plunder and those of mercy and al-

truism. Although this outline does not give a strong enough presentation of the

African background of good-will and ancient civilization which modern researches are

bringing to light, it is a clear picture of the background of the English-speaking

race and is a good foreword to the prophetic character of this volume. G.E.H.

PRINCIPLES OF THE NEW ECONOMICS, by Lionel D. Edie. New York, Thomas Y. Crowell

Company, 1922. $2.75 net.

This admirable book, in some respects twenty-five years in advance of its

time, commences with the significance of psychology in economics which is defined as
M the science of human nature in its relations to the ordinary business of life 5

®* It

analyzes the motives and satisfactions of men, both employer and worker, in their

dealings with wealth, the processes and organizations by which wealth is controlled,

and the forces and directions of improvement and change. The author goes on to dis-

cuss human adaptation to economic environment; the scientific basis of economics;

labor* s part in production; the iron law of wages, the wages fund, commodity and pro-

ductivity theories of wages. He proposes, although he does not work out any details,

a "pluralistic” theory, interpreting it as "the resultant of a wider variety of influ-

ences”, among which are to be included standard of living, incentive, bargaining pow-

er, habit and custom.

He describes labor as looking upon management as inefficient, upon property

owners as "engaged in the game of getting something for nothing", upon the market as

"something rigged and manipulated by obscure strategists", upon finance as "some

secret far-reaching process of scheming", upon the law as "not on its side" and all

too often "unfair", and upon the public as "more interested in peace than in a square

deal to labor".

He deplores the influx of illiterate and unintelligent immigrants, "incompa-

tible with Americans in intellectual equipment and in standards of life". He dis-

cusses briefly three major types of economic policy toward aliens:- Americanization,

unionization and restriction; and touches on the Malthusian principle. He takes up

in detail the rights and duties of ownership, the technique of management, the prin-

ciples and strategy of markets, the services and dangers of money and credit; and

finally deals with public control, economic radicalism and economic democracy.
R. G.
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HUMAN NATURE AND CONDUCT, An Introduction to Social Psychology, by John Dewey. New

York, Henry Holt and Company, 1922. $2.25

Professor Dewey starts with the conviction that habit is of fundamental im-

portance in social action. He believes therefore that "an understanding of habit and

of different types of habit is the key to social psychology, while the operation of

impulse and intelligence gives the key to individualized mental activity. But they

are secondary to habit so that mind can be understood in the concrete only as a sys-

tem of beliefs, desires and purposes which are formed in the interaction of biologi-

cal aptitudes with a social environment.”

These three factors, habit, impulse and intelligence, are each discussed in

this order, in their relation, respectively, to conduct. The fact that morality is

largely concerned with the control of human nature makes us aware of what resists

such attempts at control. Hence the various theories to account for this resistance:

the theory that human nature is essentially evil, for example, rebellious against au-

thority! good people are those who make no trouble for the persons in authority.

There is a difference between an authority which has its origin in deliberate design

and a rule which simply takes advantage of conditions for the sake of an advantage to

accrue to the ruler, When men had no scientific knowledge of physical nature they

either passively submitted to it as authority for their conduct, or sought to control

it by magic. Even now our knowledge of human nature in comparison v/ith physical sci-

ences is rudimentary, and our knowledge of morals which are concerned with the health,

efficiency and happiness of human beings, is correspondingly elementary, hence we are

bound to consider the "ethical change involved in positive respect for human nature

when the latter is associated with scientific knowledge.”

The author proceeds to discuss, from this point of view, the prevalent types

of morality 5
conventional morality, ”in which the fatal thing is to be conspicuous"?

the morality of those whose "only standard is success, putting things over, getting

things done”? the sentimental type of morality, in which sensitiveness is united with

desire; and the morality which is equivalent to a spiritual egotism. This raises the

most practical of all moral questions, the nature of freedom and the means of achiev-

ing .

It is against this artificial separation of morality from the rest of human

nature, the separation of human nature in its moral aspects from the rest of nature,

that Professor Dewey ardently protests. His conviction is that "morals have to do

with all activity into which alternative possibilities enter". “Only deliberate ac-

tion, conduct into which reflective choice enters, is distinctively moral, for only

then’does there enter the question of better or worse." In discussing the problem of

freedom, he suggests three elements of importance: 1. Efficiency in action, ability

to carry out plans, the absence of cramping and thwarting obstacles. 2. Capacity to

vary plans, to change the course of action, to experience novelties. 3. The power of

desire and choice to be factors in events.

Finally, morality is social and concerned with actualities of existence, not

with ideals, ends and obligations independent of actualities. "But there are enor-

mous differences of better or worse in the quality of what is social. Ideal morals

.

begin with the perception of these differences. ... To foster and develop this spirit

(of scientific outlook and inquiry) is the social obligation of the present because of

its urgent need."

This rapid summary will indicate the range of the discussion in this no table

book. All who are interested in finding a scientific basis for social psychology

find here a rewarding treatment of some of the fundamental problems cf social

control. B.S.W.
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WHAT IS SOCIALISM? by James E. Le Rossignol. New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company.
1921 , $2.00

The author, Dean of the College of Business Administration of the University
of Nebraska, aims at . explaining and criticizing the doctrines and proposals of

"scientific socialism". He classifies socialists into the instinctive, the utopian
and the scientific, the latter being "the only socialist worthy of the name". In

the scientific socialist on© finds Hegel’s philosophy, Ricardo’s economics, and
Darwin’s biology combined to produce "a system of social theory the most remarkable
that the world has seen".

Le Rossignol asks how it is, that if socialism is a science, socialists
display so little of that openness of mind, love for truth, indifference to contra-
diction, and sublime patience, so characteristic of the true scientific spirit. He

considers socialism as only a sort of faith, or religions socialists have unbounded
faith in man and predict for him a brilliant destiny.

As orthodox doctrines of socialism the author lists the theory of economic
determinism; the labor cost theory of value; the iron law of wages; the theory of

increasing misery; the theory of surplus value obtained by exploitation or robbery;

the theory of crises; the law of capital concentration; the idea of the approaching
elimination of the middle class; the inauguration of the social revolution by the

proletariat; equitable distribution of product so ae to abolish poverty and all

the other "evils of capitalism"; and the advent of an era of peace, prosperity and

happiness until the end of time. He argues that the wage earners are not the sol©

creators of wealth and productive ideas, that th© labor-cost theory of value is

unsound, th© condition of the working class steadily improving, and the middle class

not disappearing, but increasing in numbers and wealth.

He shows that Plato realized the impossibility of his ideal republic and

wrote a second book describing a state that he thought might be successful with

human beings as they were. He pictures St. Thomas Aquinas as the first Christian
socialist and quotes the Socialist Bebel as saying "we aim in the domain of politics

at republicanism, in the domain of economics at socialism, and in the domain of what

is today called religion at atheism". He sketches state socialism, the industrial

union, the I.W.W. , guild socialism, and communism; considers socialism in France as

revolutionary, idealistic and anarchistic; in England cautious, compromising, exper-

imental; in Belgium largely cooperative; in Spain and Italy extreme and violent; in

Russia revolutionary, visionary and anarchistic.

The Marxian theory of value, the law of increasing misery and theory of

surplus value, are given illuminating special chapters, as are the socialistic

economics of machinery, the theory cf crises, Marx’ theories of the concentration

of capital and of class struggle. Next follows a discussion of th© final act in

the drama of economic determinism, the social revolution, and a chapter on the dic-

tatorship of the communist party. The book is well-written. Socialists of every

type should read it. R.S.

WILLIAM MORRIS AND THE EARLY DAYS OF THE SOCIALIST MOVEMENT, by J. Bruce Glasier.

New York, Longmans, Green & Company. 1921. $2.25

To those interested in the life and work of the author of "The Earthly

Paradise" and "Jason" this work is more appealing than to those attracted by Social-

ism in any one of its many phases. The work gives some notion of the origin of the

Socialist League, referring to the early work of Owen, St. Simon, Fourier, Fichte,

Weitling and others, and practically ignores Marx. It gives an outline of the



gradual changes that led from the Fellowship of the New Life, through the Fabian So-

ciety to the Democratic Federation and finally to the Socialist League. It quotes

Morris as opposed to the Hyndman-Champion policy on the ground that it was un-so-

cialistic and inopportune because it derived its funds from the Tories. It shows

the work that Morris did at a time when "controversial writings, such for example as

those of Rusk, Mill and even Matthew Arnold were rarely on the catalogues of libra-

ries accessible to the working class" -- which class, however, now-a-days is commen-

cing to be much better read than we of the "white-collar class".

Glasier contrasts Hyndman and Morris as lecturers most graphically} quotes

Morris as neither understanding nor caring for the Marx theory of value, but simply

wanting to establish a "system of cooperation where there shall be no masters or

slaves, but where every one will live and work jollily together as neighbors and

comrades for the equal good of all".

Glasier records his first visit to Kelmscott House, charming in its simpli-

city and beauty. He pictures Morris when arguing as in a sort of prophecy against

the scarlet woman of civilization and relates that the manager of the Morris *rt

works lost an order for soma proposed church decorations by having added 108 to his

bid because a certain item was "a wholly unnecessary and inexcusable extravagance

at a time when thousands of poor people in this so-called Christian country are in

want of food".

Morris aimed at "a complete revolution in social conditions", not at reforma-

tion, but at abolishment} "at socialism or Communism, not Anarchism 5®. He did not

"want either laws or customs to be too rigid, certainly not oppressive at all", and

reckoned "customs if they are bad customs, to be more oppressive and difficult to

get rid of than political laws". Without saying that we could do without coal, he

would say that "we could do with loss than half of what we use now, if we lived

properly and produced only really useful, good and beautiful things •

Glasier portrays Morris in the various relations of life -- as guest and

companion, and as campaigning at Hammersmith, with many intimate, personal touches

tracing his activities for the socialist movement until his death which was recorded

in the author* s diary as follows? "The sun of my Socialist firmament had gone out.

It seemed as though the colour and music had gone out of my life also.... To me he

was the greatest man in the world." His whole conception of life, the author tells

us, consisted in "fellowship, in doing things to make oneself and one's fellows

happy, his hatred of cruelty and oppression, sordidness and ugliness in every form,

was, if not religion itself, at least that without which religion itself becomes an

illogical and unfeeling pietism or pretence."

An appendix treats of the "Commonweal", a journal which Morris financed and

edited, and gives a number of interesting letters from this remarkable reformer.
R.G.

PULLING TOGETHER, by John T. Broderick with introduction by Charles P. Steinmetz.

Schenectady, New York, Robson & Adee* 1922* $1.00

This book is dedicated "to employers and employees alike who help each other

and the public to see a soul in industry".

Dr. Steinmetz, in his happy little Introduction, defines the plan outlined by

the author as one "which in one form or other is rapidly growing in favor and in

many instances where it has been honestly tried has led to increased cooperation".
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The little book is largely in dialogue, semi-colloquial in form. The prin-

cipal protagonist is a manufacturer, who points out as a novelty in the plan that

his concern has adopted wthe recognition it gives to an important elemental fact

which has been overlooked or obscured by controversy”. He claims that whatever the

nature of the functions that those exercise who are engaged in industry, or the

services they perform, their interests should be identical and their relations har-

monious, that th© autocratic exercise of power "must of course be as futile in in-

dustry as it is elsewhere”. It is and always has been, a failure, and given time

enough it is self -destructive. Ancient Persia is used as an example.

"The employee representation calls above all other things for light — for

the kind of guidance that comes from a marshaling, sorting and weighing of simple

facts | it requires the substitution of reason for bickering and, asxdei from the

force of reason and of good example, dispenses with force in any form? and therefore

its effect must be to prevent the development of autocratic tendencies in any one.”

He characterizes autocracy as ”a coarse weed that is indigenous in a variety of

climates”. He considers the methods of the labor unions as clumsy, and expects them

some day to "discard the autocratic tactics that make them obnoxious”. They are

destined either to perish because their mission has been fulfilled, or to survive

with improved formulas. Lack of wise leadership seems to be their chief drawback.

The employers* triumph in strikes was always achieved at some cost, often enormous,

both in money and in resulting resentments which persist and make it easy for trou-

ble-makers to precipitate another strike*

This manufacturer considers that the term ’’collective bargaining" has made

intercourse between corporations and their employes odious j and thinks that "a bar-

gain implies an advantage gained by some one at the expense of some on© else",

which is a quibble. The reforms introduced by him were due to recognition of his

management’s faults. He calls for humility on the manager’s part. His system is a

mechanism for the promotion of frank intercourse concerning matters of mutual con-

cern. His 30,000 workers ar© divided into groups of 400 having closely related

kinds of labor, each group electing three representatives. A like number is ap-

pointed by the management and an Executive Council is elected from these groups.

This manufacturer recognizes the importance of the foreman class, as causing much

good or harm according as it is or is not properly instructed. "The heterogeneous

groups of human beings known inclusively as the public have no nominal representa-

tion on our shop committees. The state of the industrial exploiter ... is al-

most as precarious nowadays as that of a card sharp or highwayman. ” The employer

calls for "a distinct branch of science through which human relations would be

dealt with as the mechanical engineer deals with metallurgical and other problems,

and approves of share-holding by employes". R.G.

CAREERS FOR WOMEN, by Catherine Filene. New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1920.

$4.00

This book by Catherine Filene, Director of the Intercollegiate Vocational

Guidance Association of Boston, is a symposium on vocations open to women, by women

who have won success in the careers described by them. This is the first time there

has been collected in one volume information on wage-earning opportunities, open to

trained young women, and it is a revelation to discover how many possibilities there

are, and how many of them are little known to the rank and file of young women who

are seeking an opportunity for self-support. In the Table of Contents the occupa-

tions are grouped alphabetically -- i.e., accounting, advertising, architecture

etc. - and the entries in each group are in alphabetical order so that reference

may be had directly to any occupation about which information may be desired.
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The thirty-two main heads contain over one-hundred fifty entries ranging from
dog-raising, jewelry-making, and style expert, to pageantry, surgery and politics.
While each vocation is described by a different author, each follows a fairly uniform
plan of treatment covering a description of the occupation, preparation necessary,

financial return, qualifications desirable for success, advantages and disadvantages,
and the extent of the occupation (i.e., supply and demand).

The field is fairly well covered in this collection and the information in-

cluded should be a part of the mental equipment of all engaged in vocational

guidance. E.L.L.

OPIATE ADDICTION: ITS HANDLING AND TREATMENT, by Edward Huntington Williams. New
York, Macmillan Company, 1922. $1.50

The popular impression that the Harrison anti -narcotic law was a hastily-

conceived statute rushed through as an emergency measure is characterized as entirely
false. Its restrictions upon physicians were not only formulated but sanctioned by

themselves and their associations.

But fortunately there are more addicts today than in 1914, by reason of il-

licit traffic in narcotics. The law is fundamentally defective in that it regards the

habit simply as a crime; whereas the addict is physically and mentally abnormal, his

abnormality revealing itself only when the necessary stabilizer is withdrawn. Our

attitude toward him is incorrect, as it is toward the victim of general paresis, the

result of venereal vice -- also a self-imposnd condition -- since effort is directed

toward the alleviation of the physical condition and too little attention is given to

any attempt to stabilize the patient.

Curtailing the use of opium "our most useful and most important drug would

cause untold suffering among countless numbers of innocent persons afflicted with

painful diseases", these far out-numbering the addicts. Narcotic clinics have proved

helpful . The author suggests putting the whole narcotic problem unreservedly into

the hands of the U.S. Public Health Service. He defines the nature of "opiate addic-

tion" as a definite pathological condition", and to be treated as such by the medi-
cal profession. He describes at length and with citations from actual case histories

the most satisfactory methods of treatment -- the gradual reduction and the rapid

withdrawal methods, giving in detail the symptoms of the patients concerned, the med-

ication to be used, and the course of treatment to be followed. A useful little

hand book. R.G. and E.L.L.

Note: The July and August issues of the Book Review Service will be combined and

will appear in August.
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THE CHURCHES AS AVENUES OF INTERRACIAL GOODWILL.

by
George E, Haynes, Secretary,

Commission on the Church and Race Relations,

Federal Council of Churches

Race problems are religious problems and require the application of

Christian ideals. The relations of the white and Negro people of America bring

concretely to us today the problems of applying brotherly goodwill, understand-

ing, and Christian cooperation in race relations and abolishing the evils grow-

ing out of violence and exploitation.

The Christian churches of America are the organized channels through

which the greatest expression of the ideals of such interracial goodwill can

find practical application in the community life of the two races. It is

fitting, therefore, that the Churches observe Race Relations Sunday, as they

will do Sunday February 11, and give special attention to the ideals of

brotherhood for which they stand. On such a day we may plan how those ideals

may be more effectively translated into cooperative action in our communities.

The Churches have great organized resources at their command for this

service. In the first place, the Negro churches are by far the greatest agency

we have in America for influencing the life of the Negro people. Today there

are about 40,000 Negro churches with nearly 5,000,000 members} they own prop-

erty valued at more than $80, 000, 000. In 1918 there were over 35,000 Negro

ministers. One of the striking facts about the Negro church organizations is

that more than eight tenths of the Negro church members are enrolled in dis-

tinctly Negro denominations. Two of those denominations are more than one

hundred years old and two are about fifty years old. All of them are managed,

supported, and controlled by Negroes. There are more than 6000 Negro churches



with over half a million members in denominations of white and colored con-

stituents.

Negro churches have developed many of the outstanding leaders in the

history of the race. Such men as Richard Alien, John Stewart, James Varick,

Alexander Crummell, Henry M. Tanner, Isaac Lane, L. H. Holsey, J. C. Price,

E. C. Morris, and W. G. Parks are part of the vanguard of a great oompany of

men of mark in the religious and social history of America yet to be written.

The Negro church has been and is today the great socializing and elevating

agency of the Negro people. Their churches are life blood to the group. Thru

them they are giving expression to a type of goodwill and neighborliness that

needs to be met only half way to be fruitful of a brighter day between the

races in America.

Tn the second place, there is no brighter page in the history of the

Christian Church than the record of some of the great denominations made up

mainly of white churchmen of America. From the days when the Quakers of Penn-

sylvania held that no Christian could conscientiously keep their black brothers

in bondage, from the time when the missionary societies of the several denom-

inations began to spend millions for the education of the freedmen, to the

present day, there have been thousands of white churchmen who have sacrificed,

worked, and prayed that justice and goodwill should obtain between the races.

They have looked forward to this day when their darker brethren might be re-

ceived upon terms of Christian fellowship. The great size and value of the

church buildings and parish houses, the millions of the members and the scope

of the far-reaching activities of the various denominations are too well known

to require repetition here.

What are some of the things before the churches in this situation?

Among others, three tasks stand out: First, the churches should by all the

means at their command hold up the Christian ideal of relations between the

races. By precept and example the churches can lead their own members to

believe that mutual respect, friendly cooperation, and positive goodwill - the

Christian way - really enable men and women to work out whatever problems

confront them. Second, the churches have the task of arousing the conscience

not only of church members but of the citizens of the Nation about their obli-

gations and responsibilities for their neighbors, white and black. Third, the

churches have a responsibility for putting down the evils that threaten our

life and our liberty and the peaceful relations between the races. Chief among

such evils today is lynching. Mob murder mocks Christian ideals. The mobbing

and lynching of men and women flouts the very principle of human brotherhood

for which the churches stand and is a menace to the ideals they proclaim. On

Race Relations Sunday white and Negro churches will exchange visitors and

speakers} they will bs reminded of these things all may share in doing. At

this time we need to reiterate that the churches have a strategic opportunity

to demonstrate under most favorable conditions that Christian goodwill can and

does solve the conflicts of interests between races. The relation of the white

and Negro races in America furnishes unique conditions for such demonstration.
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March 7,1923.

Dr .Robert E. Speer
156 Fifth Avenue
New York City.

Dear Dr. Speer:

The population bulletins of the 1920 Censu3^ive figures of Negro population in
northern and western states showing the net increase between 1910-20 and showing

total number of those living in 1920 who were bora in southern states above the

number born in southern states in 1910. There ar9 no figures available by years.

The nearest to an estimate of migration by years previous to the 1920 census is

given in two of my articles which THE SURVEY carried January 4>1918 and May 4,1918,

entitled "The Negro Moves North;" also "Negro Migration 1916-18" by Henderson H.

Donald , in THE JOURNAL OF NEGRO HISTORY,vol .VI ,No .4, pp 383-485 (these bound volumes

in the Russell Sage Library). If you wish to trace the whole movement of Negroes

to the North for fifty years I shall be glad to get for you a copy of my monograph

which brought together all the available census material up to 1910. (Please indulge

my mentioning ray own work).

I am hesitant about designating the best books about the present aspects of race

relations because recently there have been very few strong publications from the

angles you enumerate* The World War and the Negro migration northward made considerable

change in the whole situation. However, I venture to put down the following:

1. -Hammond,Mrs.L.H. In Black and Whit e,N.Y. 1914; Murphy, Edward Gardner, The

Basis of Ascendency ,N.Y. 1901 . Th9 latter is a more philosophical treatment than the

former, but without so unrestricted commitment to ideals of democracy and Christian

principles of brotherhood as the former.

2. -Smith,William B. The Color Line. I am not sura about the date of publica-

tion and haven* t a bibliography that contains it. It is more than ten yeara old, but

I do not recall any worth while reactionary book from a Southerner since it came out,

unless R.W.Shufeldt is a Southerner (I do not know), but his book, "America *s Great -

3 st Problem,The Njtggp^" Philadelphia, 19 15, is the extreme of the prejudiced and re-

act ionary.

3.-Miller,Kelly, Race Adjustment ,New York 1909. Roman, C.V. American Givi-

lizat ion and the Negro Philadelphia, 19 16 . This is the best thing wriltenjTrom tnis

attitude and one of the best generally written, although ratner long and argoiaentati e
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4.-Under this heading those who represent the "center" and "left"

of Negro opinion may he divided generally into two groups. One does not adhere to

ideals of violence:* DuBoi 3 ,W.E.B. "Dark.vater "is undoubtedly the outstanding book

of this wing. The other wing - violent and socialistic - can best be studied from

the files of their newspapers and magazine publications. My suggestion i3 that

you go through the files of "The Negro World" and "The Messenger". I have a num-

ber of these available at your convenience.

For the whole range of Negro opinion expressed in periodicals and newspapers it

would be well to read Karlin's, "The Voice of the Negro," N.Y.1920, and the files of

"The Crisis," the leading Negro magazine.

5. -Baker,Ray Stannard, Following the Color Line ,N.Y. 1908 . Selig-

mann^H.J. ,The Negro Fac es America,N. Y. 1920 . This is a most interesting analysis of

the situation made by a northerrTwhit e man partly thru the eyes of the Negro. t

might be well in this connection to look up the books of a foreign observer; for

instance, "The Soul of John Brown," by S.Graham,N.Y.1920

.

6. -From the general national viewpoint there is hardly any book

which I might say stands out preeminently in its treatment. Prohahly Baker's follow-

ing the Color Line," (mentioned above) and Josiah Eoyce's 'fface Quest ion and Oth

American Problems, "N.Y. 1908 really measure up to this high-level.
_

One of ^ the need^

now l~s to have moj;e literature treating of this situation from both the national and

interracial standpoint. I hope sometime our Commission is going to be able to p -

mot 3 the development of such literature.

May I suggest along this line that you will find, hare and there,

pamphlets and magazine articles which treat of the question from the larger national

noirt of view. If you decide to go into that material I would be glad to suggest some

references which miSt be perused! though it will not be always feasible to determine

their value before perusing them.

I shall be glad to talk with you at your convenience. I shall be

in the city (except 'torch 11 and 18) until March 30; will then be in the South until

IprU 12 id backin^e office thru April, except the twenty-first and twenty-fifth.

I thank you for the letters which were forwarded, and regret that

Dean Lathrop feels he cannot serve on our Commission.

H-j

Sincerely yours.

cretary
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

department or biology

February 25, 1924

Dr. Robert IS. Speer,
Secretary, Board of Foreign Missions,
156 Fifth Avenue,
Dew York City.

My d ear Dr. Sneer:

I read the proof of your book on Race Problems
with very much interest, and in the main approved it. The
criticisms which I suggested were, I realize, minor ones,
and such as might appeal rather to a technical biologist than
to a general reader.

Regarding my criticism of your use of the word
"germplasm"

, I would suggest that this word has now such a
definite meaning in biology that it ought not to be employed
in any other sense than that in which it is used by the biolo-
gists. As a matter of fact, [it is of course true that one can
not detect with the microscope any visible difference in the
germplasm of one human race as compared with that of another,
but this would also be true if we were to compare the germplasms
of many different genera and even phyla of animals. The fact is
that differences of an invisible nature may readily be detected
by the results of development when they cannot be directly seen
with the microscope. For example, there is no ouestion that
there is some difference in the germplasm of a negro and a white
man, but this difference cannot be directly observed because our
microscopes are too imperfect to see all the differences that
actually exist in germplasms. Of course, this method of detect-
ing invisible differences is used in physics and chemistry, and
in many other sciences.

So far as I know there is no difference that is
recognizable with the microscope between the blood of a Chinese
and that of a white man] but there are certain microscopical
differences in hair and skin that can be recognized directly
under the microscope. (But the point of real importance is that
differences in germplasm can be demonstrated to exist even
though they cannot be seen directly, just as molecules and atoms
can be demonstrated to exist though no one has ever seen a mole-
cule or atomTj

You certainly have the joke on me if I have corrected
your quotation of a sentence from my Yale Review article. You
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

M ENT OF BIO LOGY - 2 -

Dr. R. E. Speer Feb. 25, 1924

say that the quotation read in the galley, ’’Inherited

characteristics have to a large extent determined hy the

type of civilization which any race manifests”, and that

I changed the have to are. Evidently I saw that the sentence

was not good English as quoted, and was concerned rather

with correcting the English than with the sense which it

conveyed. Of course, the correction should have been to

omit the word by .

I am very glad that you are publishing this book
and hope and believe that it will do much good.

With kind regards, I am

Sincerely yours
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A Brief List of books on AMERICAN RACE QUESTIONS

Church and the Immigrant, The. Georgi&E. Harkness, George H.

Doran Co.

Coming of the Slav, The. Charles Eugene Edwards. Westminster

Press, Philadelphia.

Foreign Relations of China. Minghien Joshua Bau. Fleming H.

Revell Co., New York &4.00.

Foreigners or Friends. Thomas Burgess. Department of Missions

and Church Extens ion of the Bishops and Council of the

Protestant Episcopal Church, 281 Fourth Avenue, New York City

Home Mission Trails. Jay S. Stowell. The Abingdon Press, New York.

Japanese-American Relations. Iichiro Tokutomi. Macmillan Co.,

New York.

Near Side of the Mexican Question, The. Jay S. Stowell.

George H. Doran, Co., New York. $1.50.

New Japanese Peril, The. Sidney Osborne. The Macmillan Co.,

New York. $2.00.

Old Trails and New Borders. Edward A. Steiner. Fleming H.

Revell Co., New York. $1.50.

Problems in Pan-Americanism. Guy Inman. George H. Doran Co.,

New York. $2.00.

Racial Studies. Published by George H. Doran Co., New York.

Czecho -Slovaks in America, The. Kenneth D. Miller. $1.00.

Greeks in America, The. J. P. Xeriides. $1.00.

Italians in America, The. Philip M. Rose. $1.00.

Maygars in America, The. D. A. Souders. §1.00.

Poles in America, The. Paul Fox. $1.00.

Russians and Ruthenians in America, The. Jerome Davis. $1.00

SEE "Some Best Books on the American Negro." The Missionary

June, 1922, issue. p. 507.Review of the World.
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Dr. Robert E. Speer
156 Fifth Avenue

Hew York City

My dear Dr. Speer:

If you have not already seen the new issue of the NEGRO

YEAR BOOK edited by Monroe H. Work and published at Tuskegee, I

think you "’would find it very valuable for reference in planning

your reading on the race question. It contains a very complete

bibliography, both of books and magazine articles, on the principal

phases of the subject.

Dr. George E. Haynes is much interested in our project and

offers any facilities that his Commission is able to command in

helping you with research problems. They are quite well equipped

to do this as far as the race problems involving the Negro is ^ con-

cerned. If we make request of them for any specific inquiries

in this field they will undertake to secure information for us

quickly.

Dr. Haynes calls especially to our attention the Govern-

ment census volume entitled NEGRO POPULATION IT TH_^ UNITED Tun.

1790-1915# This is the mcs t complete work there is on Negro

statistics. On the point in which you are especially interested,

that is the intermixture of races. Dr. Haynes' opinion is that the

statistics are not very d ependable because they are based

the personal opinions of the census enumerators rather than upon

any actual scientific investigation. So far,
®”r

able to find data that will give you very much light on th^par

ticular phase* of the problem but I shall look the matter up from

other sources.

The article by Isaac Fisher which you told me you wished

to secure is one, I believe, entitled "School Problems of the southern

Negro" which appeared in the Fisk University Hews for October 1922.

I enclose an annotated list of the Americanization Studies

prepared under the general supervision of
.
the

ut°others
qom @ of these will not be of very much value to you, but otners

present some helpful material, especially on European backgrounds

of race groups in America.
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I think you will also be interested in THE TREND OF THE

RACE by Holmes, a new book on biology that seems to be attracting

a considerable amount of attention just now. I have given a full

reference to it on the enclosed list. THE OLD WORLD IN THE NEW

by Edward a. Ross is a rather popular series of chapters dealing

with the principal European groups that are found in the United

States. No doubt you are familiar with it, but if you are not,

it might help you to secure a starting point on some particular

race groups.

I have not yet had time to read the new book which Revell

recently issued, CHRISTIANITY' AND THE RACE PROBLEM by Robert E.

Smith. I have noticed a few reviews of it which were not alto-

gether complimentary but it is probably a book that you will want

to examine in the course of your reading.

Yours sincerely.

FDC :CT

Eh C •



The Americanization Studies published
by Harper & Bros, for the Carnegie Corporation of

New York (522 Fifth avenue)

These are the results of an extensive investigation and analysis
of the work of various Americanization agencies. The work has
been conducted under the direction of Mr. Allen T. Burns. $2.50 each

THE SCHOOLING OF THE IMMIGRANT. Frank Thompson.

A study of the effectiveness of the numerous formal under-
takings to educate adult immigrants in American language and
citizenship. The author discusses frankly and fearlessly the
training given by parochial schools to the children of many
immigrants, and presents the part to be taken by local, state,
and national education authorities. The trend of legislation
in the states and country at large since the national awaken-
ing to the fact that the development of competent citizens is
a public responsibility, is critically examined.

AMERICA VIA THE NEIGHBORHOOD • John Daniels.

This book shows how community Councils, political parties,
labor organizations, etc., have turned the neighborhood grouping
of immigrants to account, and indicates how this same grouping
may be made an aid to their Americanization; meaning participa-
tion in American life, loyalty to America, devotion bo the ideals
of democracy, and a share in the activities through which this
ideal may be achieved. The method must be extensive more than
intensive; the individual must be reached through the group.

OLD WORLD TRAITS TRANSPLANTED. Robert E. Park and Herbert A. Miller

A study of the traditions, prejudices, and tastes which the
immigrant brings from his fatherland. It shows how these giust
be modified to blend with his life in America, and aims to pre-
serve the best in the immigrant’s Old World traditions for assimi-
lation in our national life, and to replace with the best American
tastes and traditions anything which would be detrimental to his
development in America.

IMMIGRANT HEALTH AND THE COMMUNITY. Michael M. Davis, Jr.

The health habits of the immigrant frequently offer a startling
contrast to those of other American citizens. Overcoming this
disparity is the phase of immigration taken up in this volume.
It tells what progress has been made and suggests methods for
future improvements. Coercion, neglect, and cooperative education
are compared, and methods of sanitation suggested so that the
health of the community may be improved.

A STAKE IN THE Land. Peter A. Speek.

Need of an increased rural population is the outstanding feature
of the 1920 Federal Census, for cities have grown at five times the
rate of agricultural districts. In this volume of the Americani-
zation series corrective measures for this dilemma are suggested,
and ways and msans of developing a common viewpoint - social, poli-
tical, industrial - between the native and immigrant populations put
forth- The question of land distribution and land development In
this country is a serious one, and the conclusions drawn by the author
are worthy of much consideration.
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NEW HOMES FOR OLD. Sophonisba P. Breckenridge

.

This volume has to do with the immigrant 1 choice of a home
and his first readjustment of family life to conform with
American practices. The author surveys and epitomizes the
field of remedial and constructive social service in relat-
tion to the immigrants most intimate needs. Whet has al-
ready been accomplished and what yet remains to be done are
set forth.

THE IMMIGRANT PRESS AND ITS CONTROL. Robert E. Park.

Here is the first attempt to explain foreign-language news-
papers, with an Understanding of the history of the various
papers themselves and the needs they fill lor their subscribers.
This volume is a vivisection of these much-discussed journals,
which have been the storm center of fears, criticism, threats,
and proposals in the Americanization field. Their contents
are thoroughly analyzed, but in the light of the development
of the papers themselves and their constituents. The fundamen-
tal problem of fusing native and foreign born can never be
completely understood without a reading of this book.

AMERICANS BY CHOICE. John p. Oavit.

This volume deals with the political and civic relationships
of the immigrant. The legal toils through which candidates
for citizenship must pass are carefully studied and defects
and possible improvements discussed. The author, in a start-
ling manner, demonstrates the fallacy of the impression that
the newer immigrants do not become citizens - an impression
which has always prevailed.

THE TREND OF THE RACE. Samuel J. Holmes, Ph.D. Professor of

Zoology in Univdrsityof California.

Har court Brace & Co., New York. 1921. $4.00.

Reference readings at end of chapters have quite full lists of

books and articles.

A study of present tendencies in the biological development
of civilized mankind.

VV

the OLD^IN the new. E. A. Ross. Century Co $2.40
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Dr. . Speer

,

•_> yC§^6 5th Avenue, Hew Yorlr.

Gwalior

.

Way, 16, 1923.

Dear Robert,

You speak in your last letter of a book you are wfciting on the

Race Question and ask forOWuff suggestions any of us may have to make.

I have thought you would be interested in a telegram that appeared

in the Pioneer two days ago. I am sending a marked copy of the

paper by the same mail as this. Col. Gidney
, I.W.S. Retired,

practices as an eye specialist, and I consulted him recently for

glasses. He is a distictly able man. He is President of the

Anglo-Indian Society and himself an Anglo-Indian or Eurasian as they

used to be called - a word that came to be resented but I think

Si
To me what he has said is very interesting. Th

<r«U

without reason,

facts are somewhat as follows

jTTl) While in America the mulatto ws-s repudiated by white society

and became a leader in negro society, in India the Eurasian was

repudiated by Indian Society (due no doubt to the caste system)

and became the bottom of Hbfee European Society, adopting the

European civil izatidl manners ,
customs, religion and language , but

not accepted among Europeans. This is an interesting contrast,

and the lot of the mulatto has in the past been much to be preferred

(2) In my early years in India I came in contact with, and was

shocked by, the intense dislike of the English by the Eurasian.

I thought within myself ,* These people owe all they have to the
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English . They and their children would have no chance in India

in the midst of the teeming Hind^and Mohammedan population but

for the position the British Raj gives them. How ungrateful and

foolish of them to hate the British 1
. I had not learned that

help and favours £iven as by a superior to an inferior
;
even though

accepted because needed, create not gratitude , but usually bitter

resentment. This was the fact. The experience of Jean ifal Jean

with the poor family in Paris he befriended and gave money to, is

an illustration.

(3) The Anglo Indian community has always feared the competition

of Hindu as the Californian labourer fears that of the Chinaman*--

only the one has had to accept it, the other could Qnefyfci t yfts i&cx

(4) Now the Anglo Indian sees the fact clearing before his

vision that the British are foreigners and cannot be always in power

in India, that the permanent factor is the Indian. To try to be

like the bat in the fable that wished to be bird at one time and

animal at another , must bring disaster. Hence gHixxk&dHKy

Col* Hidney's intercepting insistence, 1 we must decide what ®e are'.

And j r only hope lies in taking their place squarely as Indians,
j

He is a wise nan and a courageous man, in view of the vast prejudice

^and contempt for Indians that is rife in his community, to come out

squarely thus . And he is unquestionably right.

^Taking this line the Anglo Indians of India will get full recog-

nition in India and I believe will be treated fairly.

j

II. The condition of our Indian Christian community is in some

respects that of the Anglo Indian with which it likes to identify

itself much to the displeasure of the Anglo Indians. They too

were repudiated by their old community not because of their faith
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so much as because they broke caste. They too became a community

of very mixed ancestry ;a They too were not accepted socially in

European Society - really not even amongst missionaries. This last

may seem reprehensible - but if it is wrong (which 'I deny) let him

that is without the sin cast the stone. The insuperable barrier

was the race barrier. Social intercourse, perhaps the best factor,

the most spiritual, in human life, is possible only between people

who are like-minded . The civilization and the thoughts of the

missionary and his convert had flowed in different channels and had

been different for milleniums. ‘'hey were not like-minded . The

missionary ( of the right sort) loved and stood ready to serve in every

way he could the convert who had become an out- caste ( out-of -caste

)

to follow Christ. But especially as the number grew the social

pleasure and comfort to each from the other was small, and each

naturally and rightly found his friendships in his own kind. .

I have recently seen a quotation from Macaulay to the effect

that though he had literally hundreds of friends scattered about the

world yet there were not more than half a dozen tin news of whose

death would cause him to go without his breakfast. There is

nothing to be Coi\c/tinned inthis . Thus we are constituted.^ Since

therefore the circle of close friends is 5© small, surely one ahould

be allowed to draw close to the few his heart is knitted to in like-

mindedness, and not be told by superior and impractical theorists

that he must love the African, the Indian, the British or what not

as he does his own people. It cannot be , it should not be.

Mankind would be no better if it were so. For if A , an American^

love B C and D, other Americans, or E F and G (English, Indian and

African) in each case the same number is loved. Some may perhaps
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be able to do good to all men ( ojvery attenuated good at the outer

circles) but none can love all men, at least not before he knows

them

.

Race feeling is so often depicted as wicked. But all men have
it. We would not respect a man wholly lacking it, a man who enjoyed
the society of negro women as much as that of fellow white American
or a white woman who enjoyed the society of negro men as much as
that of whites. It is in the relation of the sexes that race feelin
is shown most clearly to be a positive good.

c'f course I do not defend race-feeling that is Bitter or full
of tred.

V.I h0ve h 0 d many Indian friends, Hindus Mahommedans and Christians
and I confess to having often felt a pang when I saw how different
however friendly , ttieir attitude towards me was from their attitude
towards each other> Here on this old Fort all my associations are
with Indians. My family is in Landour, and (i work along wit nd
see and talk with Indians only from week’s end to week's en ave forSunday evenings when I go down to the Pendletons for dinner think
I draw ss close as any to the Indian in sympathy and thought 'and
mutual regard, and yet I feel at every time that I am a foreigner.
It makes one hungry for his own people. You will remem.ber
Lafcadio Hearn's experience, even marrying a Japanese lady in order
to really be one with the Japanese, and how bitterly disappointed he
was - he found it could not be, they did not accept him.

The early English in India got closer to the Indians than we do
now - they seldom went 'home 1

, they got little home news
; they

smoked the huqqa , even their English wives did;wtk*v married Indian
and Eurasian women. They did. not become one with the people even
then, but the nearer they came to getting rid of race distinctions
the lower they sank in the scale of life - and the lower they sank
the less were they of help or service to the Indian^

I must stop, lest you think I am trying to write a treatise on
the Race Question, which I am not. Don't think I fail of respect
for Indians. I do not. I have had intimate friends among them from
the highest down to the Sweeper. I could not but sincerely honour
many of the men I am thrown with in my present position. And I have
a deeper sympathy with them than ever before.
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August 17, 1923

Dr. George E* Haines,
c/o Federal Council of Churches,
New York, N.Y.

My dear Dr® Haynes-

With many others I have thoroughly enjoyed a new study of race
questions in connection with teaching your book. I have been glad to
develop ray own thought on relations with Negroes in America while emphas-
izing to my classes the common principles applicable to the problem of
Orientals on the Pacific Coasto

Two rather unique and interesting suggestions have come to me
from colored men I have met in connection with discussions of your book.
A prominent colored lawyer in Los Angeles said that in addition to the
twelve million Negroes listed in the United States census there were
probably three million of Negro blood who were not recognized as such and
counted with the white population. I presume this was a mere guess and
its accuracy has no special significance either way, except as an indica-
tion of what is actually happening independent of our theories*

The other suggestion was made by a colored Y.M.C.A. secretary*
He said that the race prejudice against the Negro was practically a growth
of the last twenty-five years, and, instead of being a social instinct
among white people in the South, it was the result of deliberate and system-
atic political propaganda, in just the same way and for the same reason as
the political propaganda which has spread anti-Japanese prejudice all over
the country. If this is even measurably true, and you could trace the

history of the growth of prejudice against the Negroes, analyzing the causes
of that growth, and bringing out particularly the deliberate propaganda in
it, as distinguished from the social and economic conditions which favored
it you would greatly help us who are interested in race problems. I feel
that in spite of facts demonstrating rapid Americanization of Japanese in the
United States, organized and deliberate political propagahda has built up a
great volume of popular prejudice, for which there is really very slight jus-
tification. Besides urging people to be fair and kind to those of other races,

I want to find the real reasons for their not being so.

Very cordially yours.

GWH-AMS (Signed) GEO. Y/. HINMAN
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September 12* 1923

The Dev, 3o<3ney • Jtouody*

156 ?ifth .ve#.

Hew fork City.

Uy door Dr. Do.indy:

I am very much obliged for your note of September 6th with its
enclosed copy of )r, Kinman’s letter to :)r. Haynes,

I am trying to get the facts regarding the number of mulattoes
at the present tino. The census reported figures up to and including
the census of 1910, The last census, however, omitted them. I should be
very much surprised if there was my large number of people with negro
blood in their veins who ire included in the white population. I wonder
what basis of evidence the colored lawyer possessed to whom )r, Hinmaa
refers.

An easy way to check the other information which ho reports is

to go back and read, the books and mag idea of 25 years ago* I

have been doing this and such a study docs not justify the judgment of

the colored Secretary referred to, I think it could be shown that up to

a certain period, say ten years ago, there had been a pretty sto. 1/ growth
of race prejudice since the war, and there is still of course one school
of opinion which is as virulent as opinion can be. It is more than offset*
however, by the tremendous growth of the nobler sentiment of the white South
during the last tea years*

Some of the worst expressions of race prejudice that I have read
during the ia3t year have been in old tracts of the first half of th6 last

century*

I have finished the manuscript and have sent it to Mr* Cogswell,

I have had to cut out more than half of what I have written but am hoping
that it may be possible, after a year or two, to issue the full unabridged

book.

Thanking you for all your help, and trusting that you will have a

chance to go over the manuscript and make suggestions, I am

Very cordially yours.

R5S-KC*
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April 18, 1923,



In preparation for this bo ole I wrote to several friends In Asia, members of

different races* asking them for their help* She letter from one of these* Sir

Jarayan Chandavarkar* of Bombay* deserves to be printed In full. It must have been

one of the last documents he prepared. It Is dated April 10 t 1923* and he died on

May 14, 1923. Sir Harayan was one of the most remarkable and most honored men in

India* His full title and official record ran : £he Honorable Sir tfarayan Chandavarkar,

Ht.* B*A* * L* L. B* , L. L.D. * Late Judge of the High Court, Bombay, Ex-Vice Chancellor of

the University of Bombay, President of the Bombay Legislative Council#

He was a member of the Prarthana gamaj, the most progressive of the Indian

reform societies within Hinduism* and a great devotee of the poet Tukaram.

But he had strong intellectual and spiritual sympathies with Christianity. In one

confession he declared: "I am a Hindu, but I believe in Christ as the highest fulfil-

ment of Hinduism* I have a picture of Christ crucified in ay bedroom where I can look

daily upon it* •••••.I believe Jesus Christ to be unique in Kls character* His teaching*

His power to save and help men and especially in His dymanie and world-wide social

programme* Ho one else ever did for suffering oppressed humanity what He did. I am a

Christian already* yet I cannot dogmatically say that Christ was Cod. Thou^i a follower

of Christ in my daily life 1 do not take the outward step of baptism because, as at

present interpreted in the popular mind* it means not only to accept Christianity but

to reject and denounce Hinduism. Shis I cannot do* for I believe that God has been in

our past history and revelation*”

And some years ago in an address entitled; "She Kingdom of Christ and the

Spirit of the Age,” he saidi ”Let me tell you what I consider the greatest miracle of

the present day. It is this: that to this great country, with its 300 millions of

people* there should come from a little island* unknown by name even to our forefathers*

many thousand miles distant from our shores* and with a population of but fifty or

si ty millions* a message so full of spirit and life as the Gospel of Christ. This,
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surely, is a miracle if ever there was one. And this message has not only come, but

it is finding a response in onr hearts. She prooess of the conversion of India to Christ

may not be going on as rapidly as you hope, or in exactly the same manner as you hope

but, nevertheless, India is being converted; the ideas that lie at the heart of the

Gospel are slowly but surely permeating every part of Hindu society, and modifying

every phase of Hindu th ughts.*

Fis statement on the race question will show how these questions appeared to

such a mind In India*



I* What is the Origin and what do you conceive to he the Divine Purpose of Bace and

Racial Differences?

The object of these questions being, as stated in the Questionnaire, "to set

before our own people the Christian view of race and racial feeling, and the solution

of the race problem,
11 I should content myself with starting in these answers with the

Biblical view as to the origin of race and racial differences. In Chapter XI of

Genesis in the Old Testament we are told that at the beginning of its creation the

whole earth was of one language and of one speech. I understand that to mean that but

one race of people existed at the beginning of the creation. The Science of Compara-

tive Philology supports that statement of fact. The account in Genesis goes on to say

that it came to pass, as the single race that then existed journeyed from the east,

they dwelt in the land of Shlnar? that they started building a city and a tower? and

that the Lord "confounded their language and scattered them abroad from thence upon the

face of all the earth,” to prevent their being "one people," and having "all one lang-

uage." In Chapter XII of Genesis we have it that God asked Abram to get out of his

country and from his kindred, and from his father* s house unto a land which God would

show him with the object of making him the father of "a great nation." These histori-

cal facts, put very pithily in the Bible, show that the family first and the tribe

afterwards gave origin to race; and that racial differences have been due to differences

of climate, language, religion, traditions, and other circumstances that compose a

people* s environment, ^hile these main facts of the story in the Bible find support

from the discoveries of science and the researches of history, the view propounded in

Chapter XI of Genesis that God, having become jealous of the men who started building

the city and the tower, confounded their language and scattered them abroad, to restrain

their ambition and prevent them from becoming all-powerful against the Almighty, repre-

sents the crude primitive view as to the origin of race. The later conception of God

is Love promoting Unity, not Jealousy and Fear. The Bible must be studied as a book



dealing with the evolution of Man and the human race - their growth from crude ideas

to the highest conceptions of humanity as revealed by the life and teachings of Christ*

To the primitive view expressed in Genesis God appeared to deal with men on the prin-

ciple subsequently enunciated by the Homans for the government of their Empire - the

principle, viz., of "divide and rule." That principle has been corrupted to mean that

the safety of a ruler lies in breeding differences among the ruled that they may not

prove powerful against the ruling authority by reason of union among themselves. But

the true meaning of "divide and rule" as the Divine law of life is given to us in Gene-

sis itself and also in some other boohs of the Old Testament when the writers of those

boohs merely state facts as distinguished from their understanding of the implications

of those facts. For instance, the first true glimpse of the Divine 1aw of "divide and

rule" is afforded in Chapter IV, Genesis, in the second verse of which we are told that

the two sons of Adam and Eve were not alike, because "Abel was a heeper of sheep but

Cain was a tiller of the ground." "Orders and degrees," 3ays Milton in the Paradise

Lost . "Jar not with liberty but well consist." A wise ruler promotes the^eause of good

government and contributes to Unity among his people by dividing the government into '

gradations and ranks such as we know now by the name of departments, division of labor,

delegated authority, or decentralisation. Nature is our best teacher on this point as

to the Divine purpose of race and racial differences. It is out of variety and diversi-

ty that Nature exhibits her harmony and beauty. The Poet Browning brings that out in

these lines: -

"Bather* learn and love

Each facet-flash of the revolving year s -

Red, green, and blue, that whirl into white.

The variance, the eventual unity,

Which makes the miracle."

Or take these lines from Wordsworth’s Prelude: -

"The immeasurable height
Of woods decaying, never to be decayed.

The stationary blasts of waterfall a.
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And in the narrow rent at every torn
Winds thwarting winds, bewildered and forlorn*
The torrents shooting from the clear blue sky.
And rocks that muttered close upon our ears*
Black drizzling crags that spake by the wayside
As if s. voice were in them* the sick sight
And giddy prospect of the raving stream.
The unfettered cloud and region of the Hoavens*
Tumult and peace* the darkness and the light
Were all like workings of one mind* the features
Of the same face* blossoms upon one tree*
Characters of the great Apocalypse, -

The types and symbols of Eternity*
Of first, and last* and midst, and without end*"

In short* unity must come and can only come out of diversity, what doubt is

to faith, as an incentive, diversity is to unity* All the different races have each

its peculiarity of contribution to the happine s and progress of all the world* All

depend upon one another. In St* Paul's phrase* all are intended to be members of one

another* 80 race is nor can be self-sufficient without stunting itself. Even as

between and among the people of one race* sameness of all without diversity in points

of view* capacity* and personality* is apt to lead to imbecility and retard the cause

of truth. "Assemblies that are met," wrote Burke, "and with a resolution to be all of

a mind, are assemblies that can have no opinion at all of their own* The first propos-

al of any measure must be their master*" The same law applies to raoes* Each has its

own mission allotted to it by Providence to promote the unity of the world - the

brotherhood of the whole human race under the fatherhood of God*

It has been remarked by some writers that two essential problems enter into

the problem of Life* viz.* (1) the food problem, and (2) the race problem. The former

is indispensable for the self-preservation of a race and the latter for its self-reali-

zation*

Let me briefly consider the true aspect of each of these problems, on which

depends primarily the very existence and continuance of a race*

In its primitive conditions a people belonging to a country have* comparatively

speaking, but a few wants* whether In point of food or other necessities of life. But
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as they advance in civilization, the wants increase with their standard of life, so

that every country comes to be more or less dependent on others* Hence the growing

value of commerce* Commerce, which in its accepted sense means the exchange of goods

between one country and another, represents the spititual value of what St. Paul has

termed Charity, meaning the brotherliness of love* Shis interdependence of races or

nations for food gives rise to the terms familiar to Political Economy - such as pro-

duction, distribution, exchange, value, currency, etc. These terms mean that St, Paul 9 8

pithy saying that "none of us liveth to himself and no man dieth to himself” applies to

races and nations as well. Mr, Harry F. Ward in his booh on "The Hew Social Order" has

well pointed out that during the last war "it became glarily apparent that no nation was

sufficient unto itself for its economic life." In 1915, Mr. Lloyd George, who was then

the British Prime Minister, said in a public speech that the commandment "Love thy neigh-

bor as t self" is not only good religion but also good business." The idea of Free-

Trade first came into the thou^its of the late Hr. Gladstone when he was at the Board of

Trade, He saw there a letter from a Chinese Official at Canton to the Head Swell at

Pekin, suggesting that "BO ships should be allowed at Chinese ports without heavy dues

but that ships bringing food for the people - that was quite another affair." (Fags 193,

Sir Algernon West’s Diaries.) That puts the Divine purpose of different races in a nut-

shell, so far as their interdependence in respect of the food problem is concerned.

Writing as a Hindu, I may here supplement what I have said by an appeal to the

voice of the Hindu religion in Its highest aspects. The Hindu Scriptures declare that

"food Is the form of Brahma," i.e. the Universal Soul. That is to say, it is a symbol

of the Divine - because it is "the life of the whole world." It is a current proverb

in India: "Meat and Matrimony are Unifiers."

Turning now to the question of the self-realization of a race as an indispensable

condition of Life, we must first settle what self-realization means in the case of a

In the case of an individual, we know that there are two selves - the animal self
race.
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and the spiritual self. Self-realisation in the case of an individual means growing

from the lower animal to the higher spiritual plane of life, man rising (to use tho

familiar lines of Tennyson) "on the stepping stones of hia dead self." This he can do

only hy trying to realize in his own person the Ideal of the Absolute, the life of the

Universal Soul. What ie true of Self-realization in the case of an individual man is

also true in the case of his race. Every race has its own peculiar genius, hy means of

which it is ordained to express and reelize itself to fulfill its allotted mission, to

make its contribution to the good of humanity as a whole, and thereby to help the cause

of the unity of the world and civilization. What St. Paul has explained in Chapter XII

of I Corinthians holds good of races as well as individual persons. "There are diversi-

ties of gifts but the same spirit; and there are differences of administrations but the

same Lord. And there are diversities of operations but it is the sane dod which worketh

all in all All these worketh that one and the self-same spirit, dividing to e.'ery

man severally as he will." There is no difference between the Jew and the Greek, for

the same Lord over all is rich unto all that call upon him." That this law applies to

races also has been so tersely expressed in an article which appeared in the internation-

al .Tnurnal of Ethics (May, 1921) that I shall take the liberty of citing it here s -

After stating that national genius is expressed only "hy aiming at the absolute ideal,"

that self-consciousness both in a nation and an individual is a hindrance to self-expres-

sion and "self-realization," the writer observes, "when a nation has produced great orig-

inal work, it has not been^trylng to be oharaoteris tie ally national but by seeking to

find the absolute truth. It is by keeping steadily In view the ideal and In obedience

to the universal claims of truth and love that nationality will reach its highest ex-

pres slon."

TO each race then its peculiar genius is given in order that all races may serve

one another and out of diversities of gifts constituting the brighter aide of racial

differences help and promote mutual good. As beautifully sung by the Scotch Divine
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(Dr* George Hatheson) in his hymn* ’’One in Christs”

"Thine is the mystic light that India craves;

Thine is the Parsis(?) sin-destroying beam;

Thine id the Buddha’s rest from tossing waves*

Thine is the Empire of vast China’s dream;

Gather us in.

Thine is the Homan’ s strength without his pride;

Thine is the Greek’s glad world without its graves?

Thine is Judea’s law, with Love beside -

The Truth that centres and the Grace that saves.

Within Thy Mansion we hanre all and more.
Gather us in.
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II. What is your definition of racs? Are the different races fundamentally unlike

or are their variations superficial and removable? If so, to what extent, and through

what processes or forces?

I do not feel equal to the task of defining the term race. That is a task for

experts#

I should venture to think that the different races are fundamentally alike if

by fundamentally we mean at the oore . The proverbial sayings that “human nature is the

some everywhere," and that "one touch of nature makes the whole world kin," record cen-

turies of world-wide experience* fears ago an English Divine - Bev. Mr* yielding - wrote

and published a book on "The Soul of a People," which then attracted much attention.

The author there described the character of the people of Burmah and displayed an insight

into it which was the result of his personal contact with and life for a number of years

amongst them in their own country. The purport of the book was that it is one Soul, one

human heart with the Divine as itB indwelling Spirit, which animates all the different

races of mankind; that such racial differences as divide peoples and lead to mutual

hatred are, however strongly marked, more or less superficial and can be removed by mut-

ual sympathy between race and race. Since then, I believe, "the soul of a people" has

become not only a classic phrase but a familiar expression in literature represent!*:; the

truth embodied in the English proverbs above cited. Similar proverbs have been from

ancient times current in India. It should be easy to prove by facts frnm history that

racial differences are superficial and that fundamentally - moaning, at the bottom, -

deep down in the recesses of the human heart - all races are alike. The celebrated Dar-

win, to whom we owe the doctrine of Evolution, has told us that certain Fuegians, who

were brought to England in his time, were found by him on close examination to be at the

bottom not unlike Englishmen or any other civilized race. The Africans who loved the

great Livingstone, and served Mm faithfully, ready to die for him; the Samoans whom

Louis Stevenson gathered about him and who became his ardent followers on account of his
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loving service to them, bo much so that they built a road in his honor and called it

"The Boad of the Loving Heart" because they called him "the loving heart," - these are

not stray illustrations from actual life* The Old Testament has made us familiar with

the expression that "the Ethiopian oaanot change his akin." The skin no doubt is tough

and it may not be easy to eradicate the habits and qualities, mental and moral, due to

the environment of climate, religion, and traditions which it connotes and breeds. But

after all the Bkin is an external covering of the human body and if you creep inside it,

you can discover God in the germ in every man, woman and child of every human race. The

Biblical saying that an Ethiopian cannot change his skin has been taken to mean that

racial nature is ineradicable. If that is so, why has the Bible used the word "skin"

instead of employing the word "nature" to convey that idea? The studious use of the

word "skin" is significant. And, as General Gordon used to say, we must creep inside

the skin of a man to find his human point of view. The same God dwells in all - our
are

difference s^after all but skin-deep#

While that is so, to each race is given its own genius. The ancient Greek was

different from the ancient Homans* the Jews had their own racial characteristics. Just

as every individual has his own personality differentiating him from other individuals,

so every race has its own peculiarities, enabling it to develop itself on their lines

and thereby contribute to the civilization of mankind as a whole. Those peculiarities

may prove a blessing if the development on their basis is directed by the knowledge and

consciousness that all the races are the children of one God bound together by the chain

of the brotherhood of Love. They prove a curse where the race becomes hidebound and is

led by conceit of itself and treats other races as inferior doomed by nature to serfdom#

I think that such of the racial variations as are skin-deep, due to the environ-

ment, traditions, and religion of a raoe and as retard its progress can be removed with-

out detriment to or loss of those racial variations which constitute the peculiar genius

of the race fitting it to contribute its quote to the civilization of mankind as a whole*
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ike racial variations which have proved a hindrance to that civilisation have per3ioted

either because some races have lived a self-containod life of isolation, hidebound and

separated from the rest of the civilized world, or becuase when they have been brought

into contact with it, the more civilized and powerful race has treated the backward race

as a race of helots, doomed by nature to inferiority, and exploited it for its own ag-

grandisement. The idea has prevailed that some races have been created by God as super-

ior beings, destined to lord it over other races doomed to inferiority and remain in the

lower scale of civilization. ?his idea dates from the ancient times and has done much

mischief in our own days owing to a misunderstanding of the laws of biology and the doc-

trine of Evolution made familiar to us in the nineteenth century by Dnrwin and Spencer.

At the Annual Meeting of the Universities Mission to Central Africa held in London in

May, 1921, Bishop Gore presiding. Archdeacon H. W. Woodward, who had served the Mission

since 1878, recounted his experiences which illustrate the way in which this race prob-

lem is treated by some European races in the name of Christianity. Archdeacon Woodward

said}

“We are told that the best way to civilize the African is to make hiiu work. That

depends upon what is meant by civilization* Work does not necessarily Christianize and

does not necessarily lead a man to Christianity. Once a man told rae that the best way

to help the Africans was to teach there to love strong drink and then they would work well

in order to get money to buy it. He was a man with a title. I have of tea talked with

settlers on the subject of work and they sneak as though it were the remedy for all evils

of body and soul." (See The Guardian: a London Weekly; 20th May, 1921; page 372)

The Venerable Archdeacon further stated:

M I was in that country ten years before any other Europeans (except the members

of the Mission) came to it. I know that; the general moral character of the tribe was

higher than it is at the present time. Conduct, which would have been then condemned

by the whole tribe, is now treated as a matter of no consequence. I will not say that

this is entirely due to the presence of Europeans. It is due also very much to the
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presence of foreign laborers like the Chinese and the Japanese. It has Bade onr *ork

harder than It would have been. It has been made harder still by the aloofness from

religion on the part of many of our European brothers* In pre-war days the people looked

upon most Europeans as non-Christians* if not absolute heathen# It was thought a most

remarkable thing last year when an Assistant Political Officer went into a Church to say
through

his prayers. The news weat^all the country."

As another illustration of the mischievous and false view which a superior race

takes of the races it considers inferior* I would oite what Lord Stanroore told the Brit-

ish Parliament in 1907. He said that a very large proportion of white settlers in Fiji

held the view that the natives there ought to be deprived of the ownership of lands,

because the natives would then be obliged to sell their labor. The late Hon# James ilason,

a large planter and a member of the Legislative Council in Fiji, met His Lordship one

day and grumbled at the state of things generally and the state of planting. Lord Stan-

more said to him; he had just been moving about the Colony and witnessed more prosperity

than had been two years ago, - in every native village new and better houses and extended

civilization, the people looking well-fed, and happy, more pigs and more poultry. Mr#

Mason’s reply was: 'Tes, Sir, of course they are better off* and they are much better

off; but we do not want them to be better off; we want them to be ill-off; when they are

111-off, they will coroe and work for us but when they are well off, tney will not." Lord

Stanmore, having recounted that experience, told Parliament:

"I took these words down at the time, and I have often thought of them since.

They are an index of the antipathy which is displayed on the part of many settlers to

native occupation of land." (See the Official Reports of Parliamentary Debates* House

of Commons: IVth Series: Yol# 178* Cols. 476 & 478*

This exploitation of the backward races by those higher in civilization are

really at the root of the mischiefs due to the race problems. Providence has intended

that the different races should be inter-dependent and history shows that races have

risen in the scale of civilization by coming into contact with one another; but that con-
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tact should be one of sympathy* of love as the golden rale of life for all races, and

not of one exploitation for greed and selfish interests. History also proves - and the

Bible is the roost terse and trenchant history on the subject - that a superior race

which exploits an inferior race for its own interests and aggrandisement digs its own

grave by contracting the vices of the latter - giving to the world (as the Italian

statesman Cavour said) a great lesson and teaching the most powerful nations that their

crimes and their errors recoil sooner or later on those who comnit them#

It follows then?

1# Providence has intended that the different races should be interdependent#

It is a law of nature that a race which lives isolated from the rest of the world lives

a life of stagnation and decay#

2# Conquest and commerce are the two main agencies employed by Providence to

bring the different races into contact with one another and learn from and help one

ano ther

»

3# Baces superior la point of civilization should help the inferior races,

when they come in contact with the latter by means whether of conquest or commerce,

by diffusing the blessings of education, sound religion, sanitation and the like. It

should not be the help of exploitation# The inferior race should be encouraged to

stand on its own legs instead of being treated as inferior, doomed to servitude and un-

fi* to rise in the scale of civilisation. Chrlst f s teaching: "Be ye perfect as your

Father in Heaven is perfect." "Be ye Merciful as your Father in Heaven is Merciful"

is the soundest principle for wholesome practice in the regulation of intercourse be-

tween superior and inferior races. It is by following Christ’s golden rule of Life

that racial differences can be gradually removed and the two Divine agencies of world-

unity - conquest and consnerce - be used, not abused, in fulfilment of the Divine purpose

of racial differences. There is no other soverftign remedy for the eradication of those

differences. It is a long and perhaps painful process, but as St. Paul truly said in
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Homans VIII:

"We know that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until

now* V/e are saved by hope ••••Likewise the Spirit also helps th our infirmities ••••

And we know all things work together for good to them that love God, to them who are

the called according to his purpose* ..Nay, in all these things we are more than conquer-

ors through Him that loved us.”

To what extent racial differences can be removed is a question which it is dif-

ficult to answer* Ours is to work, directed by the golden rule of Christ - the results

are in His hands, whose instruments we are. So far as xhe world has moved forward, it

has moved by the light of that rule*

"No thing,” wrote Kant, ncan possibly be conceived in the world or out of it,

which can be considered good without qualification except a good-will. Intelligence,

wit, judgment, and other talents of the mind, however they may be naned, or courage#

resolution, perseverance# as qualities of temperament# are undoubtedly good and desira-

ble in many respects; but these gifts of nature may become extremely bad and mischievous#

if the Will which is to make use of them and which# therefore constitutes what is called

\
Character Is not good."

On that Mr. Pringle Pattison in his Oiffard Lectures on The Idea of God remarks:

"The most perfect realization of unity in variety is as naught# if there is nowhere any-

thing to which we can attach this predicate of Value."

This principle of good will is in theory praised* There is no conquering nation

which has denied in profession at least that its duty is to govern the conquered for the

good of the latter. But the practice has more or less departed from the profession and

measures designed in reality to serve the selfish interests of the conqueror have been

supported on the ground that they are for the good of the conquered. That has been more

or less the character of modern diplomacy, 'The ancient conquerors# not having ths bene-

fit of expanded ideas of religion and the brotherhood of the human race which we moderns

have, made their professions consistent with their practloe. Modern conquerors have no
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excuse for the camouflage which marks the dealings of most, if not all of them, with

the backward races, whether conquered or not.

The scholars and learned men of the different races should form a brother-

hood and become the bond of union among them, Emerson has well defined a scholar as

a man of all climes and ages* The Universities as seats of learning should take up

this question and become among the centres for propagating the ideas of human brother-

hood and propagate correct ideas on racial differences*

5* The Press has come to be a most powerful agency for spreading ideas and

forming opinions in these times* It is to this age what the Prophets were to the old

ages. While the Press has done much good to tho world, it has done much ham also*

As has been said, ware and racial animosities have often been made by the Press. The

worst of it is that with the growth of industrialism and commerce, the Press has also

been becoming more and more a commercial venture, fostering racial prejudices and pan-

dering to racial vanity* The prophet of the age is becoming its pedlar. In these

times of democracy, men and women hang on the newspapers and have no time to think or

reason for themselves. It io a great deal in the hands of the Press to diffuse sound

ideas on the question of race and racial differences*

6* Above all , the churches should fulfil their proper function by insisting

that races shall deal with one another on the cardinal principle of religion embodied

in Christ’s teaching: "Love thy neighbor as thyself- M "All things whatsoever ye would

that men should do to you, do ye even so to them." It has been recorded of Alfred the

Great that he gathered the laws of England together and ordered many to be written

which the forefathers of Englishmen had held- he promulgated such of those laws as he

approved, rejected those he disapproved and had other ordinances enacted with the

counsel of his Wltan; and he introduced the laws so enacted by quoting these rare and

everlasting words of Jesus: ‘’Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye

even so to them." And quoting that he added: "By tills one commandment a man shall

know whether he does right, and then he will require no other law book."
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IH* teaching of Hinduism and Uahomedanism with regard to raoe? Please

compare these religions and Christianity in their relation to the race problem*

Hlndulemi To understand the teaching of Hinduism with regard to race, it is

necessary to bear in mind that Hinduism is not one creed but a conglomeration of oreeds,

ranging from the highest form of Monotheism to the lowest form of Animism. Just as

Christ preached both tc Jew and Gentile, "Be ye perfect as your Father in Heaven is

perfect, " thereby declaring to men of all races whatsoever, in spite of their racial

differences, it is given to be perfect, and grow in point of character and personality,

so also the Hindu Scriptures known as the Upanlshadas maintain that growth in perfec-

tion is open to all and within the reach of all because the Universe and every element,

animate or inanimate in it, has the seed of perfection. Just as Christ sought to help

that growth by leading His followers step by step, so also Hinduism maintains that men

must be led gradually to the attainment of perfection. But there tho comparison ends

and the contrast begins. Christ chose His followers from amongst the most ignorant

and sinful of people. He worked from the bottom to the top. He held before them the

ideal of the Absolute and by its help raised them to "perfection.” ©lore He proved

the true psychologist of human nature. Elevate the lower, the higher are necessarily

elevated, being provoked to emulation (to use St. Paul’s words). But elevate the

higher, it does not follow that the lower are also elevated. Hence Christ devoted his

service to tho finding and saving of "the lost sheep." Christ has also proved that the

masses and the most backward classes can be gradually raised more effectively by a

straight and simple appeal to what is called "the tremendous dialectics" and "the auda-

cious logic" of the human heart than by m appeal to the logic of reasoning or the

subtleties of Metaphysics or Theology. That was Christ’s way of winning men to the

path of perfection. He made that path open to all without distinction of race. Hindu-

ism, on the other hand, by its doctrine of caste* has practically inculcated the prin-

ciple that a man’s destiny in life is determined by his birth; he cannot rise into a
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higher caste. An appeal to the Absolute, it holds, is for the highly cultured classes

only - the lower classes, the average man must be left to conform to lower forms of

worship and life. In its operation, this way of Hinduism has had the effect of separat-

ing caste from caste and retarding the brotherhood of races, Hinduism for centuries,

has banned travel to foreign lands for fear that its followers may get corrupted thereby#

At the same time it has allowed foreigners to come and settle in India and live as a

separate race. It has never put a ban on immigration from foreign lands and of foreign

races into India,

'Phis paradoxical attitude of Hinduism - its fear of the mixture of castes and races

its toleration of other races and faiths, represents both its weak and strong points.

Toleration is good but when allied to unreasonable fear of corruption from ca6te and race

mixture it leads to stagnation. We see the result - Hinduism has become a mixture of

multitudinous creeds and castes and disunion, This evil side of Hinduism has not been

witheut a protest and a revolt against it from within its own fold. That protest and

revolt Crime i'xvm Buddha first and after him from the saints of the school called Bhaktl

(Devotion), whose Bible is the Bhagwad-Glta and who flourished in the fourteenth and fif-

teenth centuries after Christ* According to popular and orthodox Hinduism, the world

has passed through certain Ages such as the Golden and the Iron Age; the present Age is

called the Age of Kali (the Destroyer), The popular belief about that Age is that it is

destined to end in the mixture of castes and races, when anarchy will prevail and each

man and each woman will break away from the bonds of authority and religion; and the world

will become a chaos first and ruin afterwards.

This Hlnon belief formed the subject of a prophecy foretold In a Hinon Parana

(mythological book) dating from 1000 B.C, There It is ritten of the present ag«: “The

man who owns most gold and lavishly distributes it will gain dominion over all, Religion

will consist in wasting alms at large and self-willed women will seek for power. They

who rule the State will rule the people and abstract the wealth of merchants on the plea

of raising taxes. And ic the rcrld' s lost age the rights of man will be confused, no
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property be safe*” (See this quoted by Sir F. Banbury in the House of Condons on the

17th May, 1909, in opposing the Budget Hesolutions of Hr. Lloyd George: Pari. Deb.

7th Ser* Vol. 7; Col. 10). The present Age, then, stands in the eye of popular Hinduism

as the Age of Sin and Unrighteousness bringing in its train all the evile of what is

called Sankara, an Indian word meaning the corruption and ruin of mankind through mixture

of the different races.

Against this belief the Saints I have above mentioned have fought hard and striv-

en to dislodge it. They have praised the present Age as the Age of Hope and Salvation

for human kind, especially the weakest and lowest of the human race. They have, there-

fore, represented it as the Golden Age of the World and described its virtues in glowing

terms. According to them, in the past ages the masses were kept down by the higher

olaseec and t3ie true knowledge of God was made inaccessible to them. Kights of humanity

were thereby withheld from the masses. But in the present age God has manifested Himself

to all, irrespective of caste and race; oven the meanest menial can now win God by simple

devotion and a righteous life without the aid of formal rites and ceremonial religion

which made religion and life a matter of outward obeervancee in the past and the privilege

of the higher castes only. That in essence is the teaching of the Bhagwad-Ol ta - that

God is no respecter of persons or races; that distinctions of Colour (meaning race) have

been ordained by Him not by the test of birth, but by the test of each man’s cualjties

and actions. Following that teaching, another Scripture of the Hindus - the Bhagwat

Purana - declares that the Golden Age of the World was not in the Past but that the pres-

ent Kali Age is the Golden Age because it brings together all the different races and

castes* high and low, into the bonds of brotherhood. This idea is the theme of numeroue

hymns composed by nearly all the Indian saints. As a sample may be quoted here a hymn

of the well known Haratha Saint Tukaram, who is the most popular saint among the masses

ill Western India and who lived in the sixteenth century A.D. In that hymn he sang:

"God’s Liberty has come into the market places of the world. Let all freely
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partake of It* Cone unto it, ye people of all castes; accept the free gift and share it

to your heart* s content and be blessed.” There is no distinction here of caste between

man and man, high or low*

In short, I may adopt the language of St. Paul and say that according to the

saints in India, in the present Age we are no longer under the dominion of the Law

(called the Shagtras by Hinduism) but we are under grace, called upon to "serve in new-

ness of spirit and not In the oldness of the letter.” This is the common meeting ground

for Hinduism and Christianity with reference to the race problem.

Coming now to the question of the race problem as viewed by Mahomedanism, the

Prophet Mahomed made no distinction between race and race - he opened his creed to all.

How, to compare Hinduism, Mahomedanism and Christianity in their relation to the

raoe problem, the defect of Hinduism (in its popular sense) is that it regards racial

differences as natural and countenances the idea of fatalism. Hinduism is a religion

of toleration - its doctrine is "Live and let live." These words sum up its popular creed.

When I was a boy and was sent to a school kept by a Christian Missionary, the Missionary

who taught us the Bible, every day for an hour, used to denounce Hinduism in violent

terms. My maternal grandfather, who brought rae up and sent me to the school for education

was an orthodox Brahmin. I naturally resented the Missionary* s abuse of Hinduism. One

day, unable to stand the abuse any longer, I complained to my grandfather. Instead of

resenting the conduct of foe Missionary, my grandfather counselled me to pay no heed to

the Missionary’s view of Hinduism. "But, Grandpapa," I said, "is the Missionary right

in saying that Hinduism is a false religion, and that Christianity is the only true relig-

ion?" My grandfather replied as follows?

’God is One but men are many. To each man God has given his own peculiar religion

to fo low. Man’s religion is determined for him according to the race he is born in. It

happened In this way. Once upon a time a Christian, a Mahomedan and a Hindu approached

God. The Christian asked: "How am I to worship Thee, 0 Lord?" God made a cross of two
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fingers of His hand and so Christians worship the Cross* The Jtahoaedaa next asked the

same question* Cod held up the palm of his hand and showed him the five fingers of His

hand. Therefore ilahomedans worship Cod in the form of those five fingers. Last of all

the Hindu enquired likewise. To him cod showed Himself as an idol and bade him worship

Cod in that form.” "If that is so,” I asked my grandfather, »all the three religions are

true. Why then does the Christian Missionary abuse our Hindu religion as false?” Hy

grandfather quieted mo with the following answer*

MEach man ought to be proud of his own religion. So the Christian is proud of

his. My boy, be proud of your own religion and be tolerant of the rest! Listen quietly

to the Missionary but go on your own way, not minding what he says but following the

religion prescribed by God to ua, Hindus.”

X cite this for the purpose of illustrating point that Hinduism is a religion

of toleration sometimes carried to excess. It has no aggressiveness about it. It has

enrolled even the Apostle of Atheism - Kapila - as one of its objects of worship. Thus

Hinduism survives by yielding even where it ought not to yield and perpetuates among other

evils the evil of caste and race differences.

The defect of Mahomedanism is that it errs on the other side - it is intolerant.

It treats all races not brought within its fold as "infidels." That proves a hindrance

to the right solution of the race problem and racial differences.

Christianity as taugfrt by Christ is wisely tolerant. He lived and taught by

Working miracles
Hot on the waves and winds but in the wills
Of men, upon the hearts of multitudes.
Healing, restoring, blessing.

But the question is whether Christianity, meaning by it the Christianity of the

Churches, has been "healing, restoring, blessing," by walking in the footsteps of the

Master as it should. The doctrine of "the White Man’s Burden," "the Open Boor," and

other phrases of modern polity in Europe have intensified the problem of racial differ-

ences with the result that, as remarked by the Archbishop of York in his address at the
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Church Congress held at Sheffield (England) in October* 1922, "Religion attracts but

the Church repels." The Church repels because it has not kept faith with the Master

as it should and has left the field of the race problem to politicians, statesmen and

economists who have no vision beyond "my country and race, right or wrong.”
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IV* What do you conceive to be the ri^it solution of race problems? In what senses
racial

are racee equal or to be considered equal? What Is your view of^lnter-marriage?

In my answer to 'Question No* 2 I hove stated what* in my opinion, are the

processes or forces to be employed for the removal of the superficial variations of

the different races* To that I would here add that the right solution of race problems

primarily depends on Education.

Dr* Lester P* Ward, a great Amor loan authority upon the New Science of Sociology,

has said In his book "Applied Sociology, 1' that the only solution of racial problems lies

in Education* "Wars," so stated the London Times Literary Supplement , in its issue of

the 16th July, 1921, "are made in class rooms before they ever come up for discussion la

the Council room of the States*" The last war, which has made havoc of the world and

laid bare the evils of modern civilisation was due (it Is generally admitted) to the

fact that the wells of youth had been poisoned by false notions of patriotism , and

nationality taught and encouraged in the home and the school* If we are to solve the

race problem, we must first solve the educational problem. The future citizens of a

country must be caught young for that purpose* The education of a people does not mean

education in schools and colleges only* It means the home also* Both in the home and

the class room an atmosphere of wholesome patriotism and sound nationality should be

created. Youth should be taught, and brought up on and in the idea that patriotism and

nationality are and ought to be paths leading to love of the human raee - the brother-

hood of the races* It is a wise saying of Bacon* Bi "If I might control the literature

of the household I would guarantee the well-being of the Church and the 3tate*" How

can peace and amity be secured among the different races when in the class rooms and

homes youth are fed, so to say, on knowledge fostering false notions of love of one's

own country and race hatred or jealousy or contempt of other races?

It is just three years since I had a painful experience in this matter. An

Indian friend of mine, who occupies a high position as a member of the Indian Civil

3ervica - a gentleman who has been to England and moved in English society and is
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widely cultured - w;ia staying in a Hotel with his accomplished wife - also an Indian -

and their son, a boy, ten years of age* In the same Hotel resided a European lady with

her son, about six years old. I used to go every morning to the Hotel to see my Indian

friend and his wife* For some days I found their son and the European boy playing to-

gether on friendly terms* The Indian boy spoke English as well as any English boy and

both took kindly to each other# One morning* however* when I went up to the Hotel, I

heard the European boy say to the Indian boy: "I am not going to play with you* Don’t

come near me* Mamma has asked me not to play with you, not to speak to you because you

are a black man#" This is how race conoeit and hatred are fostered in the home*

Home life, they say, is gradually declining in Europe and America and is being

replaced by club life* I do not know how far that is true* But a good home or family

life is the fountain of sound national life* The right solution of the race problem

must begin with sound eduoation in the atmosphere of the home and the class room • The

infinite worth of man, whatever his race, of even the downmost man, should animate that

atmosphere*

The present is an industrial and economical age? and its industrial and economi-

cal arrangements have proceeded on lines which intensify the evil of class and racial

differences. The right solution of the race problem will come of the Age realizes the

value of the conclusions arrived at in 1920 by the Conference, held at Lambeth and com-

posed of 253 Bishops of the Anglican Church. In the Beport issued by the Conference they

say that experience has shown that the doctrine that the best possible condition of

society as a whole is that in which different individuals, sections, interests, or classes

pursue their own self interest is absolutely false; and that nothing less than a fundamen-

tal change in the spirit and working of our economical life is necessary. And they re-

mark: "This change can only be effected by accepting as the basis of industrial relations

the principle of cooperation in service for the common good la place of unrestricted com-
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petition for private profit...As God is our Father and as the Eternal Son of God took

our whole human nature upon Him, every son and daughter of God is of infinite and equal

value. There are wide differences in capacity hut such differences do not warrant any

loss of liberty or failure to give to the children of God the opportunity of a full human

life."

In thi3 alone lies the right solution of the race problem*

Now, as to the question "in what sense care races equal or are considered to be

equal."

Races, like individuals who compose a race, may not be equal - in fact are not -

in point of intellectual, moral or physical endowments but they ;ire all e^ual in the

sense that every race, like every man, is equally entitled to (1) life, (2) liberty,

the

(3) pursuit of happiness. These are the natural rights of every race as of every human

being. That every human being is of worth goes without saying. No one in his senses, I

believe, disputes that. As to liberty , every race has a right to live Its own life and

mould its own destiny, and to resist enslavement by another race. If we understand liberty

in the only sense in which it makes man worthy - that is to say, the liberty to be a free

man of God, living a life of servloe - a life of self-renouncing love - all races are

equally fitted for it.

I think 3t. Paul has helped us to discern in what sense all races are equal or

are considered to be equal. "Are all Apostles? Are all Prophets? Are all Teachers? Are

all Workers of Miracles? Have all the gifts of healing? Do all speak with tongues? Do

all interpret? But covert earnestly the best gifts." All races are equal in that power

to covet which alone can solve the race problem.

As to racial intermarriage, I do not agree with those who disapprove of racial

intermarriages and condemn them wholesale as leading to racial degeneracy. Why should

an intermarriage prove a f ilure if it is really a love marriage? Intermarriages have

proved unhappy (within my knowledge) because they have not been love marriages. Have not

n
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marriages between persons of the same race proved failures? I would not actively encourage

a racial intermarriage. At the same time I would neither actively discourage and condeem

it* The prejudice against intermarriage is rooted in racial prejudices and hatred* Be-

rnove the causes of the latter - the problem of racial intermarriage will solve itself#
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V« (a) What Is the relation of Colour to the race problem?

(b) What is the relation of Race to Nationality?

As to ( a) s

Though colour has not been the sole determining factor of racial differences

and even the different races of the same colour have prejudices against one another*

leading to grave misunderstandings, sometimes ending in ware, yet colour is a more potent

cause of those differences than anything else. It is in fact day by day proving the

greatest hindrance to the solution of the race probleip. Judging from the present, the

world- struggle of the future threatens to be between the White races and the so-called

Coloured races#

As to (b):

Race at one time played a very important part in the formation of nationalities.

As pointed out by Mr. A. E. Pollard in his book on "The Evolution of Parliament," "there

are various means by which unity has been stamped upon the peoples of the world. In

primitive times and backward communities it has been simply a matter of race." But con-

quest, commerce, and other agencies of modern civilization, which have brought the dif-

ferent races of the world into more or leas contact and communion with one another, have

tended to minimise the place of race upon nationality. Nationality - a term difficult to

define precisely - has grown out of several elusive elements; but in tho main it has come

to be the product of a common political consciousness. In the words of Renan, "nation-

ality grows among a people composed of different races not out of identity of speech or

race but from the fact of ha ving accomplished in the past great things in common with

the desire to achieve like things in the future." Nationality, in short, represents the

Idea of community of State or political sovereignty* a race represents community of blood

and descent.
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YI. What is the cause of racial prejudice?

The proverb runs; "Blood is thicker than water. ” That is the root of all prej-

udice, racial included. To keep one*s blood pure is an instinct implanted by Nature in

man to conserve all that is good in him. In that respect and so far racial prejudice Is

a virtue because it conserves society. But we do not often see rightly what is good and

what is bad and our habit becomes a second nature, so that in the case of race, differences

of colour, customs, manners, and religion intensify racial prejudice. Some years ago an

American lady, a Professor in one of the Women* s colleges there, visited India. I met

her and we had a long Interview. In the course of our conversation she narrated to me an

incident, which I shall describe here as a pointed illustration of how racial prejudices

possess uo, as it were, instinctively. The American lady met a fellow passenger on board

the steamer carrying her to India. The English lady was coming out to India to join her

brother, a military officer, stationed at Poona in the Bombay Presidency, and to keep home

for him. The English lady told the American Professor that she felt so keenly interested

in the people of India that on arrival at Poona and during her residence there and else-

where in India, she was going to move among Indians and try to be friendly, useful, and

serviceable to them. "But,” remarked the American lady, "to be useful and serviceable

you shall have to overcome your racial prejudice. You will find Indians different from

you in point of colour, habits, customs, and manners; and that may change your mind. Are

you prepared to overcome your racial prejudice? ” The English lady replied; "Certainly

I am prepared and I have no prejudice. I mean to rise above all prejudice.” A few days

after this conversation, the steamer arrived at the port o€ Aden. There both ladies with

other passengers were watching the sight of black Negroes yelling, diving into the sea and

coming up to anrase and get money out of the passengers, as their reward for all their

<juaint feats in the sea. The English lady, shocked at the sight of the half-naked and

black Negro boys and men, said to the American lady: "How queer!” The latter asked;
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"Why do you say queer? It is queer because it is a new eight to you. You may more

properly call it a str f*nge sight but to say It is queer means it is absurd, unnatural

or foolish, but is it so really? Is not your racial prejudice acco ntable for your view

of % the sight? Is not your view queer, not the sight?" The English lady said to thatj

"It did not strike me that way." The American l3dy advised: "It ought to strike you

that way or else your racial prejudice will thwart your resolution to be useful, friendly

and sympathetic to the peoi^le of India.” Baeial prejudice is thtis the result of differ-

ences of colour, customs and habits. The only way to get over it is to educate ourselves,

so to say, in what Wordsworth finely calls "the sanctity of Aatista given to Ban” in

"That kind
Of prepossession without which the soul
Beceives no knowledge that can bring forth good,
Ho genuine Insight ever comes to her."
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VII* To what extent do the Indians admit or deny feelings either of racial superiority

or racial inferiority between themselves and other races?

The bulk of India's people consists of Hindus and tfahomedans* Hindus have from

ancient times regarded all other races as Klenchas (a term carrying the same meaning as

the word barbarian which the ancient Greeks used of foreigners with a view to exclude

them from Greek morality) . But the Hindus, notwithstanding that racial prejudice, have

been distinguished for their spirit of toleration, so that their feelings of racial

superiority have not been of a hostile or even contemptuous character* The Mahomedans

of India share the Kaho»dan feeling of racial superiority - all those who are not Mahom-

edans are "infidels.” While that is so, it is to the credit of Indians that their feel-

ings of racial superiority have never been Intense and aggressive as those of the European

races* But modern politics, I am afraid, are tending to breed in Indians that intensity

and aggressiveness of racial superiority*
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TUI. Are you yourself aware of having aqy feelings of race consciousness or racial

prejudices?

I am aware of having foelings of race consciousness hut I am not, I believe, aware

of having any feelings of racial prejudices#
as

I ought to make myself^cloar as possible as to this answer#

By consciousness I understand the feeling of legitimate pride one has in

one’s race by reason of its achievements and contribution to the service of mankind

without being blind to its blemishes, Racial prejudice X take to mean the conceit one

has of one’s own race accompanied by contempt or haired of or indifference to the inter-

ests of other races. Race consciousness is love of other races as love of one’s own#

because all are parts of one whole. Racial prejudice is loving one’s own race at the

expense of other races. "Then Pasteur, on seeing his country, France, conquered and

humiliated by Germany in 1870, felt for his race, and, resolving to raise its prestige

in the eyes of the vhole world and so to remove that stigma of humiliation, devoted him-

self, heart and soul, to the cause of medical science and relief for the benefit of the

whole human race, and when at last he proved one of the world* s benefactors, thereby in-

creasing the honour of his race, it was race consciousness which prompted him to his

glorious task. Bismarck was an instance of racial prejudice - the man of blood and iron

who, proud of his Fatherland, worked to make Germany great at the expense of other races#

•The prophets of Israel had race consciousness, no race prejudice.

Above all, the finest Illustration of race consciousness was given when Jesus

uttered: "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, which kllleth the prophets and stonest them that arc
have

sent unto thee! Bow often would ^gathered thy children together, as a hen doth gather

her brood under her wings, and ye would not? **
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IT* la what respects is the caste problem in India like and unlike the inter-racial

problem?

Caste in India would seem to have originated in the idea of distinction by

colour* That appears from the fact that in those of the ancient Hindu Scriptures in

which it is mentioned it is designated by the Sanskrit word Varna* meaning "colour."

But the idea of colour has In process of time disappeared altogether from the signifl-

cation of caste, which has come to be determined solely by the Hindu community in which

a person is born* So in respect of that signification, the caste problem and the inter-

racial problem are alike. Birth is the determining faotor of both. In point of prejud-

ice against inter-dining and intermarriage, both problems are alike but with this dif-

ference that, in the case of the inter-racial problem, the prejudice is not necessarily

sanctioned by law but only by the social opinion of the race concerned, whereas the

prejudice sanctioned by caste had legal sanction from the state* A. man who marries out-

side his caste - and for that purpose race is included in the term caste - lost some of

his civil rights and his status , and the children by such marriage were deemed by law

illegitimate* That was the original Hindu law but British enactments have softened its

rigours to some extent, so that a Hindu can nor/ marry outside his caste or race without

any forfeiture of civil rights* Thus both the cast© problem and the inter-racial problem

have become alike in that the prejudice against inter-dining and intermarriage can be

enforoed only by social but not legal penalties*

While the two problems so far present common features, the caste problem is day

by day becoming more easy of solution than the inter-racial problem. In the first place,

caste has survived, after so many centuries of its birth, because it has gone on adapting

itself quietly and vithout revolution or the bloodshed of civil wars to the changing con-

ditions of tine and circumstance* It has gone on conquering by yielding* The Hindu is

r

nothing if not an adept in compromise - that is his strength in some respects; his wtak-

not treated with the same attitude
ness in many. Inter-dining and intermarriages are
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of hostility and exconmunication and soci tl persecution that they aroused, say, even

twenty years ago. The conditions of modern civilization, the play of ?/orld forces, and

the acuteness of the racial problem both in India and outside where Indians have emigrated

and settled, have awakened Hindus to the weakness of their position created by caste

distinctions. So caste is losing gradually its old force, whereas the inter-racial

problem seems to be gathering strength. In the second place, although caste was an inst-

itution devised in ite inception for the economical arrangements of society on the prin-

ciple of division of labor, it has since several centuries ceased to hscee that economical

character. It is now merely a matter of religious and social arrangement, whereaa the

inter-racial problem ia day by day becoming more and more a political and economical

problem - a struggle between the different races for political power for economical ends -

for food and wealth and over-lordship of the earth.
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la preparation for this book I wrote to several friends in Asia* wafers of

different races, asking then for their help. '3» letter fro® one of these. Sir

Isrsjsn Ch^ndavarkor, of Boab^y, deserves to be printed in full. It oust hare been

one of the last documents he prepared. It is dAted April 18, 1923, and he died on

Ms? 14, 1923. Sir Her *ynn was one of the moat rworkable and most honored oen in

India. His full title and orfiolal record ran? The Honorable Sir Horsyua Chandavorkor,

JCt#, B.A., L.L.B., JmU !>., Late Judge of the High Court, Boobay, gx-Yice Chanoellor of

the University of Bombay, President of the Bosfcajf Legislative Council.

was a BStAer of the Prarthana SnnnJ, the most progresslvs of the Indian

refora societies within Hinduis®, ami a great devotee of the poet Tukaram.

But he had strong intellectual ami spiritual sympathies with Christianity. In one

confession he declared: riodu, but I believe in Christ as the highest fulfil-

seAt of Hinduism. X have a picture of Christ crucified in ny be&roon where I c at look

daily upon it .1 believe Jesus Christ to bo unions in Hie character. His teaching,

Hie power to save and help ieea and especially in ris dyaunio and world-wide social

progroaae. Ho eao else ever did for suffering ©ppreosed humanity what He did. I u® n

Christian already, yet I cannot dognitioally say that Christ was God. Though i follower

of Christ in «y daily life I do not take the outward step of bnptle® because, as at

present interpreted in the popular mind, it aoaas not only to accept Christianity but

to reject and denounce Bia&rtfl®. 2hi» X cannot do, for I beliove that God has boon in

our past history ami revelation*

*

Aad sobs ago In an id.lress entitled: "The •Clngdo® of Chrl.t «nd the

Spirit of the Ag.," he saldj "Let me tell yon what I consider the neatest miracle of

the present day. It Is thiss that to this great country, with its 300 Billions of

people. there sboold owao from a little island, unknown by noma e*en to our forefathers,

many thousand miles distant from our shores, and with a population of but fifty or

si ty millions, a message so full of spirit and life as the Gospel of Christ. This,
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•only, is a miracle if ever there was one. lad this nmH *>* only C0B# * Wt

it is finding a response in onr hearts. Tbs process of the conversion of India to Christ

a, not be ping on us rapidly as you hope, or in subtly tho Banner a. you hope

but, nevertheless. India in being converted; the ideas that lie at the heart of the

Gospel are sloely but surely permeating every part of Hindu eoclety. and codifying

©very pfeaeo of Hindu th ughtfi**

PI 8 atateoeat on the ruoe question will show how these questions appeared to

tuch a mind In India*



I* What la the Origin and what do you conceive to ba the Divine Purpose of dace and

Racial Differsocca?

The object of these questions being, as stated in the usstloiinulr*, * to set

before oar own people the Christian view of race and racial feeling, tad the eolation

of the race problem,'* 1 should content rayoelf with starting la these answers with the

Biblical view as to the origin of race and racial differences* In Chapter XI of

Genesis la the Old Testament we ure told that at the beginning of Its creation the

whole earth was of one language and of one speech, I understand that to mean that but

one race of people existed at the beginning of the creation* rihe Helenes of Coopera-

tive Philology supports that statement of fact* 3he account In Genesis goes on to *hy

that it came to pass, as the single race that then existed journeyed from the east,

they dwelt in the land of Shlnar; that they started building a city and a tower? and

that the lord "confounded their language and scattered them abroad from thonoe upon the

frtoe of all the earth," to prevent their being "on* people, w uad having "all one liog-

uago." In Chapter XII of Genesis we h *.ve It that God ashed Abram to get out of his

country and from his Kindred, and from his father* a house unto a land which God would

show him with the object of making him the father of «a groat action*** *711080 histori-

cal facts, pat very Pithily In the Bible, show that the family first and the tribe

afterwards gave origin to rune; and that racial differences have been due to differences

of elis&ate, language, religion, traditions, nod other circumstances that compose a

people* s environment* tvhlle those main facte of the story in the Bible find support

from the discoveries of science iad the researches of history, the view propounded in

Chapter XI of Genesis that God, having become Jealous of the non who started building

the city ?»nd the tower, confounded their language and scattered them abroad, to restrain

their ambition and prevent them from becoming all-powerful tgaiast the Almighty* repre-

sents the crude primitive view as to the origin of raos* 'Jhe later conception of loA

le Love promoting Unity, not Jealousy and Fear* lio Bible nost be studied as a book
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dealing with the evolution of lion sad the human roe. - their growth from crude idea,

to the highest conception. of humanity a. revealed by the life and teaching of Christ.

To the primitive view expreseed in Genesis Odd appeared to deal with man on the prin-

ciple subsequently enunciated by the Romans for the Government of their Smpir* - the

principle, vis., of "divide »nd rule." M principle hue been corrupted to mean that

the safety of a ruler lies in breeding differences among the ruled that they may not

prove powerful against the ruling authority by reason of union among themselvee. But

the true meaning of "divide and rule" as the Divine law of life is given to u. in Sens-

ei. Itself and also in some other books of the Old Testament when the writers of those

book, merely state fact*, as distinguished from their understanding of the Implications

of tho 9 facts. For instance, the first true glimpse of the Divine lew of "divide and

rule" is afforded in Chapter IV. Oenesls. in the second verse of which we are told that

the two sons of Adam and Eve were not alike, because "Abel was a keeper of sheep but

Cain was a tiller of the ground." "Order, and degrees," says hilton in the Paradise

LOit, "Jar not with liberty but well consist." A wise ruler promotes the cause of good

government and contribute, to Unity among Ms people by dividing the government Into

gradations and ranks euoh a. «e know now by the name of department., division of labor,

delegated authority, or decentralisation. Hatnre is our best teacher on thi. point a.

to the Divine ^urpoee of race and racial difference.. It is out of variety and diver.l-

ty that Mature exhibits her harmony and beauty. The *>et Browning brings that out in

these lines: -

"Bather learn and love

2ach facet-flash of the revolving year: -

Red, groan, and blue, that whirl into white.

The variance, the eventual unity,

which makes the miracle."

Or take these lines from Kordswor th’ s Preludes -

The injKaeurnble height

Of woods decaying* never to be decayed*

The stationary blasts of waterfall a.
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And in the narrow rant at every -.irn

• inds thwarting winds, bet?11dored and forlorn.
The torrents shooting from the clear bine sky,
dad rocks that nattered close upon our ears.
Black drizzling crags that spake by the wayside
Aa if i voioe were in then, the sick sight
Ani giddy prospect of the raring stream,
The unfettered cloud and region of the Heavens,
Tumult and ponce, the darkness and the light
Vcre all like workings of one mind, the features
Of the same face, blossoms upon ono tree.
Characters of the great Apocalypse. *

The types and symbols of Sterolty.
Of first, and last, and midst, and without end. ’

In short, unity must coma and cun only come out of diversity, what doubt is

to faith, as an Incentive, diversity is to unity. All the different races have each

Its peculiarity of contribution to the haprlne 8 and progress of all the orId. All

depond upon one another. In St. Paul's phrase, all are Intended to be members of one

another. Bo race is nor can be self-sufficient without stunting ltoelf. Even as

between and anong the people of one race, sameness of all without diversity in points

of view, capacity, and personality* is apt to lead to imbecility and retard the cause

of truth. "Assemblies that are net," 7?rote 3urke. "and with a resolution to be all of

a mind, ;re is? erblios that can have no opinion at .ill of their own. The first propos-

al of any measure must be their master." The some lew applies to races. Each has its

own mission allotted to it by Providence to promote the unity of the world - the

brotherhood of the whole human race under the fatherhood of God.

It has boon remarked by some writers that two esseatlal problems enter into

the problem of Life, vis., (1) the food problem, and (2) the race problem. The former

is indispensable for the self-preservation of a race and the latter for its self-reali-

sation.

Let me briefly consider tho true aspect of each of these problems, on which

depends primarily the very existence and continuance of a roos.

Ia its primitive conditions a people belonging to a country have, comparatively

speaking, but a few wants, whether in point of food or other necessities of life. But
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as they advance in civilization, the wants increase with thoir standard of life, so

that every country comes to be more or less dependent on others. Hence the growing

value of commerce. CSirxneroe, which in its accepted sense means the exchange of good*

between one country and mother* represents the 3pititual value of what St. Paul has

termed Churl tr. meaning the brotherlincsa of love. This interdependence of races or

nations for food gives rise to the tones familiar to Political Econony - such as pro-

duction, distribution, exchange, value, currency, etc. 'These terns mean that at. rani's

pithy saying that "none of us livath to himself and no roan dieth to himself" applies to

races and nations as well. Mr. Harry ?• Ward in hia booh on "file Hew Social Order" has

well pointed out that during the last war "it become glarily apparent that no nation was

sufficient unto itself for Its economic life.” In 191C, 7 r. Lloyd George, who was then

the British Prime U inister, said in a public speech that the commandment ”lovo thy aoi$i-

bor as self” is not only good religion but also good business. * ’The idea of Free-

Trade first c .me into the thoughts of the late Mr. Gladstone when he was t the Board of

Trade. Ho sew there a letter from a Chinese Official at Canton to the Iloud Swell at

r 0kia, suggesting that no ships should be allowed at Chinese ports without heavy dues

but that ships bringing food for the people - that was quite another affair." ( 'age 193,

Sir Algernon West’s Diaries.) ‘That puts the Divine purpose of different r ices in a nut-

shell, so far as their intordopendoocs in respect of the food problem is concerned.

riting as a Hindu, I may here supplement what I have said by .a appeal to the

voice of the Hindu religion in its hi ^host aspeots. The T indu Scriptures declare that

"food is the form of Brahma," i.e. the Universal Soul. That is to say, it is a symbol

of the divine - because it is "the life of the whole world." It is a current proverb

in India: "Meat and Uatrinooy are Unifiers.”

Turning now to the question of the 3elf-realization of a race as an indispensable

condition of Life, we must first settle what self-realisation means in the case of a

race. In the case of an individual, we know thit there are two selves - the animal self
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sad the spiritual self, aelf-reallxation in the case of an individual Beans growing

fr0B the lower animal to the higher spiritual plane of life, man rising l to use the

familiar lines of Tennyson) "on the stepping atones of his dead self." This he can do

only hy trying to realise in his own person the Ideal of the Absolute, the life of the

universal Soul. What is true of Self-realisation in the case of an individual man Is

also true in the case of hie race. Kvery race has its own peculiar genius, by means of

which it is ordained to express and realise itself to fulfill its allotted -lesion, to

its contribution to the good of humanity * a whole, and thereby to help the cause

Of the unity of the world and civilisation. What St. M has explained in Chapter XII

of I Corinthians holds good of races as well as individual persons. "There are diversi-

ties of gift, but the owe spirit: and there are differences of .administrations but the

gune Lord. And there are diversities of operations but it is the same dod which worheth

all in an All these workoth that one and the self-same spirit, dividing to every

Bau severally as he will." There is no difference between «*• ^ ^ -reek, for

the same Lord over all is rich unto all that call upon him." That this law applies to

races also has been so ternoly expressed in an article which appeared in the i^rjritiogr

.Tnnrnnl of Ktliloa (May. 1921) that 1 shall take the liberty of citing it here, -

After stating that national genius is expressed only "by aiming at the absolute ideal."

that self-consciousness both in a nation and an individual is a hindrance to self-expr..-

sion and "solf-realisution," the writer observes, "when a nation has produced great orig-

anal work, it has not beenjWing to be characteristically national but by seeking to

find too absolute truth. It is by keeping steadily in yiew the ideal and in obedient

to the universal claims of truth and love that nationality will reach Its highest ex-

pre ;8ioae ,,

To each race then its peculiar enius is given in order that all race, may serve

one another and out of diversities of gifts constituting the brighter side of racial

differences help and promote mutual good. As beautifully sung by the jCOtch
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V
fj)p# George fJnthesoa) in hie Kytan? **one in rhrist;

rt Thine in the oystic light that Indie oraves;

Thine la the Paralal?) sin-destroying beam;

Thine is the Suddha’s rest froa toseing waves;

fliine is the ::spire of vast China's dream;

Gather us in*

Thine is the ioa^’s strength without his pride;

Thine in the Greek’s glad world without its graves*

?hiae is Judea's law, v/ith Love beside ~

The Truth that contrea and the Grace that saves.

within Jhy Mansion we hove all and eore*
Gather us in*
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II. That la your definition of Pace? Are the* different rices fnndaaentally unlike

or are their variations superficial and removable? If so, to what extent, and through

what processes or forces?

I do not feel equal to the task of defining the term race . TSiat is a task for

experts.

I should venture to think that the different races are fundamentally alike if

by fundamentally we mean at the oore . The proverbial sayiogs that "human nature I9 the

same everywhere, " and that "one touch of nature makes the whole world kin, 0 record cen-

turies of world-wide experience, fears ago *n English Divine - Jiev. Mr. Fielding - wrote

and published a book on "The Soul of a People," which then attracted much attention.

The author there described the character of the people of Burmah and displayed an insist

into it which was the result of his personal contact with and life for a number of year*

amongst them in their own country. The purport of the book was that it is one Soul, one

human heart with the Divine as its indwelling Spirit, which animates all the different

races of mankind; that such racial differences as divide peoples and lead to mutual

hatred are, however strongly marked, more or loss superficial and can be removed by mut-

ual sympathy between race and race. Since then, I believe, "the soul of a people" has

become not only a classic phr&ae but a familiar expression in literature representing the

truth embodied in the English proverbs above cited. Similar proverbs have been from

ancient times current in India. It should be easy to prove by facts from history that

racial differences are superficial and that fundamentally - meaning, at the bo : tom, -

deep down in the recesses of the human he?irt - all races are alike. The celebrated Dar-

win, to whom we owe the doctrine of Evolution, has told us that certain Fnegians, who

were brought to l?ngland in his time, were found by him on close examination to be at the

bottom not unlike 'nglishmon or any other civilised race. The Africans who loved the

great Livingstone, and served him faithfully, ready to die for him; the Samoans whom

Louis Stevenson gathered about him and who bee iiae his ardent followers on account of his
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la? lag service to them, no nzueh so that they built a road In his honor and called It

n The Soad of the Loving Heart" because they culled him ’’the loving heart," - these are

not stray il lustrations from ctual life. The old 'festaBseat has Bade us f.ami liar with

the expression that "the Ethiopian cannot change his akin. " The skin no doubt is tough

and it may not be easy to eradicate the habits and qualities, mental and moral, due to

the environment of climate, religion, and traditions which it connotes and breeds. But

after all the skin 13 an external covering of the human body and If you creep inside It,

you can discover God in the germ in every tann, woauin and child of every human race. The

Biblical spying that :>n Ethiopian cannot change his akin has been taken to mcf.n that

racial nature is ineradicable. If that is so, why has the Bible used the word ••skin”

instead of employing the vrord "nature" to oonvey that idea? tfho studious use of the

word "skin" is significant. And, as General Gordon used to s-iy, we must creep inside

the skin of a man to find his human point of view. '.ftie same lod dwells in -11 - our
are

difference iftor ill but akin-deep.

v.'hilo that is so, to oaoh race is given its own genius. The ancient Greek was

different frori the ancient HonanS; the Jews had their own rao5.il characteristics. Jtoet

as every individual has his own personality differentiating him from other individuals,

so ever race has its ova peculiarities, enabling it to develop itself on their linos

and thereby contribute to the civilisation of mankind i3 a whole, '-hose peculiarities

may prove a blessing if the development on their basis is directed by the knowledge and

consciousness that all the races jre the children of one God bound togethsr by the chain

of the brotherhood of Love. They prove 1 curse where the race becomes hidebound and is

led by conceit of itself and trouts other races as inferior doome t by nature to serfdom,

I think that such of the racial variations as are skin-deep, due to the environ-

ment, traditions, mod religion of a race and as retard its progreos can be ressovec with-

out detriment to or loss of those racial variations which constitute the peculiar genius

of the race fitting it to contribute Its quote to the civilization of mankind as & whole.
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**be racial variations which have proved a hindrance to that civilisation have persisted

either because 3orr,e r icoe have livel a self-contained life of isolation, hidebound and

separated from the rest of the civilised world, or becuase when they have been brought

into contact frith it, the more civilized and powerful race has treated the backward race

a* a race of helots, doomed by nature to inferiority, and exploited it for its own ag-

grandisement- Tho idea has prevailed that some races have been created by God as super-

ior beings, destined to lord it over other races doomed to inferiority and regain in the

lower scale of civilization- This Idea dites from the ancient tines and has done much

mischief in our own days owing to : mi sunderstaoding of tho laws of biology and the doc-

trine of Evolution made familiar to us in the nineteenth century by Darvin and 3pencor-

At the Annual Meeting of tho Universities : lsslon to Central Africa held in London in

May, 1921, Bishop Gore presiding, Archdeacon H. • Woodward, who had aervod the Mission

since 1078, recounted hio experiences which illustrate the way in which this r' tce prob-

lem is trotted by some Europe m races in tho name of Christian! ty. u*chdGucoa woodward

said:

" e ore told that the beat way to civilize the African is to make him work- That

depends upon what is meant by civilization- vork does not necessarily Christianize .aid

does not necessarily load i man to Christianity- Onco a nan told mo that the best way

to help the Africans was to teach thor to love strong drink ani then they vrould work well

in order to get cone;/ to buy it. Ho w»o a »m with a title. I hive often talked with

settlers on tho subject of work and they spook s though it were tho remedy for all evils

of body and soul.” (See The Guardians a London Weekly; 20th May, 1921; page 372)

The Venerable Archdeacon further stated;

H I was in that country ten years before any other Europeans (oxcept the members

of tho Mission) c:imc to it- I know that the general moral character of the tribe was

hi^ier than it is it tho present time- Conduct, which would have been then condemned

by the whole tribe, is now treated as a Blatter or no consequence. I will not soy that

this is entirely due to tho presence of Europeans. It is due also very much to the
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presence of foreign laborers like the Chinese ±nd the Japanese. It has made our ork

harder than it 7,ould have boea. It has been made harder still by the aloofness from

religion on the part of many of our European brothers. In pre-war days the people looked

upon coat Luropoaas as non-Christians, if not absolute heathen. It was thought a most

remarkable thing l*st year when an Assistant Political Officer went into a Church to say

through

hi 3 prayers. The news Viat^aU the country."

As another illustration of the mischievous :Uid false view which a superior rsM

takes of the races it considers inferior, I would cite what Lord utamoore told the Brit-

ish Parliament in 1007. He said that a very large proportion of white settlers in Fiji

held the view that the natives there ought to be deprived of the ownership of lands,

bee use the natives would than be obliged to sell their labor. Jhe late Hon. Janes Mason,

a large planter and a member of the Legislative Council in Fiji, met Hip Lordship one

day uni grumbled it the state of things generally and the state of planting. U)rd .) tan-

more said to him: he had just been moving about the Colony and witnessed more prosper!by

than had been two years ago* - in every native village new and better houses and extended

civilis itioA, the people looking well-fed, and happy# *aore P*ss and more poultry. Hr.

Mason's reply was: ’’Yes, Sir, of course they are better off; and they are much better

off; but we do not vrant them to be better off; we v^ont then to be ill-off; whOa they ars

ill-off, they will co;:e and work for us but when they ore ^ ell off, thoy will not. 1 Lord

Stanmore, having recounted that experience, told Parliament:

•’I took these words down at the time, and I have often thought of them since.

They are an index of the antipathy which is displayed on the part of many settlers to

native occupation of land." I dee the Official Reports of Parliamentary Debates, House

of Commons: IVth Series: 7ol. 178; Cols. 476 & 478.

^his exploitation of the backward races by those higher in civilisation are

really at the root of the mischiefs due to the race problems. Providence has intended

that the different races should be iater-depend^nt and history shows that races have

risen in the scale of civilisation by coming into contact with one another; but that con-
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tact should be one of sympathy of love as the golden rale of life for all races, and

not of one exploitation for greed and selfish interests* History also proves - ‘*od the

Blhle is the most terse and trenchant history on the subject - that a superior race

which exploits an inferior race for its own interests and aggrandisement digs its own

grave by contracting the vices of the latter - giving to the world (os the Italian

statesman Cavour said) a great lesson and teaching the most powerful nations that their

crimes and their errors recoil sooner or later on those who connit them#

It follows then:

1. Providence has intended that the different races should be interdependent.

It is a law of nature that a race which lives isolated from the rest of the world lives

a life of stagnation and decay.

2. Conquest and cosmierce are the two main agencies employed by Providence to

bring the different races into contact with one another and 1earn from and help one

another.

3. Haces superior in point of civilization should help the inferior races,

when they come in contact with the latter by means whether of conquest or commerce,

by diffusing the blessings of education, sound religion, sanitation and tho like. It

should not be the help of exploitation. Ihe inferior race should be encouraged to

stand on its own legs instead of being treated as inferior, doomed to servitude and un-

fit to rise in the scale of civilisation. Christ's teaching: "Be ye perfect as your

Father in Heaven is perfect." "Be ye Merciful as your Father in Heaven is gerciful"

is the soundest principle for wholesome practico in the regulation of intercourse be-

tween superior .and inferior races. It io by following Christ's golden rule of Life

that racial differences can be gradually removed and the two Divine agencies of world-

unity - conquest and commerce - be used, not abused, in fulfilment of the Divine purpose

of racial differences. There is no other sovereign remedy for the eradication of those

differences. It is a long and perhaps painful process, but as St. Paul truly said in
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Homans VIIIj

"We know that the whole creation groiaeth and travaileth in pain together until

now. T/e are saved by hope ....Likewise the 3pirit also helpeth our infirmities ....

And we know all things work together for good to then that love God, to them who are

the called according to his purpose. ..Hay, in all these tilings we are more than conquer-

ors through Hia that loved us."

?o what extent racial differences can be removed is a question which it is dif-

ficult to mswer. Ours is to work, directed by the golden rule of Christ - the results

are in Hia hands, whose instruments we are. So fur as the world has moved forward, it

has moved by the light of that rule.

"Nothing," wrote Cant, "can possibly bo conceived in the world or out of it,

which can be considered good without qualification except a good-will. intelligence,

wit, judgment, and other talonts of the mind, however they nay be abased, or courage,

resolution, perseverance, as qualities of tempr r asent, are undoubtedly good and desira-

ble in many respects; but these gifts of nature nay become extremely bad and mischievous,

if the Will which is to make use of then and which, therefore constitutes what is called

Character is not good."

On that ?*r. Pringle Pattieon in his Giffard Lectures on The Idea of God remirksi

"The most perfect realization of unity in variety is as nought, if there ic nowhere any-

thing to which we can attach this predicate of Value."

This principle of good will is in theory praised. There is no conquering nation

which has denied in profession at lea3t that its duty i3 to govern the conquered for the

good of the latter. But the practice has more or less departed from the profession and

measures designed in reality to serve the selfish interests of the conqueror have been

sup] orted on the ground that they are for the good of the conquered. That has been core

or less the character of modern diplomacy.- ’he ancient conquerors, not having the bene-

fit of expanded ideas of religion and the brotherhood of the human raoe which we moderns

have, made their professions consistent with their practice, liodern conquerors have no
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excuse for the which marks the dealings of most. if not all of them* with

the backward races, whether conquered or not.

*• The scholars and learned men of the different raoes should form a brother-

hood and become the bond of union among them. Emerson has well defined a scholar as

a man of all climes and agos. The Universities as souts of learning should take up

this question and become among the centrea for propagating the ideas of human brother-

hood and propagate correct ideas on racial differences.

5. The ^ress has come to bo a most powerful agency for spreading ideas and

forcing opinions in these times. It is to this age what the Prophets were to the old

ages, sfhilc the Press hqs done much good to the world, it has done much harm also.

An has been said, ward and racial animosities have often been made by the Press. The

worst of it Is that with the growth of industrialism and commerce, the ress has also

been becoming *oro and .wo a commercial venture, fostering racial prejudices rnd pan-

dering to racial vanity. ?he prophet of the age is becoming its ’pedlar. In these

tiews of democracy, men and women hang on the newspapers and have no time to think or

reason for themselves. It is a groat deal in the hands of the 'ress to diffuse sound

ideas on the question of race and racial differences.

Above .all,, the churches should fulfil their proper function by insisting

that races shall deal with one another on the cardinal principle of religion embodied

in fhrisfs teaching. "Love thy neighbor as thyself*" "All things whatsoever ye would

that men should do to you, do ye oven so to thorn.” It has been recorded of lfred the

drent that ho gathered the lows of England toge ther and ordered many to be written

which t/'.e forefathers of .Cngliahaen had held* he promulgated such of those laws as he

apt roved, rejected those ho disapproved and had other ordinances enacted with the

counsel of his Niton* and he introduced the laws so enacted by quoting these r;ire and

everlasting words of Jesus: ’Nhatseever ye would that aen should do to you, do ye

even so to them." And quoting that he added: HBy this one coins.ondment a man shall

know whether he does right, and then he will require no other law book."
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III. -hat is the teaching of Hinduism and Idohoiaedaoism with regard to raoe? Please

compare these religions and Christianity in their relation to the race problem.

Hinduiam t ?o understand the teaching of Hinduism with regard to race, it is

necessary to bear in raiaci that Hinduism is not one oreed but a conglomeration of oreeds,

ranging from the highest form of Vonothoics to the lowest form of animism. Just as

Christ preached both to Jew mi ientile. ’Be ye perfect as your ?uther in ,7eaven is

perfect,” thereby declaring to mea of all races whatsoever, in spite of their raaial

differences, it is jiven to be perfect, md grow in point of character and personality,

so alto the Hindu Scriptures knov-m as the Uraaishadas maintain that growth in perfec-

tion io ox>en to all and within the reach of all because the Universe and every element,

anirnita or inanimate in it, has the seed of perfection. Just as Christ sought to help

that growth by leading His followers stop by step, bo tlso Hinduism maintains that men

must bo led gradually to the attainment of perfection. But there the comparison ends

and the contrast begins. Christ chose His fol lowers from ar.oagst the tjsoat ignorant

and sinful of people. He worked from the bottom to the top. He hold before them the

ideal of the Absolute and by its help raised ther. to "perfection.” ffliore He proved

the true psychologist of human nature. Elevate the lower, the higher are necessarily

elevated, being provoked to emulation (to u & 3 t. Paul’s words). But elevate the

higher, it does not follow that the lower are also elevated. Koace Christ devoted his

serviee to the finding and saving of ’the l03 t sheep.” Christ has also proved that the

masses aid the most backward classes can bo gradually raised more effectively by a

straight and simple appeal to what is called "the tremendous dialectics” aad “the auda-

cious lo*sic” of the human heart than by an appeal to the logic of reasoning or the

subtleties of Metaphysics or Theology. That was Christ’s way of winning men to the

path of perfection. He made that path open to nil without distinction of r ice. Hindu-

ism, on the other hand, by its doctrine of caste, has practically inculcated the prin-

ciple that a man’s destiny in life is determined by his birth* he cannot rise into a
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higher caste. An appeal to the Absolute, it holds, is for the highly cultured classes

oaly - the lower classes, the average Baa must be left to coofora to lower forms of

orship and life. In its operation, this way of Hinduism has had tho effect of separat-

ing caste from caste and retarding the brotherhood of races. Hinduism for centuries,

has b anned travel to foreign lands for fe ir that its followers any got corrupted thereby.

At the sane time it has allowed foreigners to come and settle in India and live »s a

separate race. It hr*; never put a bin on immigration from foreign l-inds and of foreign

races into India*

This paradoxical attitude of Hinduism - its fear of the siixture of castos and races

its toleration of other races and faiths, represents both its weak ,tnd strong points,

toleration is good but whoa allied to unreasonable fear of corruption from caste and race

mixture it lends to stagnation* Vq sne the result — Hinduism has become i Mixture of

multitudinous creels and os s tea and disunion. This evil aide of Hinduism has not been

without a protect and a revolt against it ffeu si thin its own fold. Shat protest .nd

revolt ccua»T froa Hnduha first and lifter him fron tho saints of tl;e school called Bhsktl

(Devotion), who^c Fsible is the Bfaagwad-irita and who flourished in the fourteenth and fif-

teenth centuries after Christ. According to popular and orthodox Hinduism, the world

has pissed throu^ certain ages such as the Golden and tho Iron Age; the present age is

called the Age of la 11 (the tostroyer) . The popular belief about that ;»ge is that it is

destined to end in the mix ure of castes ahd races, when anarchy will prevail and each

man and each woman will break away from the bonds of authority and religion; and the world

will become a chaos first and ruin .ifterwirds.

"ihis Hinon belief foraed the subject of a jxrophooy foretold in a Hinon

(mythological book) dating fron 1000 B.C. 'fliore it is ritten of the present age: "The

man who owns moat gold mid Laviohly distributes it will gain dominion over all. Religion

will consist in wasting alias at large and solf-v?illod ^omen will seek for power. They

who rule the State will rule the people and abstract the wealth of merchants on the plea

of raising taxes. *ni in the world's last ige the rights of kjijx will be confused, no
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property bo safe.'* (3eo this quoted by air P. Banbury in the House of Oorasons on the

17th U^y, 1909, in opposing the Budget itesolutions of Sir# Lloyd Goorge; Pari# Deb#

Vth 3er : Vol# ?« Col. 10). The present Age, then, stands in the eye of popular Hinduism

as the Age of 31a and Unrighteousness bringing in its train all the evils of what is

called 3aakjra, ui Indian word meaning the corruption and ruin of mankind through mixture

of the different races#

Against this belief the Saints I have above mentioned have fought hut and striv-

en to dislodge it. They have praised the present Age ao the Ago of Tope nd jalv&Mon

for human kind, especially the weakest and lowest cf the human race. They have, there-

fore, represented it as the Golden ago of the orld and deueribed its virtues in glowing
s

terms# ‘According to then* la the past ages the masses were kept down by the higher

classes *nd thtj truo knowledge of God was made inxcconsible to thorn, iiightc of humanity

were thoroby withheld from the musses. But in the present age God hits manifested Himself

to all# irrespective of oaete and r ice; oven the meanest r.oni il can now win God by simple

devotion tnd a righteous life without the aid of formal rites and ceremonial reli gion

which made religion and life ; matter of outward observances in the past and the privilege

of the higher castes only# That in essence is the teaching of the Bhafyad-Gl ta - that

God is no respec tor of persons or rftoes; that list! notions of colour (meaning race) have

been ordained by Him not by the test of birth , but by the te3t of each man* a qualities

and actions# Following that teaching, another Scripture of the Hindus - the Bhagwat

furuoa - declaros that the Golden Age of the orld was not lu the Past but that the pres-

ent ^all Vge is the Golden Age because it brings together all the different races and

castes, high and low, into the bonde of brotherhood# This idea is the theme or numerous

hymns conposol by nearly all the Indian saints. As a snmple may be quoted here a hymn

of the well known Earath* Saint Talcaraa, who is the most popular saint among tho losses

in Western Iadiu and vSio lived in the sixteenth century a.B. In that hynn he songs

"God’s Liberty has come into the market places of the world. Let all freely
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partate of it. Cone unto it, ye people of all oafites; accept the free gift and share it

to your heart 9 8 content and be blessed.* 1 There is no distinction hero of caste between

man and man, high or low.

In short, I r±z? adopt the language of St. Paul and say that according to the

eaints in India, in the present Age wg are ao longer tinder the dominion of the Law

(called the nhastrog by Hindu! bio) but we are under grace, called upon to -’serve in new-

ness of spirit and not in the oldness of the letter. * This is the oorrmoa meeting ground

for Hinduism and Christianity with reference to tho race problem.

Coming now to the question of the race problem as viewed by ’tahomodanicm, the

rorhet Mahomed made nc distinction between r *ee and race - he opened his creed to all.

How, to compare Hindu!am, Mahomedaniam and Christianity iQ their relation to the

race problem, the defect of Hinduism (in its popular sensei is that it regards racial

differences as natural and counterinces the idea of fatalism. Hinduism is a religion

of toleration - its doctrine is '‘Live and let live.” ifaese words sun up its popular creed,

hen I was a boy and was sent to i school kept by a Christian Missionary, the Missionary

who taught us t3io Bible, every day for an hour, used to denounce Hinduism in violent

terms. My mat 1 rnal grandfather, who brought me up and sent ae to the school for education

was an orthodox Brahmin. I naturally resented the Missionary^ abuse of Hinduism, one

day, unable to stand the abuse any longer* I complained to my grandfather. Instead of

resenting the conduct of the UissiotLiry, my graralfathor counselled me to pay no heed to

the Missionary’s view of Hinduism. "But, Grandpapa,*' I said, "is the Hiosionary right

in saying that Hinduism is a false religion, and that Christianity is the only true relig-

ion?" My grandfather replied as follows:

"CrOd is One but men are many. To each man God has given his own peculiar religion

to fo low. Han’s religion is determined for him according to the race he is born In. It

happened in this way. Cnco upon a time a Christian, a HahomedaQ and a Hindu approached

God. The Christian asked : ’How n I to worship 'fliee, 0 Lord?" God made a cross of two
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fingers of His hand and so Christians worship the Cross* The Uahoiaedaa next asked tha

same question. God held up the p dire of his hand md showed him the five fingers of Hie

hand. Therefore Kafcooedans worship God in the fora of those five fingers. Laat of all

the Tindu ennuired likewise. To his God showed Himself as in idol uml bade him worship

Ood in that form.” "If that is so,’* I asked my tjrandf ither, "all the three religions are

true. hy then does the Christian Missionary abuse our Hindu religion as false?" My

grandfather quieted mo with the following answer:

"Each man ought to be proud of hie own religion. So the Christina ic proud of

his. My bo?* be proud of your own religion and be tolerant of the rest: Listen quietly

to the Missionary but go on your own way* not minding what he says but following the

religion prescribed by God to us, Hindus."

I cite this for the purpose of illustrating my point that Hinduism is . religion

of toleration sometimes carried to excess. It has no aggressiveness about it. It has

enrolled ev.’n the -xpostle of Atheism - Kapila - as one of its objects of worship. Thus

Hinduism survives by yielding even where it ought not to yield and perpetuates inong other

ovils the evil of oaste and r ice differences.

The defect of iPihoaedanism is that it errs on the other side - it is intolerant*

It treats all races not brought within its fold us "infidels. * lhat proves a hindrance

to the right solution of the race problem and racial differences*

Christianity as taught by Christ is wisely toler.ont. He lived and taught by

working miracles
ITot on the waves and winds but in tho wills
Of men* upon tho hearts of rmltitudes,
He-Jtling, restoring* bles3in%

But the question is whether Christianity* meaning by It the Christianity of tho

Churches* has been "healing* restoring, blousing." by walking in the footsteps of the

Master as it should. The doctrine of "thf hite ^on’a Burden," "the Open loor** and

other phrases of modern polity in *:urope Ksvo intensified the problem of racial differ-

ences with the result that, as remarked by the urchbishop of ‘forte in hla address at the
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Church Congre3B held at Sheffield (England) in October, 1922, "Religion attr.iota but

the Church repels**1 ."he Church repels because It has not kept faith with the faster

as it should and has left the field of the race probleo to politicians, statesmen md

economists who have no vision boyoad "my country and race, right or wrong."
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IV. What do you conceive to be the right solution of race problems? la what senses
racial

are races eoual or to be considered equal? hat is your view of inter-marrl ige?

la toy answer to nestion Ho. 2 I nave 3tatsd what, in my opinion, are the

processes or forces to be employed for the removal of the superficial variations of

the different races. 0?o that I would here add that the right solution of race problems

primarily depends on Education.

~>r. Lester F. V ard, a great American authority upon the Hew Science of Sociology,

has said in his book "Applied Sociology/* that the only solution of racial problems lies

in Education. "v/are," so stated the .omion Times Liters supplement . in its issue of

the 16th July, 1921, "are Elide in class rooms before they over come up for discussion in

the 'ouncil room of the States. M file last war, which has made havoc of the *orld and

laid bare the evils of modern civilization was due {it is generally admitted) to the

fact that the wells of youth had been poisoned by false notions of patriotism , and

nationall tv taught and encouraged in the home an 1 the school. If we are to solve the

race problem, we must Sirat solve the educational problem, fhe future citizens of a

country must be caught young for that purpose. Ehe education of a people does not mean

education in schools uid co: leges only. It naans the hono also. Both in the home and

the clias room an atmosphere of wholesome patriotism and sound nationality should bo

created. Youth should be taught and brought up on find in the idea that patriotism iind

national i

t

:,
r ire and ought tc be piths loading to love of the human race - the brother-

hood of the races. It is a wise saying of Bacon* 8* "If I might control the literature

of the household I would guarantee the well-being of the Church and the State." Row

can peace and amity be secured a&cag the different races when in the class rooms and

homes youth arc fed, so to say, on knowledge fostering false notions of love of one’s

Own country and race hatred or jealousy or contempt of other races?

It is just throe years since I had a painful experience in this matter. An

Indian friend of nine, who occupies a high position as a member of the Indian Civil

Service - a gentleman who has boon tc England and moved in English society Jid is
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widely cultured - wu* staying in a Ilotal with hie ^complished wife - also an Indi an -

and their son, a boy, tea years of age. la the sane Hotel resided a Baropean lady with

h»>r son, about six ye ?ira old. I used to go every morning to the Hotel to see my Indian

friend and hia wife, ifor some days 1 found their son and the ^hirorean boy playing to-

gether on friendly torzas. The Indian boy spoke English *a well ae any rnglish boy and

both took kindly to each other# One morning, however, when I went up to the Hotel, I

h«fJTd the European boy say to the Indian boy: "X a» not going to play with you. rxm't

come near re. M.anraa has asked me not to play with you, not to speak tc you because you

are a black man." '"his In hot* race conceit uid hatred are fostered in the home.

Home life, they say, is gradually declining in Europe and America and is being

replaced by club life. I do not know how far that is true. But a good home or family

life is the fountain of sound national life, ifce right eolation of the race problem

must bogin with sound education in the atmosphere of the home and the class room . rhe

infinite worth of man, whatever his race, of even the downnost man, should minute that

atmosphere.

^he present ia n industrial ana econonionl age; find its industrial and economi-

cal arrangements have proceeded on lines which intensify the evil of class and racial

differences. The right solution of tho race problem will come of the «ge realises the

value of the conclusions arrived at in 1920 by the conference, held at Lambeth and com-

posed of 263 B1 shops of the .nglicm Church. In the iier>ort issued by the Conference they

say that experience lies shown that the doctrine that the best possible condition of

society as i whole is that in which different individuals, sections, interests, or el&ssee

pursue their own self interest is absolutely false; and that nothing less than a fundamen-

tal change in the spirit and working of our economical life is necessary. And they re-

mark; '’This change can only be effected by accepting ua the basis of industrial relatione

the principle of cooperation in service for the oorrmon good in place of unree trieted com-



petition for private profit. • . *.3 God is our Father and as the eternal Son of God took

our whole human nature upon Kin, every son 2nd daughter of God in of infinite and equal

value. ?here are wide differences in capacity but suoh differences do not warrant iny

loos of liberty or failure to give to the children of God the opr-or tuoity of a full Lu&an

life."

In this alone lies the right solution of the race problem.

How, as to the question "in wh.-at sense are rices equal or are considered to be

equal."

knees, like individuals who compose & r&oo, nay not be equal - in fact ^re not -

in point of intellectual, moral or physical cndovnaenta but they .ire all e u-i-l in the

©ease that every race, like every Kan, is equally entitled to (1) life, ( 2) liberty,
the

^pursuit ol : iness. Sfeese mve the natural rights of every race as of every human

being. That every bureau being is of worth goes without saying. one in his senses, I

believe, disputes that, as to liberty , every race has 3 right to live its own life and

mould its own destiny, an<

X

to resist Qaalavczsent by another race. If we understand liberty

in the only sense la which it makes 1r*an worthy - that is to say, the liberty to be 1 free

Ran of God, living a life of service - a life of aelf-renouncing love - all races are

equally fitted for it.

I think St* Paul has helped ua to discern in what cense all races are equal or

aro considered to be equal. "Are all Apostles? are all Prophets? Are all Vearhers? Are

all Workers of Miracles? Have all the gifts of healing? Do all speak with tongues? Do

all interpret? hut covert earnestly the best gifts. " All rases are equal in that power

to covet which alone can solve the race problem.

as to racial intermarriage, I do not c^ree with those who disapprove of racial

intermarriages and condemn them wholesale as lending to racial degeneracy. hy should

an intermarriage prove a f iluro if it is really a love marriage? Intermarriages have

proved unhappy (within ay knowledge) because they have not been love marriages. Have not
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mrriagas between persons of the s?b» rsea proved failures? I would not actively enoourage

a racial intermarriage. At the same tics I would neither actively discourage md condemn

it. Zb* prejudice against intermarriage is rooted xn racial prejudices and hatred. lie-

n»ve the causos of the latter - the problem of racial interaarri age will solve itself.
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V. (a) That 1b the relation of Colour to the race problem?

(b| • hat is the relation of iiaoe to Nationality?

As to (a):

'.’’houfjfr colour his not been tho sole determining factor of racial differences

iad even the different races of the same colour have prejudices against on© another,

leading to grave ra i sunders tendings, sometimes ending in ffare, yet colour is a more potent

cause of those differences than anything else. It 1 b in fact day by day proving the

greatest hindrance to the solution of the race problem Judging from the present, the

world- struggle of tho future threatens to be between the -hi to races und the so-called

Coloured r ices.
,

An to ( b)

:

^aco at oao time played a very important part in the formation of national! ties,

.is pointed out by Hr. A* P* Pollard in hie book on "Bio Evolution of Parliament," "there

aro various means by which unity has been stamped upon the peoples of the world* In

primitive times and backward comrainitios it has been simply a matter of race*" But con-

quest, commerce, and other a^nnies of nodorn civilisation, which have brought the dif-

ferent races of tho world into more or less contact and communion with ono another, have

tended to minimise tho place of race upon nationality. 2Iationn2ity - term difficult to

define precisely - has grown out of several elusive elements; but in the n&in it hi* come

to be the product of i co.Tmoa political consciousness. In the words of .tenon, "nation-

ality grows vsong si people composed of different races not out of identity of speech or

race but from the fact of hi ving accomplished in tho past great things In common with

the desire to achieve like things in the future." nationality, in short, represents the

idea of community of State or politioal sovereignty: a race represents community of blood

and descent
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VI. Jhdt is the cause of riclal prejudice?

The proverb runs: #,31ood is thicker than water." That is the root of nil prej-

udice, filial included. To keep one’s blood jure is an instinct inpl/iiitec! by Mature in

icsn to conserve all that is good in him. In thst respect and oo for raci 0. prejudice la

a virtue because it conserves society. But wo do not often sec rightly what is good and

?/hat is bad and our habit becomes n second nature, so that in the c&ae of race, differences

of colour, customs, wanner*, and religion intensify racial prejudice. Some ye*rs ago an

American lady, i Proi'onsor in one of the ocion’s colleges there, visited India. I iPefc

her and we had a long interview. In the course of our conversation eiie nnrratod to me an

incident, which 1 shall wioocribo hero aa a pointed illustration of ho • raoial prejudices

possess as, na it wero, instinctively* T&o Aiderlean lady not n fellow passenger on board

the 3teniaor onrryiag her to India. ho English 1 uly was coming out to India to Join her

brother, a military officer, stationed at Poona in the Poab^y Presidency, and to hoop home

for hiin. The English Inly told the African Professor that r.h« x’olt so kaonly interested

in the people of India that on arrival .at Tooou on i during hor residence there anti else-

where in India, she was »?oiiig to faove ai.ong Indiana ant try to be friendly, useful, and

serviceable tc then. ’’But,” remarked the American Indy, “to oc. useful and services* le

you shall have to ovorcot&G your racial prejudice. You rill find Indians different from

you ic point of colour, habits, customs, and manners; and that may change your it. lad. Are

you prepared to overcome your racial prejudice? " The English lady replied: "Certaialy

I nm prepared and X have no prejudice. I coho to rise above all prejudice. r* few days

after this conversation, the 8 tenner arrival at the port of Ados. 'There both ladies with

other passengers were watching the eight of black liogroes yelling, diving into the sea and

coning up to iirmse and get money out of the pas rangers, m their reward for all their

quaint feats in the sea. The English lady, shocked at the sight of the half-naked and

black Hegro boys and men, said to the American lady: "Hdw quoor l” The latter asked:



* y0U 3ay Xt la « is a oar sight to you. Tou Ciy
properly Call it a strange eight but to say it is queer m«u, it is absurd, unnatural
or foolish, but is it so really? Is not your r *1,1 prejudice act- nwblo for year vis.
*f t:'C X ° 005 your vlew C|Goer - ** me sight?" »M SUBUoh lady auid to that,

."It did act strike tat) that way." ft. African lady advised: "It ought to strike you
that way or else your racial prejudice will thwart your resolution to be useful, friendly
and synthetic to the people of India." hacial prejudice is thus the result of differ-
ence. or colour, custom and habits. ?ke only way to got over it is to educate ouro.lv..,
so to say. in what Vordmrth finely calls "the sanctity of nature given to Enn" in

"That kind
Of prepossession without which the soul
Heceivos no knowledge that cm bring forth good,
Jo genuine Insight over comes to her."
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VII* ?o what extent do the Indiana adttlt or deny feelings either of racial superiority

or raoial inferiority between thonselves and other races?

The bulk of India’ a people consists of Flndua and ?!ahomedana* Hindus hare from

ancient tines regarded all other raceo *23 l^lonchas (a tor© carrying the saoe meaning as

the word barbarian which the ancient Greeks used of foreij^aers with a view to exclude

them from Greek morality) . But the Hindus, notwithstanding that racial prejudice* have

been distinguished for their spirit of toleration* so th?it their fooling* of racial

superiority have not been of a hoatiie or even contemptuous character* ..Tin ’ ihorae )ans

of India share the
*

ihoiaedan feeling of racial superiority - all those who ire not ahoah*

e&aas are *infidels*" While that is so, it is to the credit of Indiana that their feel-

ings of racial superiority have never been intense and aggressive as thoso of the uropesn

races# But modern politics* I m afraid, ore tending to breed in Indians that intensity

and aggressiveness of racial superiority*
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VIII. \re you yourself aware of h iving my feelings of rice consciousness or racial

prejudices?

I as aware of having feelings of race consciousness but l am not, I believe, aw <re

of having my filings of racial prejudices.
as

I oufght to snake iqyself clear as possible as to this answer.
a*

By race consciousness I understand the feeling of legitimate pride one has in

one’s race by reason of ita achievements and contribution to the service of mankind

without being blind to ito blemishes. Racial oro.lndlca I take to moan the conceit one

has of one’s own race accompanied by contempt or hatred of or indifference to the inter-

ests of other races, dace consciousness is lot'e of other races ia love of one’s own,

because all ire parts of one whole. Uncial proludioe is loving one’s own race at the

expense of other races, 'hen Pasteur, on seeing his country, franot, conquered and

humiliated by Germany in 1870, felt for his race, and, resolving to raise its preati&o

in the eyes of the hole world and so to remove that stigma of humiliation', dovotrd him-

self, heart and soul, to the cause of medical science and relief for the benefit of the

whole human race, and when at last he proved one of the world's benefactors, thereby in-

creasing tbs honour of his race, it was race consciousness which prompted him to his

glorious task. Bismarck was an instance of racial prejudice - the ©an of blood and iron

who, proud of his Sutherland, worked to make Germany great it the expense of other races.

The prophets of Israel had race consciousness, no race prejudice.

Above all, the finest illustration of race consciousness was given when Jesus

uttered: M0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, which killeth the prophets and stonest them that arc

have

sent unto thee! fc** often would I gathered thy children together, as a hen loth gather

her brood under her wings, ao i ye would not? H
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ir* Ia what reupaots

problem?

is the caste problem in Ialia like and nnlilce the inter-racial

;\ \

Caste in India would seem to hare originated in the idea of distinction by ,

colour. That appears from the fact that ia those of the ancient Hindu Scriptures in

which it lo mentioned it is desisted hy the Sanskrit word VMSfc"colour.'**

But the idea of colour has in process of tine disappeared altogether from the MiiaUir

nation of caste, which has como to bo determined solely by the Hindu community la which

a person la born. Jo in respect of that signification, (ho caste problem and the inter-

racial problem .re alike. 3irth Is the determining factor of both, in point of prejndr
*

-)
J

ioe .against inter-dining and intermarriage, both problems are alike but with ti ls dllj-
|

faronce that, in the case of the inter-racial problem, the prejudice is not necessarily

sanctioned by law but only by the social opinion of the moo concerned, whereas the

prejudice sanctioned by caste had legal sanction from the state, a man who marries out-

side his caste - and for that purport race is included in the term caste - lost some of

his civil rights and hie status , and the children by ouch marriage were deemed by law

illegitimate. That was the original Hindu law but British enactments have softened ite

rigours to some extent, so that a Finds oan now marry outside his caste or race without

any forfeiture of civil right®. Thus both the caate problem and the inter-racial problem

have become alike in that the prejudice against inter-dining .and intermarriage can be

enforced only by social but not legal penalties*

While the two problems so far present common features, the cuato problem is day

by day becoming more easy of solution than the interracial problem. In the first plane,

caste ha. survived, after so many centuries of its birth, because it hoe gone on adapting

itself quietly and without revolution or the bloodshed of civil wort to the changing con,

dltlons of time and circurestanoe. It has gone on conquering oy yK- uog. Hhc inlu is

nothing if not an adopt in compromise - that is hi. strength in some respect.; his weak-

Inter-dining and intermarriage, arc not treated with the same attitude

iieos in r iny.
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of hostility and excomunication and social persecution chit they aroused, say, even

twenty years ago, 7ho conditions of Eoiarn civilisation, the play o# world forces, and

the acuteness of the racial problem both in India Jid outside where Indians hare emigrated

and settled, have iwakened "Indus to the weakness of their position created by caste

distinctions. 3o caste is losing gradually its old foroe, whereas the inter-racial

problem scene to be gathering strength, in the aec; nd place , although caste was an inst-

itution devised in its inception for the economical arrangements of society oq the prin-

ciple of division of labor, it hue since several centuries ceased to here that economical

character. It is now merely a matter of religious and social arrangement, whereas the

intcr-racl il problem is I y by day becoming more and more a. political and economical

problem - x struggle between tho different races for political power for economical ends -

for food and wealth md over-lordship of the earth.
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Ia preparation for this book I wrote to several friends in Asia, members of

different races, asking there for their help, ttie letter frees one of these. Sir

Karajan Chandavarkar, of Foabjy, deserves to be printed in full. It must have been

one of the last documents he prepared. It is dated April 18, 1923, and he died on

Maj 14, 1923. :*ir Karajan was ono of the most remarkable and Host honored nan In

India. His full title and official record ran? Hie Honorable Sir Karajan Chandavarkar,

!Ct. , B.A., L.L.B., L.L.D., Lato Judge of the High Court, Bombay, Sr-Vice Chancellor of

the University of Bombay, President of the Bombay Legislative Council.

He was a member of the Prarthana 3aaaj, the most progressive of the Indian

reform societies within Hinduism, and a great devotee of the poet Tukaram.

But he had strong Intellectual and spiritual sympathies with Christianity. In one

confession he declared: "I m a Hindu, but I believe in Christ as the highest fulfil-

ment of Hinduism. X hove a picture of Christ crucified in my bedroom where I can look

dally upon it. ••••••I believe Jesus Christ to be unique in Pis character. His teaching.

His power to save and help men and especially In His dymaalo and world-wide social

programme. Ho one else ever did for suffering oppressed humanity what He did. I am n

Christian already, yet 1 cannot dogmatically soy that Christ was God. Though a follower

of Christ in my dally life I do not take the outward step of baptism because, as at

present Interpreted in the popular mind, it means not only to accept Christianity but

to reject tad denounce Hinduism. This X cannot do, for 1 believe that God has been ia

our past history and revelation.**

And some years ago in on address entitled: ’ The Kingdom of Christ and the

Spirit of the Age,** he saldt **Let me tell you w >at I consider the greatest miracle of

the present day. It is this: that to this great country, with its 300 millions of

people, there should come from h little island, unknown by name even to our forefathers,

many thousand miles distant from our shores, and with a population of but fifty or

si ty millions, a message so full of spirit and life as the Gospel of Christ. This,
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rarely, is i miracle if ever there wa* one* And this message has not only corae, hat

it is fi alias a response in our hearts. The process of the conversion of India to Christ

may not he going on as rapidly as you hope, or in exactly the some manner as you hops

hut, nevertheless, India is being converted; the ideas that lie at the heart of tbs

Gospel are slowly hut surely permeating every part of Hindu society, and modifying

overy phase of Hindu th ughts."

ris tatenant on the raee question will show how these questions appeared to

such a mind in India*



x. ?hat is the origin and what do you conceive to he the Divine Purpose of Base end

Racial Differences?

The object of these questions being, as stated in the questionnaire, to set

before our ora people the Christian view of race and racial feeling, and the eolation

Of the rane problem," I should content myself with starting in these answers '-lth ths

Biblical vlsw as to the origin of race and raolnl differences. In Chapter SI of

Genesis in the Old leetasent we are told that at the beginning of its creation ths

whole earth was of one language and of one speech. I understand that to mean that but

oae race of people existed at the beginning of the creation. B»« Science of Comparer

tlve Philology supports that statement of fact. Bis account in Genesis goes on to say

that it came to pass, as the single race that then existed Journeyed from the east,

they dwelt in the land of Phinnr; that they started building a city and a tower; and

that the Lord "confounded their language and scattered them abroad from thonce upon ths

face of all the earth," to prevent their being "one people." and having -all one lang-

uage." in Chapter XII Cf Genesis we hove it that God ashed Abram to get out of his

country and from Ms kindred, and from his father's house unto a land which God would

show him with the object of making him the father of "a great nation." B»eee histori-

cal facts, put very pithily in the Bible, show that tho fomlly first and the tribe

afterwards gave origin to race, and that racial differences have been due to differences

of climate, language, religion, traditions. and other circumstances that compos# a

people's environment. While these main fact, of the story in the Bible find support

from the discoveries of science and the researches of history, the view propounded in

Charter XI of Genesis that God, having become Jealous of the men who started building

the city and the tower, confounded their language ami scattered them abroad, to restrain

their ambition and prevent them from becoming all-powerful against the Almighty, repre-

sent. the crude primitive view a. to the origiu of race. later conception of God

i. Love promoting Tjnity, not Jealousy and year. The Bible must be etudl.d a. a book



de-ilia* with the evolution of tan and the hinaa race - their growth from crude ideas

to the highest conceptions of humanity as revealed by the life and teachings of Christ*

To the primitive view expressed in Genesis God appeared to deal with men on the prin-

ciple subsequently enunciated by the Homans for the government of their Empire - the

principle, viz., of "divide and rule." That principle has been corrupted to mean that

the safety of a ruler lies in breeding differences among the ruled that they may not

prove powerful against the ruling authority by re ason of union rimong themselves. Rut

the true meaning of "divide and rule" as the Divine law of life is given to us in Gens-

sls itself and also in some other books of the Old Testament when the writers of those

books merely state facts as distinguished from their understending of the implications

of those facts. For instance, the first true glimpse of the Divine law of "divide and

rule" is afforded in Chapter IV, Genesis, in the second verse of which we are told that

the two sons of Adam and Eve were not alike, because "Abel was a keeper of sheep but

Cain was a tiller of the ground." "Orders and degrees," says Milton in the Paradise

Lost, "Jar not with liberty but wsll consist." A wise ruler promotes the cause of good

government and contributes to Unity among his people by dividing the government into

gradations and ranks such as we know now by the name of departments, division of labor*

delegated authority, or decentralisation. Nature is our best teacher on this point as

to the Divine rrurpose of race and racial differences. It is out of variety and diversi-

ty that Nature exhibits her harmony and beauty. The Poet Browning brings that out in

these lines; -

"Rather learn and love

Each facet-flash of the revolving year* -

Red, gr^en, and blue, that whirl into white.

The variance, the eventual unity,

r/hlch mikes the miracle."

Or take these lines from Wordsworth* s Prelude? -

The immeasurable height
Of woods decaying, never to be decayed.

The stationary blasts of v aterfalls.
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And In the narrow rent at every turn
lnda thwarting winds, bewildered and forlorn.

The torrents shooting fron the clear blue sky.
And rocks that muttered close upon our e.'tra.

Black drizzling crags that spake by the nayBids
As If i voice were in them, the sick sight
And gldly prospect of the raving stream,
The unfettered cloud and region of the Heavens,
raural t and peace, the darkness and the light
Were all like workings of one mind, the features
Of the same face, blossoms upon ono tree.
Characters of the great Apocalypse, -
The types and symbols of Eternity,
Of first, and last, and midst, and without end."

Tn short, unity must come and can only come out of diversity, what doubt Is

to faith, as an incentive, diversity Is to unity. All the different races have each

its peculiarity of contribution to the happlne s and progress of nil the rorld* All

depend upon one another. In 3t. Paul’s phrase, all are Intended to be members of one

another, rfo race is nor oan bo self-sufficient without stunting itself. Even as

between and among the people of one raoe, stuneness of all without diversity in points

of view, oapaclty, and personality, is apt to lead to imbecility and retard the oause

of truth. "Assemblies that are met," wrote Purke. "and with a resolution to be all of

a mind, ure assemblies that can have no opinion at all of their own. Vhe first propos-

al of any measure must be their master." The some law applies to races. Each has it.

own mission allotted to it by Providence to promote the unity of the world - the

brotherhood of the whole human race under the fatherhood of Cod,

It has boon remarked by some writers that two essential problems enter into

the problem of Life, via.. (1) the food problem, and (2) the race problem. The former

is indispensable for the self-preservation of a race and the latter for its self-reali-

zation.

Let me briefly consider the true aspect of such of those problems, on which

depends primarily the very existence and continuance of a rocs*

In its primitive conditions a people belonging to a country have, comparatively

speaking, but a few wants, whether in point of food or other necessities of life. But
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as they advance In civilization, the wants increase with their standard of life, so

that ever? country comes to be more or less dependent on others* Hence the growing

value of corarorrce. Coruaeroe, which in its accepted sonse means the exchange of goods

between one country and another, represents the spititual value of what 3t. ^aul has

termed Charity * meaning the brotherliaess of love. ?hiB interdependence of races or

nations for food /jives rise to the terms feral liar to Political Econoz^y - such as pro-

duction. distribution, exchange, value, currency, etc. Ttoese terras mean that St. haul's

pithy saying that "none of us liveth to himself and no man dleth to himself” applies to

races and nations as well. &r. Harry ?• Ward in hla book on "The New Social Order" has

well pointed out that during the last war "it became glnrily apparent that no tuition was

sufficient unto itself for its economic life." In 1915, Mr. Lloyd George, who was then

the British Prime Minister, said in a public speech that the coraa tndraent "love thy neigh-

bor as self" Is not only good religion but also good business.” The idea of Hree-

Trade first came into the thoughts of the late Kr. Gladstone when he was t the Board of

Trade. He saw there .* letter from a Chinese Official at Canton to the Head Swell at

okin, suggesting that "no ships should be allowed at Chinese ports without heavy dues

but that ships bringing food for the people - that was nuite aao ther affair." (
r,age 193,

Sir Algernon West’s Diaries.) That puts the Divine purpose of different races in a nut-

shell, so far as their interdependence in respect of the food problem is concerned#

Writing as a Hindu, I may here supplement what I have said by an appeal to the

voice of the Hindu religion in its highest aspects. x’he Hindu Scriptures declare that

"food is the form of Brahma," S.o. the Universal Soul. That is to say, it is a symbol

of the Divine - because it is "the life of the whole world." It is a current proverb

in India: "Meat and Matrimony are Unifiers.’

Turning now to the efuestion of the self-realization of a race as an indispensable

condition of Life, wo must first settle what self-realisation means in the case of a

race. In the case of an individual, we know that there are two selves - the animal self
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and the spiritual self* ielf-realization in th f case of an individual me ins growing

from the lowar animal to the hitter spiritual plane of life, nan rising (to use the

familiar lines of Tennyson) "on the stepping stones of his dead self." This he caa do

only by trying to realise in his own person the Ideal of the Absoluts , the life of the

Universal Soul. That is true of Self-realiz ition in the case of an individual roan is

also true in the case of his race. very race has its own peculiar genius, by means of

which it is ordained to express and realise itself to fulfill its allotted mission, to

make its contribution to the good of humanity ib a whole, and thereby to help the oause

of the unity of the world find civilisation. Vhafc at. Paul has explained in Chapter /II

of I Corinthians holds good of races as well as individual persons. "There are diversi-

ties of gifts but the same spirit; and there are differences of administrations but the

sane Lord. And there ore diversities of operations but it is the same God which worketh

all In all. All these worketh that one and the self-same spirit, dividing to every

man severally as he will." ''Thera is nc> difference between the Jew and the Greek, for

the same Lord over all is rich unto all that call upon him." That this law applies to

races also his been so tersely expressed in an article which appeared in the Xnteraationr

al Journal of ethics (Hay, 1921 ) that I shall take the liberty of citing it here: -

After stating that national genius i3 exprossod only "by aiming at the absolute ideal,"

that self-consciousness both in a nation and an individual is a hindrance to self-oxpres-

sion and "solf-renliaation, " the writer observes, "whoa a nation has produced great orig-

by
Inal work, it has not boon trying to be characteristic ally national but by Booking to

/V

find the absolute truth. It is by keeping steadily in view the ideal and in obedience

to the universal claims of truth Lind love that nationality will reach its highest ex-

pression."

To each race then ita peculiar enius is given in order that ill races may serve

one another ani out of diversities of gifts constituting the brighter side of racial

differences help and promote Mutual good. As beautifully sung by the Scotch divine
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("hr. George tfatheson) in his hymn* "One in Christ; "

•"Thine is the nystic light that India craves;

Thine is the ^arsisl?) sin-destroying bean;

Thine i3 the Puddha’s rest from tossing waves;

•Stine is the Umpire of vast China’s dream;

Gather us in*

Thine is the Homan’s strength without his pride;

Thine is the Greek’s glad world without its graves:

Thine is Judea’s law, with Love beside -

The Truth that centres and the Grace that saves.

Within Jhy Mansion we have all and more.

Gather us in*
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II* What is tout definition of rase? Are tho different r Aces fundamentally nnMlrf

or are their variations superficial and removable? If so, to Ant extent, and througi

what processes or forces?

I do not feel equal to the t ask of dofinlng the tern race . 7h.it is a tick for

experts*

I should venture to think that the different races are fundamentally alike if

^ £ilflforc?a*4 *,*,.? wo woan it the core * The proverbial sayings that "human naturo is the

same everywhere,** and that "one touch of nature makes the whole world kin," record cen-

turies of world-wide experience* Years ago an English Eivine - Rev* Mr. Fielding - wrote

and published a book on "The Soul of a People," which then attracted much attention.

The author there described the character of the people of nurmafc and displayed an insight

into it which was the result of his personal contact with and life for a number of years

amongst them in their own country. The purport of the book was that it is one aoul, one

human heart with the Divine as its indwelling Spirit, which nirantes all the different

races of nadkind; that such racial differences *a divide peoples anti lead to mutual

hatred are, however strongly marked, more or less superficial and can be removed by mut-

ual sympathy between race tad race* .Since then, I believe, "tho soul, of a people*' has

become not only a classic phrase hut a familiar expression in literature representing the

truth embodied ia the English proverbs above cited. Similar proverbs have been from

ancient times current in India. It should be easy to prove by facts from history that

racial differences (ire superficial and that fundamentally - meaning, at the bo tom, -

deep down in the recesses of the human heurt - all races are alike. The celebrated Dar-

win, to whom we owe the doctrine of Evolution, has told us that certain Fueglans, who

were brought to England in hie time, were found by him on close examination to be at the

bottom not unlike Englishmen or any other civilized race. Jhe Africans who loved the

great Livingstone, and served hin faithfully, reedy to die for him; the Jamo&ns whom

Louis Jtevcnson gathered about him and who beo job his ardent followers on account of hie
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loving service to thorn, so much no that they built a road in his honor and ©tilled it

"The Road of the Loving TTeart" because they called him "the loving heart," - these are

not stray illustration* from actual life# The Old Testament has made tie familiar with

the expression that "the Ethiopian cannot change his akin." The skin no doubt is tough

and it may not be easy to eradicate the habits and qualities, mental and moral, due to

the environment of climate, religion, and traditions which it connotes and breeds. But

after all the Bkin is an external covering of the human body .and if you creep inside it,

you oan discover God in the germ in every man, woman and child of every human race. The

Biblical saying that an Ethiopian cannot change his skin has been taken to neon that

racial nature is ineradicable. If that is so, why has the Bible used the word -skin"

instead of employing the word -nature" to convey tluxt idea? The studious use of the

word M skin" is significant. And, as General Gordon used to say, we must creep inside

the skin of a man to find his human r-oint of view. The same God dwells in all - our

are
difference after all but skin-deep#

K

'•'hilo that is bo, to each race i8 given its own genius. ?he ancient (.rook w:ia

different fro® the ancient aor.ans; the Jews had their own racial characteristics. Just

as every individual has his own personality differentiating him from other individuals,

so ever-' nee has its own peculiarities, enabling it to develop itself on tholr linos

and thereby contribute to the civilisation of mankind at a whole, ’."hose peculiarities

m?y prove a blessing if the development on their basis is dlreotod by the knowledge and

consciousness that all the races are the children of one 3od bound together by the chain

of the brotherhood of Love. They prove a curee where the race becomes hidebound and ie

led by conceit of itself and treats other races as inferior doomed by nature to serfdom.

I think that such of the racial variations as are skin-deep, due to the environs

stent, traditions, and religion Of a race and as retard lte progress can be removed with-

out detriment to or loss of those racial variations which constitute the peculiar genius

of the race fitting it to contribute its quote to the civilisation of mankind as a whole
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Ehe racial variations which have proved a hindrance to that civilization have paraicted

either because some races have lived a self-contained life of isolation hidebound and

/ i
1

separate! from the rest of the civilised world, or becuase when they have been brought

into contact with it, the more civilized and powerful raoe has treated the backward raoe

as A race of helots, doomed by nature to inferiority, and exploited it for its own ag-

grandise/neat • The idea has prevailed that some races have been created by 3od as super-

ior beinge, destined to lord it over other races doomed to inferiority and remain in the

lower scale of civilization. This idea dates from the ancient times and has lono much

mischief in our own days owing to a mi sunderstanding of the laws of biology and the doc-

trine of Evolution made famiHer to us in the nineteenth century by Darvin and Spencer#

At the Annual Meeting of the Universities Kiaslon to Central Africa held in London in

55a»y, 1921, Bishop (lore presiding. Archdeacon IT. . v/oodward, w)jo had served the Mission

since 1378, recounted hie experiences which lllustrato the way in which this race prob-

lem is treated by some European races in tha name cf Christianity. Archdeacon Uoodward

suldj
,

\
e ore told that the best way to civilize the African is to make him work. That

depends upon what is meant by civilization# , ork does not necessarily Christianize jnd

'
'

does not necessarily lead a man to Christianity. Once a man told me th/it the best way

to help the Africans was to touch there to love strong drink and then they would work well

in order to get money to buy it. He was a man with a title. I have often talked with

settlers on the subject of work and they sneak is though it were the remedy for all evils

of body and soul.” I See The median: n London Weekly; 20th Lay, 1921; pegs •'572)

The Venerable Archdeacon further stated;

H I waj in that country ten years before any other Europeans (except the members

of the Mission) came to it. 1 know that the general moral oh ir. ic ter of the tribe was

higher than it is it the present time. Conduct, which would have been tlien condemned

by the whole tribe, is now treated as a matter of no consequence. I will not say that

this is entirely due to the presence of Europeans. It is due also very much to the
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presence of foreign laborers lifer the Chinese md the Japanese. It has made our **ork

harder than it would have been. It has been made harder still by the aloofness from

religion oa the part of nany of our Suropeon brothers# In pre-war days the people looked

upon ooat Europeans as non-Chri s tians , if not absolute heathen# It was thought a isost

remarkable thing last year when an Assistant Political Officer went into a Church to say

through
his prayers. The news went^all the country."

As another illustration of the mischievous and fraise view which a superior race

takes of the races it considers inferior, I would oito what Lord SUasore told the Brit^

ish Parliament in 1907. He said that a very large proportion of white settlers in Fiji

held the view that the natives there ought to be deprived of the ownership of lands,

because the natives would then be obliged to sell their labor. The late i on. Jar.es Xason,

a large planter and a member of the Legislative Council in Fiji, met His Lordship one

day and grumbled at the state of things generally and. the state of planting. Lord d tan-

more said to him: he had just been moving about the Colony and witnessed more prosperity

than had been two years ago, - in every native village new and better houses and extended

civilisation* the people looking well-fed, and happy, more pigs and more poultry. Ur.

Mason’s reply was: "Yea, Sir, of coarse they are better off; and they are much better

off; but we do not want them to be better off; we want them to be ill-off; when they are

ill-off, they will coma and work for us but when they iro well off, they will not." Lord

Stonmore, having recounted that experience, told Parliament:

"I took these words down at the time, and I have often thought of them since.

They are an index of the antipathy which is displayed on the part of many settlors to

native occupation of land." (See the Official Reports of Parliamentary Debates- House

of Commons: IVth Series: Yol# 178; Cols. 476 £ 478#

This exploitation of the backward races by those higher in civilisation are

really at the root of the mischiefs due to the race problems. Providence has intended

that the different races should be inter-dependent and history shows that races have

risen in the scale of civilisation by coming into oontact with one another; but that con-
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tact should be one of sympathy, of love as the golden rule of life for all races, and

not of on© exploitation for greed and selfish Interests. History also proves - and the

Bible 1 8 the most torso and trenchant history on the subject - that u superior race

which exploits in inferior rice for its own interests and aggrandisement digB its own

grave by contracting the vices of the latter - giving to the world (as the Italian

statesman Cavour said) a great lesson and teaching the roost powerful nations that their

crimes and their errors recoil sooner or later on th03© who c octal t them.

It follows then:

1. Providence has intended that the different races should be interdependent.

It is a law of nature that a race which lives isolated from the rest of the world lives

a life of stagnation and decay.

2. Conquest and corenorce are the two main agencies employed by Providoace to

bring the different races into contact with one anothor and learn from and help one

another.
/

3. Haces superior in point of civilisation should help the inferior races,

when they come in contact with the letter by aeons whether of conquest or commerce,

by diffusing the blessings of education, sound religion, sanitation and the like. It

should not be the help of exploitation. ?ho inferior race should be encouraged to

stand on its own legs instead of being treated as inferior, doomed to servitude and tux-

fit to rise in the scale of civilisation. Christ's teaching: "Be ye perfect as your

Father in Ileavea is perfect.” "Be ye lierciful as your Father in Heaven is lierciful"

is the soundest principle for wholesome pr^ctlco in the regulation of intercourse be-

tween superior and inferior races. It is by following Christ's golden rule of Life

that raolal differences cun be gradually removed and the two divine agencies of world-

unity - conquest and coraneyoe - be U3ed, not abused, in fulfilment of the Hviae purpose

of racial differences. "here is no other soveriiga remedy for the eradloatlon of those

differences. It is a long and perhaps painful process, but as St. Paul truly said in
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"Vtt know that the -whole creation someth ml tnvalloth in pain togo ther until

now. *"e ire saved by hope . . . • Lihewi se the Spirit also holpath our Infirmities . ...

ind we know all things work togothor for good to then that love God, to them who are

the called according to hie purpose# . .nay, In all those things wo are more than conquer*

ore through Fin that loved ue. M

To what extent racial differences can be removed is x question which it is dif-

ficult to inewer. ^ura is to work* directed by the golden rule of Christ - the results

are in His hands, whose instruments we are* So far as the world has moved forward, it

has moved by the light of that rule#

"nothing,*' wrote Rant, "can possibly be conceived in the world or out of it,

which can be considered good without qualification except a good-will* Intelligence,

wit, jud*?aent, and other talents of the mind, however they may be naned, or courage,

resolution* persoverance, as qualities of tempo rncient, are undoubtedly good and desira-

ble in many respects? but these gifts of nature may become extre*asly bad and mischievous,

if the Will which is to make uoo of them and which, therefore constitutes what is c illed

Character is not good. 11

on that Hr. Pringle Pattisoa In his Gifford Lectures on The Idea of God remark*)

"The roost perfect realisation of unity in variety is as naught, if there is nowhere any-

thing to which we can attach this predicate of Value*

"

Thi9 principle of good will is in theory praised# There is no conquering ation

which has denied in profession at leant that its duty is to govern the conquered for the

good of the latter, nut the practice has more or lees departed frem the profession and

measures designed in reality to serve the selfish interests of the conqueror have been

su^rorted on the ground that they are for the good of tlie conquered* That has been more

or less the character of modern diplomacy* ’he indent conquerors, net h.rving the bene-

fit of exp?inded ideas of religion and the brotherhood of the hunun r-.ee which we moderns

have, made their professions consistent with their practice* ho&ern conquerors have no
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excuse for the caaoufl <ge which marks the dealings of most, if not all of them, with

the backward races* whether conquered or not.

4# '.’’he scholars md learned men of the different races should form & brother*

hood and become the bond of union among them. Emerson has well defined a scholar as

a mui of all climes and ages. Tho Universities as seats of learning should take up

this question and become among the centres for propagating the ideas of humaa brother-

hood and prorogate correct ideas on rac ial differences.

5. The Press has come to bo a most powerful agency for spreading ideas .and

formiag opinions in those times. It is to this age what the Prophets were to the old

ages. While the Press has done much good to the r#orld 9 it has done much ham also.

As has been said, ware and racial animosities have often been made by the Press. The

worst of it is that with the growth of industrialism and commerce, the Press has also

been becoming pore and more a connorcinl venture, fostering racial prejudices and pan-

dering to racial vanity# The prophet of the ago is becoming its pedlar. In these

times of democracy, men and women hung on the newspapers and have no time to think or

reason for themselves. It Is a grant de il in the hands of the ^ross to diffuse sound

ideas on the question of race and racial differences#

6# Above all , the churches should fulfil their proper function by insisting

that races shall deal with one another on the cardinal principle of religion embodied

in Christ's teaching* "Lowe thy neighbor as thyself? " "All things whatsoever yo would

that men should do to you, do ye even so to them." It has been recorded of Alfred the

3reat that he gathered the laws of England together and ordered many to bo written

which the forefathers of Englishmen had held; he promulgated such of those laws as he

approved, rejected those he disapproved and had other ordinances enacted with the

counsel of his Vitas; and he introduced the laws so enacted by quoting these rare and

everlasting words of Jesus: ,, ?«’hatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye

even so to them." And quoting that he added: "By this one commandment a man shall

know whether he does right, and then he will require no other law book."
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III. is the teaching of Hinduism and Uahomdaoioa with rejard to r*ce? Please

compare those religions and Christianity in their relation to the race problem.

Hinduism s To understand the teaching of Hinduism with regard to race# it is

necessary to hear in mind that Hinduism is not one croed but a conglomeration of creeds#

ranging from the highest form of Vono theism to the lowost form of Animism. Just as

Christ preached both to Jew *nd Gentile, "Bo yo perfect as your Father in Heaven is

perfect,” thereby declaring to men of ill rices whatsoever# in spite of their raoial

differences, it is given to bo perfect, and gro«. in poiab of character and personality#

so alBO the Hindu Scriptures known as the Urani shades maintain that growth in perfec-

tion ia open to all and within the roach of all because the Universe and every element#

animate or inanimate in it, has the seed of perfection. Just as ChriBt nought to help

that growth by leading His followers stop by step, eo also Hinduism maintains that men

must be led gradually to the attainment of porfaction. But there the comparison ends

and the contrast begins. Christ chose His followers from amongst the most ignorant

and sinful of people. He worked from the bottom to the top# He held before them the

ideal of the Absolute and by its help raised then to "perfection." There He proved

the true psychologist of human nature. Hlevate the lower# the higher are necessarily

elevated# being provoked to emulation (to use St. Paul's word;*). But elevate the

higher# it does not follow that the lower ire also elevated. Hence Christ devoted his

service to the finding and saving of "the lost sheep.” Christ has also proved that the

masses and the most backward classes con be gradually raised more effectively by a

straight and simple appeal to what is called ”tho tremendous dialectics” and "the audai-

clous logic” of the human heart than by an apreal to the logic of reasoning or the

subtleties of Eetaphyslca or Theology. That was Christ's way of winning men to the

path of perfection. He made that path open to all without distinction of r :ce. Hindu-

ism, on the other hand# by its doctrine of caste* has practically inculoated the prin-

ciple thit a man's dostiny in life is determined by hi3 birth; he cannot rise into a
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high®r caste. An appeal to the Absolute, it holds, is for the highly cultured classes

only - the lower classes, the average nan oust be left to conform to lower forms of

worship and life. In its operation, this way of Hinduism has had the effect of seriat-

ing caste from caste and retarding the brotherhood of races. Hinduism for centuries,

has banned travel to foreign lands for feur that its followers may get corrupted thereby.

At the same time it has allowed foreigners to cone and settle in India aol live as a

separate race. It has never put a ban on immigration from foreign lands md or foreign

races into India,

ihis paradoxical attitude of Hinduism - its fear of the mixture of castos and races

its toleration of other races and faiths, represents both its weak and strong points.

Toleration is good but when allied to unreasonable fear of corruption from caste and race

mixture it leads to stagnation. ,.e see the result - Hinduism has bocono ; mixture of

multitudinous creels and castes and disunion. ’This evil side of Hinduism has not been

without u protest and a revolt against it from within its own fold. Th^t protest itad

revolt ease from Buddha first and after him from the saints of the school called Phakti

(Devotion), whose Bible is the Bhagwad-di ta who flourished in the fourteenth and fif-

teenth centuries after Christ. According to popular and orthodox Hinduism, the world

has passed through certain Ages such os the Golden and the Iron Age* the present Age is

called the Age of Call (the ’teetroyer) . The popular belief about that Age 1 b that it is

destined to end in the mix ure of castes and races, when anarchy will prevail and each

man and each woman will break away from the bonds of authority and religion; md the world

will become a chaos first and ruin afterwards.

This Hinon belief formed the subject of a prophecy foretold in a Hinon •urana

(mythological book) dating from 1000 B.C. There it is ritten of the present age: "The

man who owns most gold and lavishly distributes it will gain dominion over all. Religion

will consist in wasting alms at large and self-willed women will seek for power. They

who rule the State will rule the people ml abstract the wealth of merchants on the plea

of raising taxes. *aJ it the world’s last jge the rights of eua will be confused, no
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proporty be safe." (3ne this quoted by Sir \ Banbury In the House of Coui'-ions on the

17th Hiy, 1909, In opposing the Budget Resolutions of !!r. Lloyd George: Pari. deb.

Vth Sor* Yol. V? Col. 10). The present xige, then, stands in the eye of popular Hinduism

as the Age of Sin sad Unrighteousness bringing in its train all the evils of what is

celled Sankara, an Indian word meaning the corruption and ruin of mankind through mixture

Of the different races.

Against this belief the 3aints I have above mentioned have fought hor and striv-

en to dislodge it. They have praised the present Age as the Age of Pope and Salvation

for human kind, especially the weakest and lowest of the hum?in r voe. They have, there-

fore, represented it as the Golden Age of the Torld and described its virtues in glowing

terms. According to them, in the past ogee the masses were kopt down by the highor

olassee ml the true knowledge of God was made inaccessible to them, Rights of humanity

were thereby withheld from the masMS. But in the present age God has manifested Himself

to all, irrespective of cists and race; oven the meanest menial con now win God by simple

devotion and a righteous life without the aid of formal rites md ceremonial religion

which made religion ind life a matter of outward observances in the past and the privilege

of the higher castes only. That in essence is the teaching of the Bhqgyad-Glta - that

God is no respecter of persons or races* that distinctions of Colour (meaning race) have

been ordained by rim not by the tost of birth , but by the test of each man’s quail tieo

and actions. Following that teaching, another Scrip ture of the Hindus - the Bhaggftt

Purana - declares that the Golden Age of the v orld was not in tho Pant but that the pres-

ent :>call Age is the Golden Age because it brings together all the different races and

castes, high and low, into tho bonds of brotherhood. This idea is the theme of numerous

hymns composed by nearly all the Indian saints. As a sample may bo quoted here a hymn

of the well known TIaratha Safe** fukaran, who is the most popular saint among the masses

in Western India and who lived in the sixteenth century A.D. In that hymn he aangj

••God’s Liberty ban come into the markst places of the world. Let all freely
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partake of It. Cone unto it, ye people of all oastes; accept the free gift and share it

to your heart’s content and be blessed. H There is no distinction here of oaete between

man and man, high or low*

4 In short, I adopt the language of 3t. Paul and eay that according to the

saints in India, in the present Age wo are no longer under the dominion of the Law

(called the Shastras by Hinduism) but wo are under grace, called upon to "serve in new-

ness of spirit acid not in the oldness of the letter." This is the oormon meeting ground

for Hinduism and Christianity with reference to the race problem.

Coning now to the question of the race problem as viewed by Kahomedanisra, the

. robot Mahomed made no distinction between r *ce and race - he opened hi® creed to all.

?fow, to compare Hinduism, Mahomedaaiam and Christianity in their relation to the

race problem, the defect of Hinduism (in its popular aenee) Is that it regards racial

differences as natur al and countenances the idea of fatalism. Hinduism is a religion

of toleration - its doctrine is "Live and let live*' 1 These words sum up its popular creed,

hen I was a boy and was sent to i school kept by a Christian Missionary, the Missionary

who taught us the Bible, every day for an hour, used to dencainco Hindu! an in violent

terms. Ky maternal grandfather, who brought me up and sent me to the school for education

was an orthodox Brahmin. I naturally resented the Missionary's abuse of T induiam. one

day, unable to stand the abuse any longer, I complained to my grandfather. Instead of

resenting the conduct of the Missionary, my grandfather counselled me to pay no heed to

the !
r
i 3lonary' 8 view of Hinduism. "But, Grandpapa," I said, "is the Missionary right

in saying that Hinduism is a false religion, and that Chris tianity is the only true relig-

ion*?" My grandfather replied *e follows:

"God is One but men are many. To each man God has given his own peculiar religion

to fo low. Han's religion is determined for him according to the race he is born in. It

happened in this way. Onoe upon a time a Christian, a Mahomedan and a Hindu approached

God. "ho Christian aeked; "How am I to worship Thee, 0 Lord?" God made a cross of two
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fin&era of ills haul ini so Christians orship the Cross* ''he Uthomedan next asked the

ssme question. God held up the palm of his hand and showed him the five fingers of Hie

hood* Therefore Hahomedans worship 3od in the form of those five fingers. Last of all

the "indu enquired likewise. To him God showed Himself as an idol and bade him worship

God in that fora*” "If that is so," I asked my grandfather, "all the three religions ore

true. 7hy then does the Christian Missionary 'huso our Hindu religion as false?" Ky

grandfather quieted mo with the following answer:

"Bach man ought to be proud of his own religion. So the Christian is proud of

his. My boy, bo proud of your own religion and bo tolerant of the rest: Liston quietly

to the ri soionary but go on your own way, not minding what he says but following the

religion prescribed by God to no. Hindus.*1

I cite this for the purpose of illustrating my point that Hinduism is a religion

of toleration sometimes c irrled to excess. It has no aggressiveness about it. It has

enrolled even the postl: of Atheism - Kapila - as one of its objects of worship. Thus

Hinduism survives by yielding even where it ought not to yield and perpetuates among other

evils the evil of caste .tad race differences.

The defect of Mithomedanism is that it errs on the other side - it is intolerant.

It treats all races not brought within its fold ;m ’’infidels." That proves a hindrance

to the right solution of the race problem end racial differences.

Christianity as taught by Christ is wisely tolerant. He lived and taught by

forking miracles
Hot on the waves and winds but in the wills
Of men, upon the hearts of multitudes.
Healing, restoring, blessing.

But the question is whether Christianity, meaning by it the Christianity of the

Churches, has been "healing, restoring, blessing." by walking in the footsteps of the

Master aa it should. The doctrine of "the Thlte Van's Burden," "tho Open 1oor, H and

other phrases of modern polity in Europe have intensified the problem of racial differ-

ences with the result that, as remarked by the archbishop of fort in his address at the
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Church Congress held at Sheffield (England) in October, 1922, "Religion uttricts but

the Church repels." Che church repolo because it hae not kept faith with the Master

ae it should and has left the field of the race rroblec to politicians, state siren and

economists who have no vision beyond "cy oountry and rice, right or wrong."
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IV# vhat do you conceive to bo the solution of race problems? In what season
racial

rjp© races enucl or to be cons .'hat i W view of intermarriage?
AS

In ray mewor to uestlon Ho. 2 I have stated whit, in ray opinion, .ire the

processes or forces to be employed for the ranovil of the superficial virlatloos of

the different races, 'Ito that I would here add that the right solution of race problems

primarily depends on Education.

Dr. Lester ?. Hard, a great American authority upon the Hew Science of Sociology,

has s .id in his book "Applied Sociology," that the only solution of racial problems lies

in 'Munition. "ire," so stated tho London ?lnea Literary 3un:leraant , in its issue of

the 16th Tuly, 1921, "are made in cl isn rooms before they over cone up for discussion in

the council room of tho States.” Otoe last war, which has made havoc of the world and

laid bare the ovils of modern civilisation was due (it io generally admitted) to the

fact that the wells of youth had been poisoned by false notions of patriot! era , and

nationality taught and encouraged in the home and tho school. If wo nro to solve the

race problem, we must first solve tho educational problem, 'flic future citizens of a

country must be caught young for that purpose. 3he education of a people docs not mean

education in schools and co legra only. It means the home also. Both in the home and

the class room an atmosphere of wholesome patriotism md sound nationality should bo

created, fouth should bo taught and brought up on and 5n the idea that patriotism and

nationality are find ought to be piths leading to love of the human race - the brother-

hood of the races* It io a wise saying of Bacon’ as "If 1 might control the literature

of the household I would uar.' /itee the well-being of the Church and the >tate» T
’ How

can peace and amity be secured among the different races when In the class rooms and

homes youth arc fed, so to say, on knowledge fostering false notions of love ef one’s

own country and race hatred or Jealousy or contempt of other races?

It is Just three ye *rs since I had a painful experience in tills natter. An

Indian friend of nine, who occupies 3 high position as a member of the Indian Civil

Service - a gentleman who has boon to irogland and raoved in "^riglish society and is
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widely cultured - wm staying io i Hotel ~^ith his -vcoomplished wife - also ,.n Inii.aH -

and tholr son, a boy t ten years of age. In the ssjao Hotel ro sided a European lady with

her con, ibout six years old. I used to go evory morning to the Hotel to see ny Indian

friend and Mo wife, yor some d<*ys I found their eon and the European boy playing to-

gether on friendly terns. The Indian boy spoke English ob well as any English boy and

both took kindly to each other. One morning, however, when I went up to the Hotel, I

heard the European boy soy to the Indian boy: '’I am not going to play with you. Don't

come near me. Momma has asked rae not to play with you, not to speak to you boc auae you

are •*. bl irk man." This in how race conceit md hatred are fostered in t'.e home.

Pome life, they any, is gradually declining in Europe and America and is being

replaced by club life. X do not know how far that lc true. But a good home or family

life is the fountain of sound national life. The right solution of tho race problem

roust bogin with sound oduc ition in tho atmosphere of the homo and the class room . The

infinite worth of nan, whatever his race, of even the downmost man, should animate that

atmosphere.

The present is >ui industrial and economical age; and its industrial and economi-

cal arrangements have proceeded on lines which intensify the evil of class and racial

differences. Die right solution of tho race problem will come of the Age realizes the

value of the conclusions arrivod at in 1920 by the Conference, held at T.irabeth and com-

posed of 253 Bi3hops of the Anglican Church. In the Keport issued by the Conference they

say that experience lias shown that the doctrine that the best possible condition of

society as a whole is that in which different individuals, sections, intekfcsts, or classes

pursue their own self interest is absolutely false; and that nothing less than a fundamen-

tal change in the spirit and working of our economical life is necessary. And they re-

mark: '’This change con only be effected by accepting as the basis of industrial relations

the principle of cooperation in service for the common good in place of unrestricted com*
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petition for private profit. ..as God is our Father and as the internal Son of Jod toot:

our whole huro*n nature upon Him. every 8on and daughter of God is of infinite and equal

value. There ore Tide differences in capacity but such differences do not warrant :ioy

loss of liberty or failure to give to the children of God the opportunity of a full huir.sn

life*'*

In this alone lies the right solution of the race problem*

How, *6 to the question "in what sense are races equal or are considered to be

eaual."

Races, like individuals who oonpose a race, nay not be oqual - in fact are not -

in point of intellectual, moral or phyBical endowments but they are all e ual in the

sense that every race, like every man, is equally entitled to ( 1) life, (2) liberty,

the

(3)
;v
pursuit of happiness* fhooe aro the natural rights of every race as of every human

being. That every human being is of worth goes without saying. Ho one in his senses, I

believe, disputes that, as to liberty * every race has a right to live its own life and

mould its own destiny, and to resist enslavement by another race* If we understand liberty

in the only i;ense n whi ch it makes nan worthy - that is to say, the liberty to be a free

u>*ui of God, living a life of service - a life of self-ronouncing love - all racon are

equally fitted for it.

I think St. Paul h*s helped us to discern in whnt sense all races are equal or

are considered to be equal. "Are all Apostles? Are all ProphetaV Are all Teachers0 Are

all orker3 of Piracies? Have all the gifts of healing? Do all apeak with tongues? Do

all interpret? But covert earnestly the best shifts." All racos are equal in that power

to covet which Uono can solve the race problem.

As to racial intermarriage, I do not a qree with those who disapprove of racial

intermarriages :ind condemn them wholesale S3 leaulng to racial degeneracy. hy should

an intermarriage prove a f ilure if it is really a love carriage? Interm^rriagea have

proved unhappy (within ny knowledge) because they have not been love marriages. Have not
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Harriet between persons of the stm race proved failures? I uould oot actively encourage

a racial intermarriage. At the some time I would neither actively discourage and condemn

it. 'fhe prejudice against intermarriage is rooted in racial prejudices and hatred. He-

n»ve the causes of the lutter - the problem of raoial intermarriage will solve itself.
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V# (a) '..hat ic tha relation of Colour to the race problem?

(b) vhat is the relation of Hace to Nationality?

As to ( a)

:

Though colour haa not b9en tho sole determining factor of racial differ^ncoo

:in4 even the different races of the anise colour have prejudices against one another,

leading to grave mi sunderstandings, sometimes ending in vars, yet colour is a rrore potent

C iu o of those differences than anything else. It is in fact day by day proving tho

greatest hindrance to the solution of the race problfflp. Judging from tho present, tha

world-struggle of the future threatens to be between tho 7/hito races and the so-called

Coloured races*

As to (b)s

101 it one time plfljrad m Very important port in the formation of na tiom.lities.

As pointed out by Hr. A. P. Pollard in hie book on "Tho Evolution of Parliament." -there

are various moans by which unity has been stamped upon the peoples of the world. In

primitive times and backward cor.ounities it has been simply a matter of race." But con-

ouest, comperes, sad other agencies of nodnrn civilisation, which have brou*rht the .Uf-

feront raoes of the world into more or leB3 contact and eonmuaion with one another, have

tended to minimise the place of race upon nationality, nationality - a term difficult to

define precisely - has grown out of several elusive elements; but in the main it hi* come

to be the product of a cor toq political consciousness. In the words of Henan, •nation-

ality grows among a people composed of different races not out of identity of speech or

race but from the fact of ha ving accomplished in the past great things in common with

the desire to achieve like things in the future.- Nationality, in short, represents the

idea of community of State or political sovereignty; a race represents community of blood

and descent
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VI* That 1b the cause of racial prejudice?

The proverb runs: "Blood ie thicker than water** That is the root of all prej-

udice, racial Included* To keep one’s blood pure is an instinct implanted by nature in

man to conserve all that in good in him* In that rospeot and so far racial prejudice is

a virtue because it conserves society* But we do not often see rightly what is good and

what is bad and our habit becomes a second nature, so that in the case of race, differences

of colour, customs, manners, .and religion intensify racial prejudice. Some yearn a/ro an

Amerloan lady, a Professor in one of the women's collagen there, visited India. I met

her and wo had a long interview. In the course of our oonvoroation eho narrated to me an

incident, which I shall describe here as a pointod illustration of how racial prejudices

possess ue, ns it were, instinctively* The Amor loan lady met a fellow passenger on board

the steamer onrrying her to India. The Kngllsh 1 idy was coming out to India to Join her

brother, a military officer, stationed at Poona in the Bombay Presidency, and to keep home

for him. The English laly toll the American Professor that she felt so keenly interested

in the people of India that on arrival at Poona and during her residence there and else-

where in India, r.he was going to oeve among Indians and try to be friendly, useful, and

service ibl* to thorn. "But," remarked the American lady, "to be useful and serviceable

you shall havo to overcome your racial prejudice. You will find Indians different from

you in point of colour, habits, customs, and manners* and that nay change your mind. Are

you prepared to overcome your racial prejudice? " The English lady replied; "Certainly

I am prepared sad X have no prejudice. I mean tc rise above all prejudice. M k few days

after this conversation, the s tenner arrived nt the port of Aden. There both ladles with

other passengers were watching the sight of black Hogroes yolling, diving into the sea and

coring up to amuse and get money out of the paunoogers, aa their rewurd for all their

qu int fonts in the sea. The English lady, shocked at the sight of the half-naked and

black flegro boys and nen, said to the Aaorloan lady: "How queerl" The latter asked

t
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"«hy do you say guoer? It la queer because it is a now sight to you. Tou may core

properly c ill it x atr.tnjo sight but to say it is queor means it is absurd, unnatural

or foolish, but is it so really? Is not your raclil prejudice ace ntabls for your view

of the sight? Is not your view queer, not the sight?'* 'The 'inglish lady said to that:

'•It did not strike mo that way,” The American lady advised; "It ought to strike you

that way or else your racial prejuiico will thwart your resolution to be useful, friendly

and sympathetic to tho people of India,” Racial prejudice is thus the result of differ-

ences of colour, customs and habits. The only way to get ovor it is to educate ouroelve3,

so to »ay, in what Wordsworth finely calls "tho sanctity of nature given to Con' in

"That kind
Of prepo a session without which the soul
Receives no knowledge that cun bring forth good.

Ho genuine insight over cones to her,"
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m* 70 what 40 tho Indiana admit or deny feelings either of racial superiority

or racial inferiority batween themselves and other races?

iTie hulk of India's people constats of ’'Indus and Hahomedans. Hindus hare from

ancient times regarded all other races as Elenchns (a tens carrying the sane meaning as

the word fearbarian which the ancient hreoks used of foreigners with a view to exclude

them from Iroek morality) . But the Hindus, notwithstanding that racial prejudioe, have

been distinguished for their spirit of toleration, so that their feelings of racial

superiority have not been of a hostile or even contemptuous character, .'he Hahomedans

of India share the ;;aho«0dnn feeling of raoial superiority - all those who are not Haho»>

edans are 'infidels." hlle that is no, it is to the credit of Indiana that their feel-

ings of racial superiority have never Van intenso and iggressivo as thoso of the curopean

rnoes. But modern politics, I ua afraid, -ire tending to breed in Indians that intensity

~a ‘* vvTreasivoaess of r icirt't superior!
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'/III. Are you yourself armre of hoeing my feolings of race consciousness or racial

prejudices?

I m aware of having f -clings of race consciousness but 1 am not, 1 believe, aw jre

of having my feelings of racial prejudices.
as

I otu$!t to make nyaelf clear as possible as to this answer.
N

By race consciousness I understand the feeling of legitimate pride one has in

one’s race by reason of its achievements and contribution to the service of mankind

without being blind to its blemishes. facial prejudice I take to moan the conceit one

has of one's own rice accompanied by contempt or hatred of or indifference to the inter-

ests of other races. Race consciounneso is love of other races as love of one's own,

bee use all aro parts of one whole. Kacini prejudice is loving one's own race at the

expense of other races. hen Pasteur, on seeing hi3 country, Prance, conquered and

humiliated by Germany in 1870, felt for his race, and, resolving to raise its prestige

in the eyes of the hole world and so to remove that stigma of humiliation, devoted him-

self, heurt and soul, to the cause of medical science and relief for the benefit of the
/

whole human race, and whon at last he proved one of tho world's benefactors, thereby in-

creasing the honour of his race, it was race consciousness which prompted him to his

glorious task. Bismarck was an instance of racial prejudice - the man of blood and iron

who, proud of hi 3 Fatherland, worked to make Germany <freut it tho expense of other races.

?he prophets of Israel had rnce consciousness, no race prejudice.

Above all, the finest illustration of race consciousness was given *hen Jesus

uttered: ’*o Jerusalem, Jerusalem, ^hich kills th the prophets and stoaest them that are

have

sent unto thee! flow often would I gathered thy children together, as a hen _

her brood under her wings, and ye would not* H



XX* In what respects is the caste problem in India like and unlike the later-raelal

problem?

C;>sto In India would seem to have originated in the idea of distinction by

colour. That appears from the fact that in those of the ancient Hindu Scriptures in

which it is mentioned it is designated by the Sanskrit word Varna, meaning "colour.”

But the idea of colour has in process of time disappeared altogether from the signifi-

cation of caste . which has come to bo determined solely by the Hindu community in which

a person is born. 3o in respect of that signification, tho caste problem =»nd the inter-

racial problem ;*re alike. Birth is the determining factor of both. In point of prejud-

ice against inter-dining and intermarriage, both problems are alike but with this dif-

ference that, in the case of tho later-racial problem, the prejudice is not necessarily
)

sanctioned by law but only by the social opinion of the race concerned, whereas the

prejudice sanctioned by caste had legal sanction from tho state. A man who marries out-

side his caste - and for that mrposs race is Included in the term caste - lost some of

his civil rights and his status , and the children by such marriage were doomed by law

illegitimate. That waB the original Hindu law but British enactments have softened its

rigours to some extent, so that a Hindu oan now marry outside his caste or race without

any forfeiture of civil righto. Thus both tho caste problem and the inter-racial problem

have become alike in that the prejudice against intor-dinlng and intermarriage can be

enforced only by social but not legal penalties.

hile tho two problems so far present common features, the caste problem is day

by day becoming more easy of solution than, the inter-racial problem. In the first place,

caste has survived, after so many centuries of its birth, beoanse it has gone on adapting

itself quietly and without revolution or the bloodshed of civil wars to the changing con-

ditions of time and circumstance. It has on conquering by yielding. The Hindu is

nothing if not an adept in compromise - that is his strength in some respects; his wsak-

ness la cany. Inter-dlnlng and intanaarriages are not treated with the ian attltud.
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of hostility and exeorrsinication and social persecution that they aroused, say, even

twenty years go. Jho conditions of modern civilisation, tho play of world forces, and

the acuteness of the racial problem both in India and outside where Inuiane have emigrated

and settled, have awa&ened Hindus to the weakness of their position created by caste

distinctions. 3o c aste is losing gradually its old force, where as the inter-racial

problem scenn to be gathering strength, in the seoond place * although caste was jjx inst-

itution devised in its inception for the economical arrangements of society on the prin-

ciple of division of labor, it has since several centuries oeased to have that economical

character. It is now merely a matter of religious and social arrangement, whereas tho

inter-racial problem io day by day becoming more and more a political and ©conoaioal

problem - a struggle between the different races for political power for economical eads -

for fond and wealth and over-lordship of the earth*
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The Reverend Fred R. Bunker has prepared the following condensed sur-

vey, It is so clear and forceful that I think every member of our Commission

will be glad to see it.

"In 1443 A.D. Portugal began to import slaves from Africa. In 1537

a slave market was opened in Lisbon with Papal sanction. In the early part of

the 17th Century the Portuguese Government established the so-called Prazos

system in its East African colonies, by which it leased out great sections of

land to individual Portuguese landlords on condition that they promised to pay

into the Government the combined taxes of all the natives on the land. This

gave them absolute control over all the natives on their land, with power to

reimburse themselves by laying unlimited taxes on their native serfs. ’They

became regular feudal lords and often defied Portuguese authority.'

"This system in a modified form is still in operation.

"In 1858 Livingstone found the slave trade in its worst form flourish-

ing in the hands of the Arabs and half-caste Portuguese in Portuguese East

Africa. He wrote, ’Here on the East Coast, not a single native has been taught

to read, not one branch of trade developed; and wherever Portuguese power, or

intrigue, extends, we have that traffic in full force which may be said to

reverse every law of Christ, and defy the vengenance of heaven.

*

"Portugal declared the abolition of slavery in her colonies by a de-

cree of 1869. In 1909 William uadbury of England proved to the satisfaction

of the cocoa manufacturers of England that slavery, in its worst form, was in

operation in Portuguese West Africa, and those manufacturers boycotted the

purchase of cocoa beans from that territory until slavery was abolished.

"Henry W. Nevinson traveled throughout this district and wrote of the

situation as follows: ’The whole question of slavery is still before us. It

has reappeared under the more pleasing names of "indentured labor", contract

labor", or "compulsory labor". Th6 whole thing will have to be faced anew,

for the solutions of our grandfathers no longer satisfy.'

"In 1920 a Commission of the British Admiralty, after investigation,

made a report in regard to the situation in Portuguese East Africa, in which
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the following statement was made: 'The disinclination of African people to
work for Europeans without compensation is probably as pronounced in PortugueseEast Africa as elsewhere. In the days of slave-holding it was possible to
obtain the required labor by force. At present the form of compulsion is more
subtle, but nevertheless as real.' The report then gives the details of the
compulsory regulations,

"The Companhia de Mozambique, which operates in the territory referred
to in the report, forces every male native, between the ages of 18 and 60 years
to work for 90 days each year without compensation for the landlord on whose
land he lives. The Company is landlord of all the territory where there is no
individual landlord. Failing compliance with these regulations the natives may
be condemned to 'correctional labor' under police surveillance for not more
than a year, during which time they will receive one-third the ordinary wage
of other laborers, to be paid in kind, i,e, 'Kaffir truck'. There is, also,
an elaborate system of fines for petty offenses always assessed in hard labor.

"All Government works are built by this forced labor, and the labor
is sold out to private firms and landlords by the Government.

"A traveler who recently passed through this country from end to end
writes, 'The 'Zhete' - forced labor laws - is taking all the young men, and
many old ones, from the- kraals. Chiefs with few people are desperate, and
are taking old gray-haired men to fill the quota. Some districts are practi-
cally abandoned by the people, and the Portuguese are killing the goose that
laid the golden eggs. We visited kraal after kraal without seeing one young
man. J

'"The Commandant© of M squarely refused to try to levy 1200 men
from his district, which is largely depopulated already.

"'We saw scores of women and girls carrying heavy loads of sugar and
salt from the coast to the interior} because there were no men to carry,"

Two groups of travelers, passing at different times over the same
route in the summer of 1924, through the Mozambique territory directly under
Portuguese National control, report seeing 1000 women, some in delicate con-
dition and many with babes on their backs, forced to labor on public roads
without compensation and without adequate food. Three hundred women were seen
locked in a compound over the week-end to keep them from deserting,

"These incidents, it is well-known, are symptomatic of the situationm the entire territory of Portuguese East Africa. Slavery exists there under
various names, but in essence as wicked and brutal as it has ever been.

"Missionary bodies cannot cope with the problem. At best they can
touch but a small segment of the entire people affected. In order to remain
in the country at all they are required to work with the government, and not
against it. Their business is to 'pluck brands from the burning' and not to put
out^ the conflagration. They have neither the influence nor the means to deal
with the great problem of human slavery in the whole territory. They have
tried and failed repeatedly to gain a permanent foothold in the territory, even
for missionary work.
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"The thing that must be done is for some body of international stand-ing ana influence to espouse the cause of those enslaved people| send menequipped to remain in the land long enough to get an adequate volumn of evi-dence in legal form for diplomatic use, approach the governments which areconcerned and are in a position to institute the needed reforms, and insistthat such reforms be instituted, and then remain on the job until there isfull assurance that the reforms instituted will be permanent."
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Goodwill between Je7s and Christians

.ahat Can the Clergy Do.

The following facts are self-evident

1# No one can give that vhich he has not got. To promote goodwill we

must possess it.

2. Promotion proceeds through speech, through conduct , and the intangible

mood which we call spirit , coming into expression through a gesture, an attitude, a

smile, or the glint of an eye.

3. Goodwill is the inner meaning of all real religion.

4. As we know God goodwill is His essence. He wills goodwill among men.

Among the causes of ill-will and prejudice may be named as chief the following:

Sheer misunderstandings

2. Differences in habits and customs

3. Economic competition

4. Jealousy of success

5. Fear of losing leadership

6. Personal aggressiveness

7. Bad manners

8. Pride of intellect

9. Gregariousness and its accompanying provincialism.

lO.oogmatic moods and utterances

11. The air of superiority

Hone of these are worthy of any of us or any of our people.

To be definite anl concrete, it is against these that we must strive.

That we may folio?/ Just a few specific courses for the present, we

recommend x-

1. That the Qlergy Club consider this subject again at a lundheon or other

Xmblio gathering not later than next fall.

2. That we all make it a subject of thought and prayer and conversation.
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3. That 77© takB pains to meet each other and know each other better

4. That we attend each others* service and make exchanges as far as may

be appropriate and feasible.

b. That 7/0 bring the subject to the attention of our people, if not in

distinct discourses, at least by reference and allusion in address an^i prayer.

6. iVe will undertake to cultivate our own minds and hearts in thoughts

and habits of goodwill.
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April 1, 1924.

Dr. Robert E. Speer,
ITev; York City.

My dear Dr. Speer:

An unusually interesting letter has just come from Japan.

It seem3 that the action of our Ccmmittee opposing the paragraph

of the House Immigration Bill which was aimed at Japan was cabled

to Japan and was widely noted in the press with favorable comment.

That action of ours helps them to realize that there are

influential forces here working for fair play and a square deal.

Otto H. Kahn
Henry Churchill King

Thomas W. Lamont
Samuel Mather

Shailer Mathews

Francis J. McConnell

William F. McDowell

Mrs. Wm. A. Montgomery

Our Committee was represented at the Hearings of the

Senate Immigration Committee on March 11 - 14, when the Anti-Japan-

ese phases of the House Immigration Bill were taken up. Messrs.

McClatchy, Webb and Phelan came from California for the avowed

purpose of combatting the work of this Committee and of the Federal

Council’s Commission on International Justice and Goodwill.

John R. Mott

E. Y. Mullins

Alton B. Parker

Francis G. Peabody

Mrs. Henry W. Peabody

Mrs. Percy V. Pennybac

Clarence Poe

William C. Redfield

Kermit Roosevelt

Their testimony was prolix and largely irrelevant. It

was the same old story, exhibiting ill-will and race prejudice

bolstered up by many misstatements. Their main effort was to prove

that the Gentlemen’s Agreement had been continuously violated, that

berjapanese were pouring into the country and especially into Califor-

nia, and that the Japanese are absolutely unassimilable and are,

therefore, a menace*

Julius Rosenwald

Chester H. Rowell

Mortimer L. SchifF

Charles M. Schwab
Edwin R. Saiigman

Robert E. Speer

Julian Street

Benjamin Strong

Henry W. Taft

Important appeals for fair play were made by two mission-

aries, Drs. Schneder and Bowles, in addition to the appeals by the

Secretary of the Foreign Missions Conference, Mr. F. P. Turner, and

by your secretary, who also represented the Federal Council’s

Commission. Important telegrams from various centers on the Paci-

fic Coast, opposing the anti- Japanese features of the House bill,

were received by the Senate Committee.

Frank A. Vanderisp

Paul M. Warburg
William Allen White

Stephen S. Wise

The continued and determined character of the Anti-Japan-

ese propaganda makes it clear that fresh and attractive printed

material should be prepared at once and widely circulated.
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May we have your financial as well as your moral support in this
highly important campaign of education for right relations between America
and Japan?

This Committee needs $5000 for its work for the current year.

Very sincerely yours,
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SACRAMENTO CHURCH FEDERATION
"United Protestantism In Action 1*

Sacramento, Calif., March 26, 1924

Dr. Robt. E. Speer,
156 5th Ave.

,

New York: City.

Dear Fellow Worker in Christ:

Success was permitted us in the matter of the Disarmament
Conference, when it seemed this forward move in the abolition of
war was about to fail. This made clear our duty to remind Congress
that Protestant public opinion, though slow to express itself, was,
after all, still the^dominant element in this nation, founded by
those Protestants, willing to brave the rigors of an unknown land,
that they might freely worship God.

It is from this element we draw those who, in foreign fields,
are engaged in the Extension of the Kingdom. In taking over a
missionary unit when the Inter-Church movement collapsed, this
Federation made contact with several thousand mission stations.
The names of these missionaries indicate IN ABOUT 97# OF THE CASES
THEY ARE OF NORDIC OR NORTH-EUROPEAN ORIGIN. The Nordic blood of
America, the source of missionary manpower, has, since 1895, been
diluted because of Alpine-Mediterannean immigration.

THIS FEDERATION, for ten years, has been making a survey of
this problem. It sent its representatives to Europe to study
it first hand. It feels that, because the Nordic birth rate is
low, (see table below), Protestantism is threatened with eventual
extinction if the 1890 Census Clause of the Johnson Immigration
Bill is not enacted into the law. ON THIS NORDIC STRAIN DEPENDS
WORLD EVANGELIZATION.

Because it believes it is our generation’s duty to M carry
on*1 herein, it begs you and your co-workers to appeal to Congress
as we have in enclosed resolutions.

How hard would you fight if you believed Protestanism was
at stake? How hard would you struggle if you thought, what you
did NOW might save America, the great stronghold of Protestantism
from being plunged into conditions like those of the night of
St. Bartholomew’s massacre, of those days when William the Silent
struggled in Holland against Phillip the III, and the Spanish
Inquisition?

Sacramento Church Federation.

Executive Secretary
Approximate
Children 1st generation 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Nordic
Mediterannean

3
7

9
49

27
343

81 243
2,401 16,807
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FLEMING H REVELL COMPANY
PUBLISHERS

NEW YORK CHICAGO TORONTO
LONDON AND EDINBURGH

CABLE: REVELL'

158 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

^pril 15th, 1924

Dr. Robert E. Speer,

156 Fifth Ave.,

New York City.

Dear Dr. Speer:

-

I have your note with regard to the new book,

RACE AND RACE RELATIONS. We shall be glad to have at least
some preliminary matter - say Preface, Contents and portion
of the opening chapter - as early in May as is possible; this
for the purpose of preparing proofs for our salesmen. We
should hope it would be possible to have the manuscript in
reasonably complete shape in June, for I understand it is your
wish to have the book itself ready as early in September as

possible. If you are unable to even approximate these
dates, we will of course fall in with any plans that will

suit your convenience.

I have tried to reach you by phone in this

connection, but find that you are not in your office and are

to be out of town this week-end.

A copy of the M. E. M. book, OF ONE BLOOD,

has just been secured. This makes a very handsome appearance

and undoubtedly will have a very large sale.



CABLE ADDRESS: “INCULCATE NEW YORK" TELEPHONE WATKINS 8191

THE BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS

OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U. S. A.

156 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

OFFICE OF SECRETARY

Dictated 4/10/24

April 12, 1924

The Rev, o. 3 . Inman,
25 Madison Ave.

,

New York City,

My dear Guy-

I enclose herewith Dr, Chamberlain’s reply to my letter to you with

regard to the attendance of Mr. Turner and Dr. Sanders at the Montevideo

Congress.

In the Bulletin of the Committee on Cooperation in Latin America for

January 7th, 1924, there was an interesting review of rriestley’s "The Mexican

Nation." This review contained a quotation from the book. Can you tell me on

what page the last two paragraphs of that quotation are found?

Ever affect ionately yours.
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>

I# The Origin and Nature of Pace —— —— —42 pages

II. The Idea of Race Superiority —-— -46 pages

III. The Good and Gain of -ace and Race Distinction —50 pages

IV. The "vi Is and Abuses of Race — 53 pages

V. Relation of Race to Color, Climato, Rationality, Rangtiage,

Sex, and Religion —— 50 pages

VI. The So liltion of the Race Problem &4 pages

VII. Some Specific Race Problems of To-Day -65 ps^es .

360 pages

360 pages to manuscript

380 words to a page.

360 p.
5Q0 w .

28000

^,1080
136800 Wo to manuscript

136,800 words to the manuscript
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OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
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HERBERT L. HILL
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GILBERT Q. LESOURD
Conference and

Promotion Secretary

Dr. Robert E. Speer
156 Fifth Avenue
New York City

My dear Dr. Speer

I send herewith two sets of the
revised galley proof for OF ONE BLOOD, proof
for the title-page, and proof of the preface.
I judge that you will want to make a somewhat
more definite statement in your preface now
regarding the publishing arrangement for the
full book. In addition there will be, of
course, the definite recommendation of the book
in the list of materials suggested for a small
reference library.

I enclose a memorandum listing several of the
points that have been pending and one or two new
points that were contained in suggestions received
from several members of our committee who had been
reading the galley proofs.

I have written Professor Conklin and have sent him
the proofs, asking if possible that he will let us
hear in ten days

.

I quite agree that it will be best to take this
extra time now to make such adjustments in the

text as you feel to be necessary. We have defin-
itely decided to postpone the publication until the

middle of March.

Yours sincerely.

FDC
C
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February 4, 1924

Memorandum to Dr. Speer.

I list herewith several points that have come up in
connection with our own further study of the proofs and late
comments that have come from several of the Committee:

Galley 8, Bottom.

In regard to your question on the treatment of race
or the race problem in various encyclopedias. We have looked
this matter up with the following results:

Encyclopedia Americana
Under heading "Races, Origins of" there is an
article of about 3 1/2 pages which is non-
scientific in character and can scarcely be called
a treatment of the race problem as we understand
that phrase today.

Appleton* s New Practical Cyclopedia
Here, as in Britannic a, the reference is simply
"Race: see Ethnology."

Chamber 1 s Encyclopedia
Under the heading, "Race" the reader is referred
to "Breed, Species, Ethnology."

International Encyclopedia
The reference is "Races of Mankind, See Man,
Science of; Living Races."

Nelson’s Encyclopedia
"Race: See Ethnology; Species."

Some of the articles on Ethnology do present some of the fundamental
points regarding race differences, and perhaps your phrase in the

sentence immediately preceding the quotation at the bottom of

Galley 8, "What little there is on the subject7 might be qualified.

However, it seems to us that what you have said- is substantially
correct, for these articles do not deal in apy thorough way at all
with the question on race relationships nor the race problem in the

sense in which you are studying it in this book.
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I am wondering if you do not need to modify slightly
the second sentence in this same paragraph, "Indeed the race
problem as we know it in America today is a very modern problem, and
it is very American." Can we say that it is very American when it

seems to be present in so many of the aspects that we have it here in
South Africa

5
Egypt, India, Australia, and elsewhere. Indeed I think

one of the strongest features of your book is the way in which you
have shown the world character of this problem and have led us into a

study of our specifically American problem against this world back-
ground.

Galley 14 - 15.

Is there a sufficient distinction between point (2)

which begins at the bottom of Galley 14 and point (5) in the middle
of Galley 15 to warrant the division of the material under these

two headings? Might it not be well to consider the possibility of

combining these sections.

Galley 39.

The last sentence on this galley beginning, "How can
he know etc." is long and rather involved. The point made in the

sentence is a very important one. To make sure that the significance
is not missed, might it not be better to break it up into two sentences.

Galley 40.

Is Point (3) under the heading "Race and Social Ideals"
sufficiently differentiated from Point (1) to make necessary the two
paragraphs with different numbers on them.

Galley 59.

Last full paragraph on the Galley. The figures giving

the number of Russians and Italians as 529,240 and 545,173 respectively

are, of course, accurate according to some classifications. They are

not the figures used, however, in the recent home mission studies

which have tended to become standard in home mission literature. The

discrepancy in the case of the Russians ai^3ises f**oin "the fact that in

the new studies Russian Je?/s are not counted, and the number of Russians

who are not Jews is very much less than the figure given. The figures

for the Italians as it stands here are probably the number who are

actually foreign born, whereas our nujAbun a s it is generally understood,

really represents a much larger populatioi^than this when the children
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born here of Italian parents are included. It would be difficult
to qualify these statements in the form in which you have them in
the sentence as it now stands. Consequently, would it not be
better to let the classes look these things up for themselves from
the sources given in the back of the book and not attempt to include
these figures here at all£

Franklin D. Cogswell
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MISSIONARY EDUCATION MOVEMENT
WILLIAM P. SCHELL

Chairman

fcEORGE F. SUTHERLAND
Vice-Chairman

PHILIP S. SUFFERN
Treasurer

HARRY S. MYERS
Recording Secretary

OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
150 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY
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FRANKLIN D. COGSWELL
Educational Secretary

HERBERT L. HILL
Assistant Treasurer and

Business Manager

GILBERT a LESOURD
Conference and

Promotion Secretary

Dr. Robert E. Speer
156 Fifth Avenue
New York City

My dear Dr. Speer

I send herewith the original of
Dr. Conklin’s letter which came in Friday night.
We inquired from your office Saturday morning to
find whether or not you would be there to receive
it if sent over, but on discovering that you were
away, decided to hold it here. I had hoped the
set of proofs marked by Professor Conklin would
have arrived by this time, but they have not. I
shall send them over immediately when they come.

If you will let me know when you are ready to return
the proofs, I shall be glad to come over for a few
minutes^ and take note of any special points or direc-
tions that you may have. This may save you writing*
a letter. &

Yours sincerely.

FDC
c



PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY

February 14, 1924

Mr. Franklin D. Cogswell,
Educational Secretary,
Missionary Education Movement,
150 Fifth Ave .

,

New fork City.

My dear Mr. Cogswell:

I have just finished reading the proof of
Dr. Speer 1 s volume on Race Problems. With the object
which he has in view I am in hearty accord. We need to
appreciate the good qualities of the different races
and to realize that our own race does not have a monopoly
of all good traits, and I think that the solution of race
problems is, as Dr. Speer suggests, the application of the
principles of Christianity to our dealings with all peoples.

On the other hand I am somewhat puzzled by
what seems to me to be conflicting tendencies in different
parts of the volume. In the first few pages he seems to
deny the reality of race d i st inct i ons

s
on what are certainly

unscientific and unsatisfactory grounds, namely that excep-
tions can be found to almost ©very definition; and yet through-
out the major part of the book he recognizes race distinctions.
I find also that he is inclined to underestimate the importance
of heredity in determining race characteristics, and correspond-
ingly to overemphasize the influence of environment and education.
Biologically speaking, nothing is racial that is not inherited;
and yet inheritance marks out only the possibilities or capaci-
ties of development, and the actual realization of these possi-
bilities is contingent upon environment and education.

I have in various places indicated on the margin
of the proof my comments, and I need not enter into details
here

.

I should be glad to receive a copy of the volume
when it is issued.

Very truly yours.



February 11, 1924.

Dr* Robert E. Speer,
156 Fifth Avenue
Few York City.

Dear Dr. Speer:

I have completed the first five chapters of
proof before leaving for the lest and am venturing to dictate
comment, send it on at once in the hope of following it with
the remainder*

First, let me repeat in writing what I said to you over
telephone, that I am delighted with your whole approach and
treatment, as well as your point of view indicated by the
title and the broad way you have treated it. Let me say also
that the statements below are presented subject to correction
on further consideration.

Chapter 1, Section 1 on The Origin of Race:

I seriously question whether it would be well to give this

title to this section or to attempt any explanation of the origin

of race because it is such a mooied question among anthropologists.

The statements of your in this section seems to me WDuld

come either in a^ foreword or near the end of the chapter because

then you have -a foundation in presentation of facts.

In Section 2 it seems that your position would be strengthen-

ed if you brought in some other authority on your side besides Dr.

Myers, particularly as you have quoted Conklin, McDougal, Stoddard

and others on the side of heredity. That is to say, the best way

to meet the Stoddard point of view and the authority associated

on that side is with other scientists of unquestioned authorita-

tive standing. The last quotation in Section 2 taken from Stoddard,

I believe, strikes me that the real fallacy in his reasoning here is

drawing conclusion about whole nations and races mainly upon the

fev; facts about ir dividual psychology. Could you by

a sntence or two bring that out in Section 5?
A
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Have you considered the probability of having Section 4 as

oection 1? The question^chan-e'tfphe title of th^section and

strikes me as the naturo£L point of interest in approaching the

subject,

V hIn secoion 4 galley 4 you use- biological vagaries- in

quoting one or two rather well-respected authorities. Might

not a milder word carry the same meaning?

In section ^describing the origin of race consciousness^ 9t
galley 8 near the bottom, the sentence beginning "Indeed the

race problem 1

, occurs to me might be a place for making an addi-

tional section #10, with some such title as "Rise for Modern Race

Problems", ^hat seems to be the discussion from there on#

Your quotation from Alfred Stone at the end of that section draws

in a rather questionable query of social pressure, and I raise the

question whether it strengthens the argument#

Chapter 2,

It might be well to consider whether Chapter 5 and its facts

would not more logically precede Chapter 2 so as to give the reader

full background of information about race and the subjects treated

in Chapter 5 before taking up* the idea of race superiority and in-

feriority,^Should not the ideas of the white race be included in

Section 1 or 2 along with the ideas of other races?

section 2^ galley 13, Could not some of the quotations here

be shortened with good effect?

Section 3. Could you bring out a little more clearly the

distinction between inferiority of circumstance and the question

of inherent capacity.
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Galley 15^ paragraph 15
;
you speak of alright 'ettologioal

viev/, meaning featiaa^ sound or correct from the scientific stand-

point rather than right from aV) ethical standpoint. There are

several places v/here the distinction between the ethical argu-

ment, ohe scientific argument and the historic argument might "be

a little more differentiated. y ^ ,

I have found in some places it might he well* to deafly

distinguish biological, ethnoligical, psychological and socio-

logical. Also, here and there I have sometime had to re-read a

passage to be sure of the meaning you had in the term -race-
nm tne particular connection in which it is. used. I reali-e

A*

that it is a very confusing term anyway and that possibly

that difficulty in the treatment of the subject.

Galley 32jyou speak of the
'

cetafn truth, if the South

had won the civil war, etc. This is a scientific prophesy

and it might be well to modify the sentence because of that.

Should not galley 34 section 7 come before section 6?

t-

7



129 BAST 52nd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Tel: Plaza 4700

E. C. Carter, Esq.,
This Office,

Pear Hr. Carter:

A number of small textual corrections or sugges-
tions will he found on the galley proofs. The follow-
ing typed pages contain comment of the proofs as
written down in the course of reading, not after having
read the book as a whole.

Since naturally this comment is largely critical,
it may give an impression of lack of appreciation for
the book as a whole or for the detailed discussion of
which it is made up. Therefore it may be well to state
here that, with the exception of a few passages to which
I personally take strong objection - because of their
slant and likelihood to mislead the reader more often
than because of actual misstatement - ,

I consider the
book well constructed, covering the ground most compre-
hensively, and full of wise statement of the problems
under discussion and the way out of them. The quotations
in nearly all cases are exceedingly well chosen to
illustrate the points made. Some of them, together with
some of the author’s original thoughts, constitute almost
an encyclopedia of right thinking on these problems. But,
as my own sometimes perhaps too lengthy or too insistent
- comments will show, the book has the great value, the

supreme value, considering its particular purpose, of
stimulating the thought and imagination of the reader.
It has just the right mixture of theoretical discussion
and conorete statement of fact which avoids the danger of
the over-academic and that of the boringly matter-of-fact.

(Signed) BRUNO LASKER



Comments on "Of One Blood”.
Bruno Lasker.

The following notes are written while reading the m/s. Hence,
some of the points raised may be answered in later protions of the

Galley one (a) If this par. is meant to say what I read into
it, it contains a very important, augfcestive thought worth further
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Galley 15 (
"b ) An admirable paragraph, worth further point-

ing up. The words inferior and superior are used in common parlance
without any relation to a common standard of measurement, hence
meaningless. It is only as we adopt a criterion of standards, such
as Christianity, that we can with any assurance tell which race or
nation is further or less far removed from it.

(c) Will it not be said in criticism of this paragraph that
no individual or thousands of individuals can, in the qualities
named or any other qualities, transcend the biologically determined
potentialities of their race? The real truth is, of course, that,
measured by a common standard, the potentialities of all the races
overlap. Biological superiority of one race over another cannot
mean that all individuals composing the one are superior to all the
individuals composing the other; it means that some individuals of
the superior race are capable of reaching a higher development than
any individuals of the inferior one. That margin, most biologists
and anthropologists now admit, is an exceedingly small one; but since
it contains the material for potential if not actual leadership, it
is important.
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Galley 19 (o) Of course, in an ideal society all individuals
must be alike, and in fan ideal humanity all races must be alike, that
is perfect. The point here is rather that in an imperfect world
variety in attainments is a good thing, because variety playing upon
variety, ensures evolution towards the perfect type. To ensure a
new and better product, the botanist or agriculturist must mate dif-
ferent varieties. To ensure a superior human type, humanity must
bring its varied racial stocks with their varied achievements into
mutually fertilizing contact (but not necessarily on the physical
plane through intermarriage).

(d) This statement, unless further qualified, must
seem strange to the thoughtful student of history. It is generally
assumed that western civilization is superio® to others precisely
because in the course of centuries economic security has been in-
creased, there has been less of a struggle for survival, and con-
sequently much energy has been freed for religious and cultural
progress, including among other things, the service rendered in
relieving suffering and bringing light to the ignorant the world over.
On a spiritual level, there may be some truth in the statement
made in the text. Just as the individual often grows spiritually
richer through suffering, so some races that have had more than an
average struggle for survival may have, and in some instances cer-
tainly have, enriqhed their spiritual experience, their conception
of ultimate aims in life, Therefore, if this statement is to stand,
I would suggest putting it in a more tentative form.

And may I, at this point, make the general suggestion that
some ox the excellent and sometimes original thoughts expressed in
this book would have added educational value if they were put less
in the form of didactic statements and more in the form of tentative
suggestions or questions put up to the reader for his own consider-
ation and study.

Galley £0 (a) This paragraph is particularly forceful and
needed at the present time. I wonder whether a still more pointed
application to present-day problems could not be made. America f s

going back on its enthusiastic endorsement of the principle of race
autonomy during the war; present examples especially of American and
British foreign policies that are contrary to that spirit and carry
with them the danger of imperialism. Or would that make the para-
graph too controversial politically?

(h) Gan autonomy ever be worked out by a stronger
race for a weaker, as here suggested? In other passages it is
correctly stated that each race must v/ork out its own autonomy. But
the intention here probably is one not clearly expressed: namely
that progress from serfdom to self-determination in nations and
races as well as in individuals involves an educational process in
which others may take part botir-^as fellow-learners and as teachers.

(o) "Races rise to their own place not by making
claims or bemoaning errors but by achieving work and by reridering
service." To forestall criticism, it might he well here to interpol-
ate a sentence to the effect that often obstructions deliberately
put into the way of such achievement by a cominant race, obstructions
which appear to make such effort, hopelessly difficult, can, as a fact
subject to historical proof, always be overcome by real determination
and perseverence.
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Galley 20 (&) "And He made races that He miffht sava no +-u Q

?*• 1L the
f

take xt at lts face value, find fault with it rmnT
"— ss'sras'sa ?;r

IeafarL*L^ Z Z^ (AS for instance
. it took the experience ofteacil humanity that the earth is round.) Each race bv

^iV«e
!
lei1^ contributes to the sum total of human knowledge - notonly as regards the material aspects of life but also as regards racognition of the meaning of life and of man's relation to the diverse.

„ n+ ®all®y 21 fa) The "manly race spirit" of Booker Washington wasnot, of course, strictly speaking a race spirit at all emeoiSlv H
alllllTlll fVf 3 Negro! But the eiemSts of Lee

Negro, that

gone before no, £’4%* «|rij “’rSSS r^oJt’SdUS,!^^can ever be "excessive". Either it is justified or it is nnt nLh
Sa7,^V°

Ula
J?

00I're0t t0 “S' «“>* «>• fomi taSn ty JaSSai r£„nand self-assertion. are often erroneous and destructive. In that sensehe implied criticism of the Nationalist movement in India has some
’

XSiS

^

0 -p-p„*.-.-
G
fi

ley 2
5 i

a) " T]:ie whole world will be better for the neaceful
+£!

°f me
S

find a Better balance between the forces of rest and
danger o!sl

S
v°ii!

han
f
6 than have thus far aohi0ved." This sounds

^y
n

lak advocaey of a compromise between good and evil. Of

recSSize the Lfu^ 1
?

th® Peaceful effort of men who "

of+«JThf Si Vf td?e in the mutnal adjustment of races mayoften be more effective than the effort of men who try to bring aboutthat adjustment by violent means. 6 aDOtn:

.

(b) I find here and also in other places (see more

trying
a
toLet !!“!!?• ?

n
+ ?

al
f
e
^

32 } a rather unfortunate tendency oftrying to get an optimistic interpretation of conditions which are

been o^L'"ft
1 ' Jhe

2f
fects °f the War here named ha?e SrtaiSJ not

truth?
ff

"!n
offset" would be better but still far from the

relatione Ptn
4
”

e
£
feots npon the increase of the intimacy of race

exchan p-p ti
* °?e n

?
ed only think of the deurease in international

thfbrfak S o?
e
7h

ba
r
ri
r? arect

?
d against foreign trade and migration,

de’atriotlon
P
n?

f
niT*

Au
f
tri

2
1 e“Pire . non-intercourse with Russia, the

+J
1 sorts °f voluntary international associations that

war
th® Wa^ ’ the continuing of mutual prejudices aroused feywar “time propaganda, to see the inaccuracy of this statement.

„
5all9y 23 fa) The sentence "The world is made up of many racesecause economically the existence of many races is a gain to all "

arise from whit has S°ne before, 2nd thus barely

S suLival
±
og°ra^

11

!
310510 03

\
truth. The origin, growth, decadencemwil 1 of racial groups, by previous showing, is in constant

particular racial make-up of humanity at the present timeis neither final nor necessarily the economically most advantageousto be imagined now or at any other period of the world's history.
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Some sections of the earth are inhabited hy races demonstrably less
lit to make the best of their natural resources fofc the benefit of
all humanity than other races would be. It is not even clear whether
the survival of all existing racial groups is of value to the further
development of humanity (or that other raaes which have died out may
not have been more valuable at this time). Here, by a plaim assertion
ii 4 *5-ii 2

ry
.

which wil1 no m©nas be acceptable to all, the most
fti.ricult of all race questions is prejudged instead of being openedup j.or iurther discussion: Are all races, economically, or in anvother way, of equal value to humanity?

Galley 26 (a) "It is only by their acceptance of Christianity
that o oner races can give us their help.” This statement seems to me
in contradiction with other statements made in the course of this book.Can we learn nothing from the Chinese or the Hindus with their vast
stores of cultural inheritances except in so far as they embrace ourown inheritance

#

and give it back to us molded by their experience? Dowe mean that neither the Old Testament nor the Vedanta not Greek phil-osophy nor the teachings of Buddha, Zoroaster of Confucius are of any
use to us? Obviously, something rather different is here meant but
not expressed with sufficient clarity.

Galley 28 (a) We are probably too near the events of the late
war to see them in their true historical perspective. What about the
hate propagandas of Moslems at various periods? What about the Roman
hate propaganda which wiped out one of the greatest cities and civil-
^f

a"k^ ons 0^ anbi (l‘
L1i'ty, Carthage? What about the hate propagandas of

the lhirty Years 1 War? And what, since this question is raised, of thehate propaganda against the "Hun" in the allied countries, the hate
propaganda against Russia carried on by our State Department, amd the
hate propaganda against Jews carried on by Henry Ford? What about
the hate propaganda against the Turks of the American Protestant
churches?

valley 17 (a) Ho one will take exception to the sentiment ex^
pressed under (3)

.

But it does not go far enough. Service may be the
by-product of a genuine effort at self-perfection - in the case of races
as of individuals - which includes ethical as well as intellectual or
other qualities.

Galley 29 fa)* Is not this quotation in contradiction of an earl-
ier statement (I forget on which galley) to the effect that the Greeks
and Hebrews- had no distinct conception of race?

Galley 30 (bottom) "the emphatic conviction of the Education
Commission tfcat the gains that have come to Africa through the white
man are far greater than the losses." To what extent can we look upon
Jesse Jones and his party of travellers as competent judges on such a
question as this? The statement quoted is in sharp contrast with
the ripe judgment of liberally minded administrators, teachers, mis-
sionaries and others who have spent years in Africa. Of course, Dr.
Jones waw most of the missions and of the the people who have had the
benefit of their services; he can hardly have had an opportunity to
investigate native conditions in the mining districts, or the indus-
trial and agricultural exploitation that is still taking place, or
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the contemptuous treatment of natives in the cities. Nor does the
judgment expressed seem to have been based on a historical retro-
spect of v/hat the white man has done to the Africans. I suggest that
at least a sentence stating that the highly optimistic conclusion of
this report is not shared by other equally competent students and
observers would be in place.

Galley 32 (a) The conditions here described are not past
history but present fact. Apparently some statements of Du Bois
have been over-condensed here. I have tried to clarify the sense, as
it seems to me it may have been meant.

(b) You say, "the idea of a continuous acceptance by
any race of its own enslavement is illusory. TT This is an interesting
speculation. I am not so sure. I would not offhand subscribe to it.
Within modern memory even Christian people have sold themselves into
slavery. Whole populations willingly enter contract labor if thus
their livelihood is ensured. The desire to live is stronger than the
desire to be free. This voluntary subjection of a race to another for
the sake of bread and protection can go on indefinitely unt&l the des-
ire for freedom becomes a forgotten ambition. Intolerable labor con-
ditions have been borne by Africans generation after generation #hen
they could have revolted and freed themselves of the foreign yoke.
Biologically there is no reason for looking upon the desire for freedom
as a hereditary trait. The wild horse becomes tamed, and its progeny
returns voluntarily to the stable when set free.

(c) This is one of the passages referred to earlier.
I cannot conceive how an institution can be a eurse and a blessing at
the same time to the same people. In this particular instance, the
argument is particularly faulty. Could not the Negroes, both in
America and in Africa, have been Christianized without slavery? Has
slavery helped to spread essential Christianity? Has it made the
master class more Christian? And how, in view of the continuing race
antipathy which is so largely due to the fact that the one race has
been enslaved to the other, can the experience of slavery be held to
have brought "the possibility of a greater race sympathy"?

Galley 33 (a) "The white race would not have thought of dealing
with such faithlessness and cruelty with an equal race." I am not at
all sure that this is a correct statement. Read of the dispossession
of the Scotch crofters, of the earlier dealings of the British with
the Irish peasantry, of the condition of Sicily and southern Italy at
the beginning of the nineteenth century, of Prussia f s ruthless expro-
priation of the peasants in her Polish provinces.

Galley 37 fa) The Tuskeegee ease if told at all deserves a

little more explanation than here given. It looks as though the author
sympathized with the attitude of the white people in this case and
condemned that of the colored. The cause of the conflict was, of
course, purely economic. The white people of Tuskeegee wanted a white
staff for this hospital because that meant more trade for Main Street,
the possibility of advancing the development of the torn. The colored
people wanted the jobs because of the extreme scarcity of opportunities
for colored professional men.
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Galley 57 (b) I do not think that this section does full
justice to the subject of antipathy on account of color. Many
whites, especially women, when for the first time brought into
close contact with colored people actually have a sense of un-
cleanliness. This comes about through the association of tbe idea
of darkness of skin and dirt which is inculcated in childhood. For
instance, many people will not enter a swimming pool used by colored
people. Of course, the idea that these pollute the water is nonsense^
but the feeling remains and is quite a genuine thing.

Galley 40 (a) I do not consider the quotation from Reinsch
so very convincing and would not so completely endorse it as the au-
thor has done, but rather intimate in the concluding sentence of the
section that this conception of nationality is in some ways misleading.
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that, "while some of these conceptions are so old that we hardly
know the sources of their origin, they were not brought into a
complete and convincing system before the advent of Christianity.
Hence, they derive •••«•”

Galley 55 (a) "Indeed, the Christian forces are the only
forces which are really grappling with the issue." No unbiased*
student of race relations in the South will deny this statement.

But the question arises, why has not a solution been sought long
ago? Both white and colored Southerners have always been devout
Christians. Is not the answer that a right way was found as soon
as the churches, under the inspiration of some* of their great lead-
ers toward the end of the nineteenth century, lost their too exclu-
sive concern for individual salvation and took up in earnest the
application of Christian principles to the great social issues of
the time?

Galley 59 (a) This analysis of the problem of social equal-
ity and the impossibility of bringing it about by mandamus is ab-
solutely correct and very wisely stated. But can we not go one stop
further: If social recognition, to be real, must be freely felt and
accorded, then at any rate let us have freedom: Without coercing
social recognition, let us also remove from the statute books and
ordinance all laws and regulations that coerce people into a posi-
tion of social aloofness and non-recognition which they do not feel.

Galley 62 fa) I believe this account of present white-Indian
relations is too optimistic. Land thefts on a huge scale are still
going on. Health provisions are extremely faulty, and only quite
recently we have had accounts of appaling prevalence of trachoma and
other diseases, quite insufficient health services. The chief griev-
ance of the Indians, which certainly should be mentioned, is that he
is deprived of a share in the services of all departments of govern-
ment by being subjected to the guardianship on only one bureau which
is quite inadequately equipped to meet his economic, educational,
agricultural and health needs.

Galley 63 la) This is not clear. How has becoming Christians
helped the Japanese in America to overcome prejudice against them?
It seems to have made hardly any difference.

Galley 64 (a) This is all very true. But could not some more
concrete and specific ways be indicated by which a better feeling be-
tween North Americans and Latin Americans might be brought about?

(b) This is the true statement and in contradiction
with the statement criticized above that on the whole contact with
the white civilisation has beeF ito the benefit of the African natives.



f b) Is not this an over-statement? Better: "not
only of these inherited tendencies hut also of*.*"

Galley 5 (a) Hot clear* As it stands, the sentence weeras to
impl. something that is not true. What is meant,
trfoVihl y~i

—

is-tfect ,
though biologically the larger number of Jews may

belong to the Caucasi^h4si.o this b j-^uo^ia^?4-1^up , the
difference in the mental equipment of thi^ethnic group as a whole
from, say, the Anglo-Saxon is greater than^the difference in the
mental equipment of racially more distantly related but socially
aore similar groups of any two nationalities, as for instance native
American and Chinese students in American universities.



(b) The statement should he somewhat modified; other-
wise the author may he accused of introducing here a new gauge for
measuring racial superiority and inferiority which is not necessarily
the Christian gauge.

(c) Of course, the process of sex adjustment still
continues and no one can tell exactly what will he its outcome. What
is said here is strictly true only of modern history. In antiquity
social progress has been a gradual getting away from the maternalistio
to the paternalistic onnception of society, leading in due course to
the subjection of women.

Galley 43 (a) Is not the point here that there may he particular
periods in the history of a race or nation when it may he most suscep-
tible to new revelations of truth? Of course, the truth is always there
at all times; hut that is not the matter under discussion, rather the
psychological predisposition to receive it - as illustrated in the
remarks about Home.

Galley 48 (a) Conklin ought not to he allowed to get by with
that old wheeze! When we get a perfected human race, there will he no
need for coal diggers and the like; industry and agriculture alike will
have become arts instead df drudgery.

Galley 54 (a) This sentence may have rather an unfortunate ef-
fect if it were understood to mean that the author is not so much in-
terested in democracy and race harmony in themselves as in their use
for the purely temporary need of overcoming Mahome danism. The insertion
of the word "Incidentally, the advance.. • " or "At the same time" at the
beginning of the sentence would prevent such misunderstanding.

(h) This statement can hardly be upheld as strictly
accurate. Some of the conceptions which have emerged are much older
than Christianity. Probably what this sentence was meant to say was



Galley 19 (a) So far as my reading of the Prophets goes, I

would hardly say that they went quite so far as here alleged - espec-

ially as regards respect for cfther peoples’ mothers.

By the way, can it safely he assumed that the student will he

familiar with or will look: up all the hiblical references in the text,

or should some of the mOst important ones he quoted?

(h) "Each race has a work to do ... which no other

race can do" may he an idea that is alright in this context. But

it is a statement with dangerous connotations: in the first place,

it may he held to stand opposed to race-cooperation; it may _ also he

held to uphold the imperialist conception of "manifest destiny" which

has done so much harm in the world. And, anyhow, no race can work

towards its perfection except in the assumption that there is no task

in the world which at one time or other it may not he called upon to

perform. Unlike an individual who may decide to remain a cohhler, a

race cannot "let George do it".



(b) This example is badly chosen. The English and

the Sootch-Irish are not of "one iratimate race"; on the contrary,

while 3pe aking a different language, the Scotch .and Irish have been

drawn to the French because they are largely of the same Celtic

blood with the same though somewhat distant cultural inheritance.

As for clashes with the Chinese, it is obvious that a people will

not have clashes with another so distant that practically there are

no relations between Ithem at all, but with a neighboring people,

especially when the land areas occupied by them are limited and they

are driven to fight for the same natural resources.

Galley 15, (a) I do not think this definition. altogether

tenable. For instance, many students consider the Chinese more

educated and more happy then many white peoples. Yet there are

not a few westerners who look upon the Chinese as backward, merely

because they have not adopted western standards. The sentence would

be correct if it said "...simply a race which is considered by

another race which arrogates to itself superiority over it to he

lac Icing in these qualities that would.
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UNION TH EOLOGI CAL S EM I NARY
BROADWAY AT 120™ STREET

N EW VO R K

£4 January 1924.

Dr. Robert E. Speer,
Board of Foreign Missions,
156 Fifth Avenue,
New York, IT. Y.

Dear Dr. Speer:

I was out in Ohio over the weekend and
then again out of the City until this morning, so
that I did not receive your galley proofs until this
late day. I feel that already the galley proofs must
have been sent on to the press.

I have, since arrival this morning,
been only able to skim through the proof and read
rather closely the first two chapters. It seems
to me the positions you have taken are very sound
indeed, and I am delighted that a book like this
is going to be available hot only for the Churches
but for the students of the land.

The World Education Committee of the
Y.M.C.A. has been awaiting this book, and I feel
certain will push it among the students.

In what I have looked over I do not
find any mistake in statement of fact, or expression
of judgment. I did not notice any reference to
the psychological tests made by our Army during the
war. Would you care to look up the National
Academy of Science Ivlemoirs, volume 15, pages 705-742.
There is a copy in the Columbia University library
and a copy in the Union Theological Seminary Library.
This is the report of the Surgeon General of our
Army on the psychological tests made, and this
chapter deals with the relative racial capacity of the
negro and the white American.

In general these tests shov; the negro
inferior, but personally I feel that quite a series of
criticisms could be made concerning the character of
the tests, and the validity of the judgments derived
from them.



Pag© 2 - Dr. Robert E. Speer.

My only point in suggesting this data
is that it is one of the most recent attempts to
get at this question of relative racial capacity
from what purports to be a scientific standpoint.

We are all indebted to you for the immense
amount of work that you have put on this volume.
May God richly bless it to the bettering of racial
relationships everywhere.

DJR/MH
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UNION TH EOLOQ1CAL S EM 8 NARY
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Mr. Speer

kdiCKIVED

FEB ' 6 1924

February 4, ly24.

Kev. Robert Speer, D.D.,
Board of Foreign Missions,
156 bth Avenue,
hew York, N. Y.

Dear Robert:

I nave been going through the galleys of your
book in odds and ends of time and on Friday turned my
copy over to Lasker only to find that he had already been
through it and sent you his comments. You must be grati-
fied to find how cordially he approves of the work that
you have done.

My own feeling has been that the force of the
argument was at some points weakened by the large number
of points which you make and the copious use of illustra-
tion which sometimes diverts attention from the main cur-
rent of the argument. But it may well be that for the
purpose of a study book this method is essential, ana in
any event, that is not a question profitable to raise
when one is in the stage of page proof.

I have noted a few points which are unimportant
in the text. LIy own understanding of Hardy *s Philosophy
is a different one from that you seem to hold on galley
one. I had always thought of him as the classical exam-
ple of a deterministic philosophy which has no place for
freedom.

On page 25 (c) it seemed to me that you yourself
admit that you had abandoned the point of view of race for
one that is quite different.

My chief difficulty was with galley 27. in your
discussion of religion. Your treatment here did not seem
to me to do justice to the New Testament position of the
significance of the ethnic religions as a preparation for
Christianity. Why should we not frankly say what obvi-
ously seems to be a fact?— that the ethnic religions em-
body good as well as evil, good which we must attribute to
that divine 'Word who, as the Apostle says, lightens every
man that comes into the world. Why should we not frankly
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adHi i t ohat we have much to learn from the speculations
cf men who have been feeling their way after God even
ii we regard these speculations as inadequate and their
outcome .mistaken?

.

There is nothing, I am sure, in what
1 have in mind which is not consistent with your own
thought, but I believe that the statement of that gallevcould wisely be reconsidered.

On page 32 your arithmetic seems to be a littlemixed up.. - ou start in the Heading with three races
announce in your first paragraph that you are going to
deal with two, and before you get through, increase thenumber almost indefinitely.

On page 48 I wonder whether your statement of
the contrast between Mohammedanism and Christianity in
its treatment of the race problem would not be strength-
ened by amplification, In the bald form in which you put
it I feel sure it would be challenged.

These are small points but I pass them on for
what. they are worth. I only wish I had had the chance
to. give the manuscript the thorough and detailed consider-
ation which it deserves.

Sincerely yours.


